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PRELIMS
"AMBITAG"
IIT Ropar develops "AmbiTAG"- India's first indigenous temperature data logger for the cold
chain management.
a. Indian Institute of Technology, Ropar (IIT Ropar) in Punjab has developed a first-of-its-kind
IoT device – AmbiTag that records real-time ambient temperature during the transportation of
perishable products, vaccines and even body organs and blood.
b. Features:
i. Shaped as USB device, AmbiTag continuously records the temperature of its immediate surroundings
“from -40 to +80 degrees in any time zone for a full 90 days on a single charge.
ii. Most of the similar devices available in the international market record data only for duration of 3060 days. He said it generates an alert when the temperature goes beyond a pre-set limit.
iii. The recorded data can be retrieved by connecting the USB with any computer.
iv. The device has been developed under Technology Innovation Hub – AWaDH (Agriculture and Water
Technology Development Hub) and its Startup ScratchNest.
c. Uses:
i. That recorded temperature further helps to know whether that particular item transported from
anywhere in the world is still usable or perished because of temperature variation.
ii. This information is particularly critical for vaccines including Covid-19 vaccine, organs and blood
transportation.
CENTRE'S FISCAL DEFICIT FOR FY21 SETTLES AT 9.2% OF GDP
Centre's fiscal deficit for FY21 settles at 9.2% of GDP vs target of 9.5%
a. The Centre’s fiscal deficit for the financial year 2020-21 settled at 9.2% of the gross domestic
product, marginally below the government’s revised target of 9.5%.
b. This was on the back of better-than-expected revenue receipts with expenditure staying broadly at
the level targeted in the revised estimates of the Budget.

c. In absolute terms, India’s fiscal deficit was Rs 18.21 trillion, about Rs 27,194 crore lower than the
projected Rs 18.48 trillion, as per the provisional estimates released by Controller General of Accounts.
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d. The fiscal deficit of 9.2% has been estimated based on provisional estimates for FY21 GDP of Rs
197.46 trillion.
INDIA'S GDP CONTRACTED BY 7.3% IN 2021 AS PER NSO
India's GDP contracted by 7.3% in 2021 as per NSO.
a. News: India's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) contracted by 7.3% in 2020-21, as per provisional
National Income estimates released by the National Statistical Office, marginally better than the 8%
contraction in the economy projected earlier.
i. GDP growth in 2019-20, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, was 4%.
ii. The Gross Value Added (GVA) in the economy shrank 6.2% in 2020-21, compared to a 4.1% rise
in the previous year.
iii. Only two sectors bucked the trend of negative GVA growth —
1) Agriculture, forestry and fishing, which rose 3.6%, and
2) Electricity, gas, water supply and other utility services (up 1.9%).
b. Though this is the bleakest performance on record for the economy, the fourth quarter (Q4) of
2020-21 helped moderate the damage, with a higher-than-expected growth of 1.6% in GDP. This
marked the second quarter of positive growth after the country entered a technical recession in the
first half of the year.

c. GDP had contracted 24.4% in the April to June 2020 quarter, followed by a 7.4% shrinkage in the
second quarter. It had returned to positive territory in the September to December quarter with a
marginal 0.5% growth.
d. GVA from trade, hotels, transport, communication and broadcasting-related services recorded the
sharpest decline of 18.2%, followed by construction (-8.6%), mining and quarrying (-8.5%) and
manufacturing (-7.2%).
e. Economists said these numbers will moderate growth prospects for 2021-22 through the base effect,
even as the scourge of the virus is hurting activity again.
RECENT MOU ON DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE
a. This was stated by the Union Minister, Shri Tomar during the MoU signing ceremony of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare with four institutions.
b. These institutions are:
i.
Patanjali Organic Research Institute
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ii.
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
iii.
SRI India Pvt. Ltd.
iv.
Agribazar India Pvt. Ltd.
c. The MoUs have been signed with these organizations for pilot project using Kisan Database as
adhaar within a period of one year:
i.
With ESRI for setting up and launching of "National Agriculture Geo Hub",
ii.
with Amazon Web Services for creation of digital services and innovation ecosystem linked
iii.
with digital agriculture in the agricultural value chain,
iv.
with Agribazar to collaborate with Department of Agriculture for pilot project in 3 States (Uttar
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan)
To promote digital agriculture and a MoU has been signed with Patanjali for agricultural management
and farmer service in 3 districts (Haridwar- Uttarakhand, Hamirpur- Uttar Pradesh and MorainaMadhya Pradesh).
Recognizing the importance of digitization in agriculture, the department is preparing a centralised
farmers database and formulating various services based on it in order to create a digital ecosystem
for agriculture. This database will be linked with the land records of farmers across the country and
unique farmer IDs will be generated. Under an integrated database for farmers, information related to
all benefits and assistances provided through various schemes of the central and state governments
can be kept at one place and it can be a source of information for providing benefits to the farmers in
future.
INITIATIVES AROUND COMPRESSED BIO GAS TO GIVE FILIP TO SATAT SCHEME
Shri Dharmendra Pradhan presides over a slew of initiatives around Compressed Bio Gas to
give filip to SATAT scheme
a. News: Union Minister of Petroleum and Natural Gas & Steel Shri Dharmendra Pradhan presided
over a virtual ceremony in which a number of initiatives were launched to provide major fillip to
the SATAT initiative, and help India leap ahead towards a greener tomorrow.
b. Initiatives:
i.

This included signing of a Cooperation Agreement by Oil and Gas majors including Indian
Oil, HPCL, BPCL, GAIL and IGL, for the promotion and development of the SATAT
(Sustainable Alternative towards Affordable Transportation) scheme.
ii.
The SATAT scheme aims to set up Compressed Bio-Gas production plants and make CBG
available in the market for use as a green fuel.
1. It envisages to target production of 15 MMT of CBG from 5000 plants by 2023.
2. Besides the potential to boost availability of more affordable transport fuels, better use of
agricultural residue, cattle dung and municipal solid waste, the 5000 CBG plants will provide an
investment of 1.75 lakh crore, an additional revenue source to farmers, and 75,000 direct job
opportunities and lakhs of indirect jobs.
3. The Cooperation agreement provides for establishing a strong network for marketing the entire
produced quantity of CBG Plants through various channels. The agreement also has provision for
associate implementers to join the SATAT movement. The IndianOil shall act as coordinator under
the SATAT scheme and liaison with the Government and other agencies on behalf of Industry
members. GAIL shall serve as the coordinator for the implementation of the CBG-CGD
synchronization scheme.
4. 5 CBG Plants: These plants are being set up across Gujarat(2), Uttar Pradesh(2)and Punjab(1).
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5. A website to provide a digital boost to the SATAT programme was also unveiled during the event.
The website www.satat.co.in shall be a resource centre for new and existing CBG Plants providing
details on CBG & SATAT, enablers under the SATAT scheme and FAQs. The portal also contains a
section on the learning modules where handy presentations and videos have been made accessible.
iii.

Providing LPG connections to 8 crore people, surge in the Ethanol blending to almost 9% in
the current Sugar year, progress in Bio-diesel programme, Aluminium Air battery.
iv.
Injection of CBG into the CGD pipeline network is an important milestone
v.
The Government is in discussion with the state governments to sort out various issues
concerning these plants, and also with the Fertilizer department for the marketing of
manure produced in these plants.
c. Vision:
i.
Reducing import dependence and ensuring a sustainable energy future for the nation.
ii.
Containing the global warming as per the commitment made in COP-21.
iii.
Debottlenecking, setting up of infrastructure, handholding of small entrepreneurs, and
convincing the big companies to set up mega-clusters for the CBG.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Conversion of Agro-residues/municipal wastes and other green wastes into energy, and
Making the farmers and rag-pickers important stakeholders in the process.
Playing a global leadership role in energy conversion.
Saving foreign exchange, enriching our poor, and also brand building.

Way Forward: The Minister said that there is a large potential of harnessing usable Hydrogen from
CBG in an economically-viable manner. Agreement among Govt PSUs will inspire confidence among the
entrepreneurs putting up CBG plants, and remove doubts about the marketing responsibility of gas
from these plants.
‘INDIA CYCLES4CHANGE’
Cities across the country are embarking on the ‘India Cycles4Change’ movement
a. About ‘India Cycles4Change’ movement: The challenge was launched under the Smart Cities
Mission by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic that
was gaining ground in the country.
b. Over the last year, a cycling revolution has taken over India.
i. Cycling is being seen as an important mode of safe and healthy personal transport medium that
ensures social distancing, while being environmentally sustainable.
ii. The lockdown restrictions had significantly affected the commuters of public transport, who saw
cycling as a personal and COVID-safe alternative for short and medium distance commute.
c. In this backdrop, with the launch of India Cycle4Change challenge, 107 cities registered to be a part
of the cycling revolution and 41 cities undertook initiatives vis. surveys, discussions, pop-up cycle
lanes, safer neighbourhoods, open street events, cycle rallies, or online campaigns that were aimed at
creating a cycle friendly city.
d. Cities as part of the campaign have initiated work covering approx. 400 kms of arterial roads and
more than 3500 kms of neighbourhood streets. The Smart Cities Mission, in association with Institute
for Transport and Development Policy (ITDP) conducted training modules and other capacity building
initiatives to guide 107 cities on various cycling initiatives.
e. Progress since launch of the challenge:
i. Identifying barriers to cycling by listening to the people: Cities undertook perception surveys to
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understand citizens needs with regard to cycling.
ii. Making streets and neighbourhoods safe and fun for cycling: Cities like Bhubaneswar, Surat, Kochi,
Greater Warangal used traffic cones, bollards, and paints to test out interventions. Aurangabad reused
tyres as planters to segregate their cycle lanes from motor vehicle traffic.
iii. Creating a cycling community: Local Civil Society Organisations were engaged with to conduct
various events at a large scale and in neighbourhoods level to bring the cycling community together.
Many cities hosted rallies and cyclothons, bringing thousands of cyclists onto the streets.
iv. Empowering women to cycle: Kohima, Rajkot, and Chandigarh launched cooperative cycle rental
schemes and public bicycle sharing systems in neighbourhoods.
v. Changing everyday behaviour through campaigns: Cities such as Rajkot and Jabalpur launched
Cycle2Work campaigns, where senior officials of the government pedalled to office to inspire citizens to
cycle. Many business organisations also embraced it.
“COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF MASS MEDIA” AMONG SCO MEMBERS
The Union Cabinet has given its ex-post facto approval for signing and ratification of
an Agreement on “Cooperation in the field of Mass Media” between all the Member States of
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation.
a. Context: The Agreement was signed in June, 2019.
b. It shall promote equal and mutually beneficial cooperation among associations in the field of Mass
Media. Each Side shall, on the basis of reciprocity, facilitate the activities thereby ensuring
equity. The Agreement would provide an opportunity for the Member States to share best practices
and new innovations in the field of Mass Media.
c. Features: The main areas of cooperation are following:
i. Creation of favorable conditions for wide and mutual distribution of information through the Mass
Media in order to further deepen the knowledge about the lives of the peoples of their States.;
ii. Cooperation among the Editorial Offices of the Mass Media of their States, as well as among the
relevant Ministries, Agencies and Organizations working in the field of the Mass Media, specific
conditions and forms of which shall be determined by the participants themselves, including through
conclusion of separate agreements;
iii. Promote equal and mutually beneficial cooperation among professional associations of journalists of
the States of the Sides in order to study the available professional experience, as well as to hold
meetings, seminars and conferences in the field of Mass Media;
iv. Assist in broadcasting of television and radio programs and programs, distributed legally within the
territory of the State of the other Side, the legal broadcasting by Editorial Offices of materials and
information, if their distribution meets the requirements of the legislation of the States of the Sides;
V. Encourage the exchange of experience and specialists in the field of Mass Media, provide mutual
assistance in training media professionals and encourage cooperation among the educational and
scientific-research institutions and Organizations operating in this field
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), or Shanghai Pact, is
a Eurasian political, economic, and security alliance, the creation of which was announced on 15 June
2001 in Shanghai, China by the leaders of China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan,
and Uzbekistan; the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Charter, formally establishing the
organization, was signed in June 2002 and entered into force on 19 September 2003. The original five
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members, with the exclusion of Uzbekistan, were previously members of the Shanghai Five group,
founded on 26 April 1996. Since then, the organization has expanded its membership to eight states
when India and Pakistan joined SCO as full members on 9 June 2017 at a summit in Astana,
Kazakhstan.
UNION CABINET APPROVED THE MODEL TENANCY ACT
The Union cabinet approved the Model Tenancy Act (MTA), which is aimed at overhauling
and growing the legal framework for home renting.
a. Context: The approval came two years after the draft bill of the model law was floated by the
housing and urban affairs ministry in 2019. According to the government, the MTA will help make
available vacant houses for renting.
b. Aim: creating a vibrant, sustainable and inclusive rental housing market in the country. It will
enable creation of adequate rental housing stock for all the income groups thereby addressing the
issue of homelessness.
i. It will enable institutionalisation of rental housing by gradually shifting it towards the formal market.
ii. It will facilitate unlocking of vacant houses for rental housing purposes.
iii. It is expected to give a fillip to private participation in rental housing as a business model for
addressing the huge housing shortage.
iv. Property analysts said it is expected that the provisions in the MTA would make renting a viable
option for tenants and owners if states show the willingness to adopt it in letter and spirit. “The
existing rent control laws are restricting the growth of rental housing and discourage owners from
renting out their vacant houses due to fear of repossession."
c. Provisions:
i. One of the potential measures to unlock the vacant house is to bringing transparency and
accountability in the existing system of renting of premises and to balance the interests of both the
property owner and tenant in a judicious manner.”
ii. Under this Act, the rent authority, rent court and rent tribunal would fast-track resolution of disputes
within 60 days, said Union minister for housing and urban affairs Hardeep Singh Puri. It will also limit
security deposits for residential premises to a maximum of two months’ rent and to a maximum of six
months for non-residential purposes.
iii. Various stakeholders said that the move is in line with the government’s aim to provide housing for
all by 2025 and to stabilize and formalize India’s fragmented rental market.
iv. “While tenancy in the commercial real estate segment has been a well-established tenet of the
market model, the fractured landlord-tenant relationship in case of the housing segment has
discouraged the development of a market model and obstructed institutionalization of a rental housing
market," said Shishir Baijal, chairman and managing director, Knight Frank India.
WHEAT PROCURED WITH ALL TIME HIGH MSP VALUE
Wheat procured with all time high MSP value of Rs 81,196 Crore during current RMS 202122.Paddy procurement Operations with MSP value of Rs. 1,50,990.91 Crore completed .
a. Context: The Secretary, Department of Food & Public Distribution Shri Sudhanshu Pandey briefed
the media persons about the progress of food grains distribution under PMGKAY-III, food grain
procurement and One Nation One Ration Card scheme.
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b. Till may the FCI data shows that wheat and rise procurement has been highest ever in India.
States like Madhya Pradesh are now featuring in the list of major contributors.
c. During current Rabi Marketing Season Procurement of Wheat in ongoing RMS 2021-22 is
continuing smoothly in the procuring States of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Delhi, and Jammu & Kashmir at MSP, a quantity of over 411.12
LMT of Wheat has been procured against the last year’s total purchase of 389.92 LMT.
d. About 44.43 Lakh farmers have already been benefitted from the ongoing RMS procurement
operations with MSP value of Rs. 81,196.20 Crore, out of which an amount of Rs 76,055.71 crore
has already been transferred to farmers across the country. About Rs 26,103.89 crore in Punjab
and about Rs 16,706.33 crore in Haryana has been transferred directly into farmers’ account till
now.
DELTA VARIANT OF COVID-19
News- In its latest risk assessment for SARS-C0V-2 variants, Public Health England (PHE) has said a
staggering 61% of the samples sequenced are now of the Delta variant (B.1.617.2). This means the
Delta variant, first detected in India, is more dominant in the UK than the Alpha variant that had
last year triggered a surge in the UK.
WHAT IS THE DELTA VARIANT OF COVID-19?
Multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants are circulating globally. One of these is the B.1.617 lineage, detected in
India earlier this year. Early evidence suggests that its sub-lineage B.1.617.2, known as the Delta
variant, is more transmissible than contemporary lineages. The World Health Organizaton
(WHO), which has given it the label Delta, has categorised it as a variant of concern (VOC). It
has said it continues to observe “significantly increased transmissibility” and a “growing number of
countries reporting outbreaks associated with this variant”.
WHO classifies a variant as a VOC when it is associated with an increase in transmissibility or
detrimental change in Covid-19 epidemiology; increase in virulence; or decrease in the effectiveness of
public health measures or available diagnostics, vaccines, therapeutics.

WHAT MAKES THE DELTA VARIANT A VOC?
 Different variants are characterised by mutations — or alterations in the virus’s genetic material.
An RNA virus, such as SARS-CoV-2, is made of about 30,000 base pairs of amino acids, placed like
bricks next to each other.
 An alteration in any of these base cause a mutation, effectively changing the shape and behaviour
of the virus. The Delta variant contains multiple mutations in the spike protein. At least four
mutations are important.
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One of these is called L452R, first reported in Denmark in March last year. This mutation has been
found more transmissible than wild-type strains and also been associated with reduced antibody
efficacy and reduced neutralisation by vaccine sera.
 The mutation P681R has been associated with chemical processes that may enhance
transmissibility, PHE says.
 The D614G mutation was first documented in the US early in the pandemic, having initially
circulated in Europe. “There is evidence that variants with this mutation spread more quickly,” the
Centers for Disease Prevention and Control (CDC) says.
 Another mutation in Delta is T478K. This was present in around 65% of occurrences in variant
B.1.1.222, first detected in Mexico last year and associated with higher infectivity.
HOW EFFECTIVE ARE VACCINES?
The PHE says there are analyses from England and Scotland supporting a reduction in vaccine
effectiveness for Delta compared to Alpha. This is more pronounced after one dose. “Iterated analysis
continues to show vaccine effectiveness against Delta is higher after 2 doses but that there is a
reduction for Delta compared to Alpha,” it said.
A paper in The Lancet said adults fully vaccinated with the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine are likely to have
more than five times lower levels of neutralising antibodies against the Delta variant than
against other variants. “In the longer term, we note that both increased age and time since the second
dose of BNT162b2 significantly correlate with decreased NAb activity against B.1.617.2 and B.1.351—
both of which are also characteristic of the population in the UK at highest risk of severe Covid-19 ,”
the study states.
NEWS IN INDIA-Delta variant led to most post-vaccine infections in Delhi
• Variant Delta (B.1.617.2), the most pervasive variant of the coronavirus in India, constituted nearly
three in four breakthrough infections in Delhi.
• The variant was also characterised by high transmissibility, an accelerated surge in infections.
• The scientists found that two lineages dominated. B.1.617.1 (Kappa) comprised 8%, Delta was 76%
and the remaining linked to variants that belonged to broader “B.1 lineages”.

•

INDIAN RAILWAYS ON WAY TO BECOME “LARGEST GREEN RAILWAYS” IN THE WORLD
Indian Railways on way to become “Largest Green Railways” in the world with Zero Carbon
Emission
• Indian Railways (IR) is working in mission mode to become the largest Green Railways in the
world and is moving towards becoming a “net zero carbon emitter” before 2030.
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Railways is guided by a holistic vision of being an environment friendly, efficient, cost effective,
punctual and a modern carrier of passengers as well as freight in order to serve the growing
needs of New India. Railway Electrification which is environment friendly and reduces pollution,
has increased nearly ten times since 2014. Capturing the economic benefits of electric traction in
an accelerated manner, Railways has planned to electrify balance Broad Gauge (BG) routes by
December, 2023 to achieve 100% electrification of BG routes. Head-On-Generation systems, BioToilets and LED lights recreate the train itself into a travel mode that’s kinder to the environment
while maintaining comparable passenger comfort.
IR’s Dedicated Freight Corridors are being developed as a low carbon green transportation
network with a long-term low carbon roadmap, which will enable it to adopt more energy efficient
and carbon-friendly technologies, processes and practices.
IR is implementing two Dedicated Freight Corridor projects viz. Eastern Corridor (EDFC) from
Ludhiana to Dankuni (1,875 km) and Western Corridor (WDFC) from Dadri to Jawaharlal Nehru
Port Trust (1,506 km). Sonnagar-Dankuni (538 km) portion of EDFC has been planned for
execution on Public Private Partnership (PPP) mode.

INDIA’S FIRST INDIGENOUS TUMOUR ANTIGEN SPAG9
DBT-NII Receives Trademark for India’s First Indigenous Tumour Antigen SPAG9
• Cancer kills8.51 lakh people in India every year (International Agency for Research on
Cancer, 2020,Globocan).
• As per World Health Organization (WHO), one in 10 Indians will develop cancer during
their lifetime, and one in 15 will die of cancer.
• India's first indigenous tumour antigen SPAG9 was discovered by Dr Anil Suri in 1998 who
is heading the Cancer Research Program at NII.
• In a recent development, the SPAG9 antigen has received the trademark ASPAGNIITM.
Currently, ASPAGNIITM is being used in dendritic cell (DC) based immunotherapy in cervical,
ovarian cancer and will also be used in breast cancer.
• Immunotherapy is a new approach that exploits the body’s inner capability to put up a fight
against cancer. With this approach, either the immune system is given a boost, or the T cells are
“trained’’ to identify recalcitrant cancer cells and kill them. In this personalised intervention, those
patients expressing SPAG9 protein can be treated with DC-based vaccine approach. In DC-based
vaccine, patient’s cells called monocytes from their blood are collected and modified into what
are called dendritic cells. These dendritic cells are primed with ASPAGNII TM and are injected back
to the patient to help the ‘fighter’ cells, or T-cells, in the body to kill the cancer cells. DC-based
immunotherapy is safe, affordable and can promote antitumor immune responses and prolonged
survival of cancer patients.
• Therefore, it is all the more critical to make extraordinary breakthroughs and innovations for this
deadly disease. To successfully implement innovation newer modalities for cancer treatment,
researchers at the New Delhi-based National Institute of Immunology (NII), an Autonomous
Institute of Department of Biotechnology (DBT),and clinicians at Cancer Institute, Adyar, Chennai
have been working together to translate new scientific discoveries into improved care for cancer
patients.
The ASPAGNIITM is a true example of translational cancer research and the Atmanirbhar Bharat spirit.
It will eventually be helpful to patientsin India and the world. This will be a real morale boost in
affordable, personalised,and indigenous products for cancer treatment.
INS SANDHAYAK DECOMMISSIONED
• Hydrographic survey ship INS Sandhayak, the first of its class indigenously designed and built, was
decommissioned after 40 years of service.
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The ship was conceptualised by the then Chief Hydrographer to the Government of India, Rear Adm
FL Fraser, who had a strong desire for indigenously designed and built hydrographic survey vessels
in India, the Navy said.
During her 40 years of illustrious service in the Indian Navy,INS Sandhayak undertook over 200
major hydrographic surveys in Western and Eastern coasts of the Indian peninsula, the Andaman
Sea, and surveys in neighbouring countries including Sri Lanka, Myanmar and Bangladesh.
The ship has also been an active participant in many significant operations such as Op Pawan
(assisting the Indian Peace Keeping Force in Sri Lanka in 1987), Op Sarong, and Op Rainbow
(rendering humanitarian assistance post 2004 Tsunami) and participated in the maiden joint IndoUS HADR Exercise ‘Tiger-Triumph’.

PUNJAB, T.N. AND KERALA TOP EDUCATION INDEX RANKING
Punjab, T.N. and Kerala top education index
ranking
•
Set
of
70
parameters
to
catalyse
transformational change in the field of school
education.
•
Punjab, Tamil Nadu and Kerala have all scored
higher than 90% in the Education Ministry’s
Performance Grading Index for 2019-20.
•
Gujarat dropped from second to eighth rank in
the index, while Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh are
the only States which have seen actual regression in
scores over this period.
•
The index monitors the progress that the
States and Union Territories have made in school
education with regard to learning outcomes, access
and equity, infrastructure and facilities, and
governance and management processes.
•
Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh saw a
glaring drop in their governance scores, pushing both
States to an overall performance that was worse than
in the previous edition. The new Union Territory of Ladakh was included separately for the first
time in this edition, and had the lowest score of just 545.
NICLOSAMIDE FOR TREATMENT OF COVID-19
• CSIR in collaboration with Laxai Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd., has initiated Phase-II clinical trial with antihelminitic drug Niclosamide for treatment of Covid-19.
• Niclosamide has been extensively used in past for treatment of tapeworm’s infection in adults as well
as children. The safety profile of this drug has been tested over time and has been found safe for
human consumption at different dose levels.
• The syncytia or fused cells observed in the lungs of patients with COVID-19 probably results from
the fusogenic activity of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and Niclosamide can inhibit syncytia
formation.
• Independently, collaborative research between CSIR-IIIM, Jammu and NCBS, Bangalore has recently
demonstrated that Niclosamide is also a potential SARS-CoV2 entry inhibitor blocking the viral entry
through pH dependent endocytic pathway. Given these two independent experimental studies,
Niclosamide has now emerged as a promising drug candidate for clinical trial in Covid-19 patients.
• Having received approval from drug regulator, the clinical trial has been initiated this week at different
sites and is expected that the trial will be completed within 8-12 weeks. Based on successful clinical
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evidence generated during clinical trials in Indian studies, emergency use authorization may be
sought so that more treatment options are available to COVID-19 patients.
VAN DHAN YOJANA IN THE UNION TERRITORY OF LADAKH
Expanding implementation of the Van Dhan Yojana in the Union Territory of Ladakh
• The Mechanism for Marketing of Minor Forest Produce (MFP) and its component, Van Dhan tribal
start-ups is an initiative implemented by TRIFED towards income and livelihood generation of the
tribal population.
• The MSP For MFP Scheme aims to provide remunerative and fair prices to tribal gatherers of forest
produces, almost three times higher than would be available to them from middle men, trebling
their incomes.
• The Van Dhan tribal start-ups is a programme for value addition, branding & marketing of Minor
Forest Produces by establishing Van Dhan Kendras to facilitate creation of sustainable livelihoods
for the forest-based tribes.
• A typical Van Dhan Vikas Kendra includes 20 tribal members. 15 such Van Dhan Vikas Kendras
form 1 Van Dhan Vikas Kendra cluster.
• The Van Dhan Vikas Kendra Clusters (VDVKCs) provide Van Dhan Vikas Kendras economies of
scale, livelihood and market-linkages, as well as entrepreneurship opportunities.
• To continue with the progress made in the implementation and take it to the next level, the
convergence of the Van Dhan Yojana with the MSP for MFP has been planned through the
convergence of the Van Dhan Yojana to the Enterprise Model: from processing to cluster
development under SFURTI (Scheme of Fund for Regeneration of Traditional Industries) and
TRIFOOD.
• The main focus of the session was to plan the operationalization of the sanctioned VDVKs and
VDVKCs. Attendees from the UT (SIAs, SNAs, VDVKCs) were keyed up and geared to
operationalize the currently sanctioned 10 VDVK cluster in the Union Territory with utmost
urgency. NRLM is the implementing agency for the UT of Ladakh.
MALDIVES WINS UNGA ELECTION
Maldives wins UNGA election, India seeks close cooperation
• In a first for the Maldives, Foreign Minister Abdulla Shahid was elected the President of the UN
General Assembly for 2021-22, winning 143 votes or nearly three-fourths of the 191 countries
that voted in the annual election, while his rival, former Afghanistan Foreign Minister Zalmai
Rassoul, won 48.
• Mr. Shahid’s win was welcomed in particular in New Delhi, where Indian diplomats had been
active behind the scenes in helping the Maldives canvass for him, after Maldives announced its
candidate for the 76th General Assembly Presidency a year ago.
• “This is a testimony as much to [Mr. Shahid’s] own stature as to the standing of Maldives. We
look forward to working with him to strengthen multilateralism and its much-needed reforms,”
said External Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar.
WORLD BANK SEES INDIA GROWING BY 8.3%
• India’s economy is expected to grow by 8.3% in the fiscal year that began in April 2021, the
World Bank forecast in its June 2021 Global Economic Prospects released on Tuesday.
• The forecast, however, masked the significant expected economic damage caused by the
“enormous” second wave of COVID-19, the Bank said.
• Raising its projection for global growth, the bank said the world economy would expand
at 5.6% in 2021, the fastest post-recession growth rate in 80 years, underpinned by U.S. stimulus
spending and faster growth in China.
• Observing that global output would still end up 2% below pre-pandemic projections by the
year end, the development lender said “highly unequal” access to COVID-19 vaccines was a factor
in the uneven recovery.
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“In India, an enormous second COVID-19 wave is undermining the sharper-than-expected
rebound in activity seen during the second half of FY2020/21, especially in services.
With surging COVID-19 cases, foot traffic around work and retail spaces has again slowed
to more than one-third below pre-pandemic levels since March, in part due to greater restrictions
on mobility,” the bank noted.
“The pandemic will undermine consumption and investment as confidence remains
depressed and balance sheets damaged.
Growth in FY2022/23 is expected to slow to 7.5% reflecting lingering impacts of COVID19 on household, corporate and bank balance sheets; possibly low levels of consumer confidence;
and heightened uncertainty on job and income prospects,” the global lender added.
While there are welcome signs of global recovery, the pandemic continues to inflict poverty
and inequality on people in developing countries,
Globally coordinated efforts are essential to accelerate vaccine distribution and debt relief,
particularly for low-income countries,”

RENGMA NAGAS DEMAND AUTONOMOUS COUNCIL
• The Rengma Nagas in Assam have written to Union Home Minister Amit Shah demanding an
autonomous district council amid a decision by the Central and the State governments to upgrade
the Karbi Anglong Autonomous Council (KAAC) into a territorial council.
•

The Rengma Naga Peoples’ Council (RNPC), a registered body, said in the memorandum that the
Rengmas were the first tribal people in Assam to have encountered the British in 1839, but the
existing Rengma Hills was eliminated from the political map of the State and replaced with that of
Mikir Hills (now Karbi Anglong) in 1951.

•

During the Burmese invasions of Assam in 1816 and 1819, it was the Rengmas who gave shelter to
the Ahom refugees.

•

The petition said that the Rengma Hills was partitioned in 1963 between Assam and Nagaland at the
time of creation of Nagaland State and the Karbis, who were known as Mikirs till 1976, were the
indigeneous tribal people of Mikir Hills.

•

The Sixth schedule of the Constitution protects tribal populations and provides autonomy to the
communities through creation of autonomous development councils that can frame laws on land,
public health, agriculture and others. As of now, 10 autonomous councils exist in Assam, Meghalaya,
Tripura and Mizoram. The specified tribal areas are the North Cachar Hills, Karbi Anglong and the
Bodoland Territorial Area in Assam. The Karbi Anglong Autonomous Council has 26 seats and
elections are due in 2022.

FIRST COMMERCIAL CONSIGNMENT OF GI CERTIFIED JARDALU MANGOES IS EXPORTED




In a major boost to agri-exports potential of eastern region, the first commercial consignment of
Geographical Indications (GI) certified Jardalu mangoes from Bhagalpur, Bihar was exported to
United Kingdom. APEDA, in collaboration with Bihar government, Indian High Commission & Invest
India, exported juicy & aromatic mangoes which were packed and treated at APEDA packhouse in
Lucknow.With distinct aroma and taste, Jardalu mangoes from Bhagalpur district of Bihar received
GI certification in 2018.
Recently, a week-long Indian mango promotion programme was organized in Bahrain where 16
varieties of the fruit including three GI certified Khirsapati & Lakshmanbhog (West Bengal) and
Jardalu (Bihar) were displayed at super stores of importer Al Jazeera group.
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APEDA has been conducting virtual buyer-seller meets and festival to promote mango exports.
APEDA recently organised mango festival in Berlin, Germany as well as in Japan in collaboration
with Indian embassies.
Mangoes are processed by the APEDA registered pack house facilities and then exported to various
regions and countries including the Middle-east, European Union, USA, Japan and South Korea.

FIRST CAR-T CELL THERAPY CONDUCTED
Department of Biotechnology supported First CAR-T cell therapy conducted
• The Chimeric Antigen Receptor T-cell (CAR-T) therapy has emerged as a breakthrough in cancer
treatment.
• Clinical trials conducted globally have shown promising results in end stage patients, especially
in patients suffering from Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia.
• Though this technology has a remarkable therapeutic potential for cancer patients, at present this
technology is not available in India.
• Each patient's CAR-T cell therapy costs 3-4 crore (INR). The challenge therefore is to develop this
technology in cost-effective manner and make it available for the patients.
• The manufacturing complexity is a major reason for the therapy cost. In order to promote and
support development of CAR-T cell technology against cancer and other diseases, BIRAC and DBT
have taken initiatives and launched specialized calls to invite proposals in the last 2 years.
• This work is partly supported by BIRAC-PACE scheme. The TMC-IIT Bombay team are further
supported to extend this project for conducting Phase I/II trial of their CAR-T product by
DBT/BIRAC, through National Biopharma Mission.
• This is a “first in India” gene therapy in early phase pilot clinical trial and the dedicated efforts
and excellent collaboration between IIT Bombay and Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai.The central
government’s National Biopharma Mission-BIRAC has approved 19.15 Cr crore to the team for
conducting a first-in-human phase-1/2 clinical trial of the CAR-T cells.
The development of CAR-T cell technology for diseases including acute lymphocytic leukemia, multiple
myeloma, glioblastoma, hepatocellular carcinoma and type-2 diabetes is supported through DBT.
INDIA-THAILAND COORDINATED PATROL (INDO-THAI CORPAT)







The 31stedition of India-Thailand Coordinated Patrol (Indo-Thai CORPAT) between the Indian
Navyand the Royal Thai Navyis being conducted from 09 – 11 June 2021. Indian Naval Ship
(INS) Saryu, an indigenously built Naval Offshore Patrol Vessel and His Majesty’s Thailand Ship
(HTMS) Krabi, an Offshore Patrol Vessel, along with Dornier Maritime Patrol Aircraft from both
navies are participating in the CORPAT.
The two navies have been undertakingCORPATbi-annually along their International Maritime
Boundary Line (IMBL) since 2005.
CORPAT builds up understanding and interoperability between navies and facilitates institution of
measures to prevent and suppress unlawful activities like Illegal Unreported Unregulated (IUU)
fishing, drug trafficking, maritime terrorism, armed robbery and piracy. It further helps enhance
the operational synergy by exchange of information for prevention of smuggling, illegal immigration
and forconduct of SAR operations at sea.
As part of Government of India’s vision of SAGAR (Security And Growth for All in the Region), the
Indian Navy has been proactively engaging with the countries in the Indian Ocean Region towards
enhancing regional maritime security. This has been through bilateral and multilateral exercises,
Coordinated Patrols, Joint EEZ Surveillance, and Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
(HADR) operations. The Indian Navy and Royal Thai Navy have especially enjoyed a close and
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friendly relationship covering a wide spectrum of activities and interactions, which have
strengthened over the years.
CENTRE ANNOUNCES HIKE IN MSP FOR PADDY, PULSES, OILSEEDS
•
•
•

•
•

The Central government has hiked the minimum support price (MSP) for common paddy to ₹1,940
a quintal for the coming kharif season, less than 4% higher than last year’s price of ₹1,868.
The decision was taken by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs on Wednesday.
In a bid to encourage crop diversification, there were slightly higher increases in the MSP for
pulses, oilseeds and coarse cereals. Both tur and urad dal saw the MSP rise by ₹300, a 5%
increase to ₹6,300 a quintal, while the highest absolute increase was for sesamum, whose MSP
rose 6.6% to ₹7,307. Groundnut and nigerseed saw an increase of ₹275 and ₹235 respectively.
However, maize saw a minimal hike of just ₹20 to ₹1,870 a quintal.
The MSP is the rate at which the government purchases crops from farmers, and is based on a
calculation of at least one-and-a-half times the cost of production incurred by the farmers.
This year, the MSP for bajra was set at 85% above the cost of production, while the MSP for urad
and tur will ensure 60% returns.

DIHING PATKAI IS ASSAM’S 7TH NATIONAL PARK
• The “last remaining stretches” of the Assam Valley tropical wet evergreen forests have become
Assam’s seventh National Park. The State government on Wednesday notified Dihing Patkai as a
National Park, four days after creating the 422-sq. km Raimona National Park in western Assam’s
Kokrajhar district.
• The five older National Parks in the State are Kaziranga, Manas, Nameri, Orang and DibruSaikhowa. Kaziranga and Manas are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. They are also tiger reserves
along with Nameri and Orang.
• The 234.26-sq. km Dihing Patkai straddling eastern Assam’s Dibrugarh and Tinsukia districts is a
major elephant habitat and 310 species of butterflies have been recorded there.
• The park has 47 species each of reptiles and mammals, including the tiger and clouded leopard.
• Short stretches of the Dirak and Buri Dihing rivers have been included in the park,
BIDEN, JOHNSON SEEK TO SIGN ‘NEW ATLANTIC CHARTER’
• President Joe Biden and British Prime Minister Boris Johnson met for the first time and looking to
highlight their nations’ famed “special relationship” but doing so against a backdrop of differences
both political and personal.
• At their first meeting in the seaside resort of Carbis Bay, the two leaders inspected document
related to the Atlantic Charter, a declaration signed by British Prime Minister Winston Churchill
and U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt in August 1941, setting out common goals for the world
after Second World War.
• Those goals included freer trade, disarmament and the right to self-determination of all people.
It is often cited as a cornerstone of the trans-Atlantic “special relationship.”
• At their meeting, the two leaders plan to sign what they’re calling a new Atlantic Charter, pledging
to “defend the principles, values, and institutions of democracy and open societies.”
• Mr. Biden hopes to use his first overseas trip as President to reassure European allies that the
U.S. had shed the transactional tendencies of Donald Trump’s term and is a reliable partner again.
But tensions could simmer beneath the surface of Mr. Biden’s meeting with Mr. Johnson.
CHIME TELESCOPE YIELDS UNPRECEDENTED RESULTS
• Scientists with the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) Collaboration, who
include researchers at the Pune-based Tata Institute for Fundamental Research (TIFR) and the
National Centre for Radio Astrophysics (NCRA), have assembled the largest collection of fast radio
bursts (FRBs) in the telescope’s first FRB catalogue.
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While catching sight of an FRB is considered a rare thing in the field of radio astronomy, prior to
the CHIME project, radio astronomers had only caught sight of around 140 bursts in their scopes
since the first FRB was spotted in 2007.
FRBs are oddly bright flashes of light, registering in the radio band of the electromagnetic
spectrum, which blaze for a few milliseconds before vanishing without a trace.
These brief and mysterious beacons have been spotted in various and distant parts of the
universe, as well as in our own galaxy.
Their origins are unknown and their appearance is highly unpredictable.
According to Professor Masui, the scientists plan to use the bursts, and their dispersion estimates,
to map the distribution of gas throughout the universe.

About CHIME- The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) is
an interferometric radio telescope at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory in British
Columbia, Canada which consists of four antennas consisting of 100 x 20 metre cylindrical parabolic
reflectors (roughly the size and shape of snowboarding half-pipes) with 1024 dual-polarization radio
receivers suspended on a support above them. The antenna receives radio waves from hydrogen in space
at frequencies in the 400–800 MHz range. The telescope's low-noise amplifiers are built with components
adapted from the cellphone industry and its data are processed using a custom-built FPGA electronic
system and 1000-processor high-performance GPGPU cluster. The telescope has no moving parts and
observes half of the sky each day as the Earth turns. It has also turned out to be a superior instrument
for observing the recently discovered phenomenon of fast radio bursts (FRBs).
MAHARASHTRA GOVT. CLEARS ACTION PLAN TO PROTECT HERITAGE TREES
• The Maharashtra Cabinet passed an action plan to protect and preserve trees older than 50 years
in urban areas by terming them heritage trees.
• The plan includes the concept of heritage tree and plan of action for conservation; method to
define age of the tree; compensatory plantation; rules to be followed before hacking trees;
formation of the Maharashtra Tree Authority; structure of the local tree authority and their duties;
tree census; fixing land of tree plantation; transplantation of trees; and tree cess and fine to be
charged.
• As per the plan, trees older than 50 will be termed heritage trees.
• Compensatory plantation will include planting the number of trees equivalent to the age of trees
to be cut.
• The saplings need to be six to eight feet in height while planting and they will undergo geotagging with seven years of caring period.
• The option of monetary compensation has also been given, instead of compensatory plantation.
PRIME MINISTER’S PARTICIPATION IN 47 TH G7 SUMMIT
• At the invitation of UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson, Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
participated in the Outreach Sessions of the G7 Summit on 12 and 13 June in virtual format.
• UK currently holds the Presidency of the G7 and has invited India, along with Australia, Republic
of Korea and South Africa, as Guest Countries for the G7 Summit. The meeting will be held in
hybrid mode.
• The theme for the Summit is ‘Build Back Better’ and the UK has outlined four priority areas for its
Presidency.
• These are leading the global recovery from coronavirus while strengthening resilience against
future pandemics; promoting future prosperity by championing free and fair trade; tackling
climate change and preserving the planet’s biodiversity; and championing shared values and open
societies.
About G7= The Group of Seven (G7) is an inter-governmental political forum consisting
of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. Its members are
the world's largest IMF-advanced economies and wealthiest liberal democracies. The group is officially
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organized around shared values of pluralism and representative government. As of 2018, the G7
accounts for close to 60% of global net wealth ($317 trillion), 32–46% of global gross domestic product
(GDP) and for about 770 million people or 10% of the world's population. Most members are great
powers in global affairs and maintain mutually close economic, military, and diplomatic relations.
• India is a “natural ally” to work with the world’s richest G7 countries to fight against threats of
authoritarianism, said Prime Minister Narendra Modi, speaking at a special outreach session for guest
countries on “Open Societies and Open Economies” at the G7 summit that ended in Corbis Bay, U.K.
• Marking out the need for a “free, open and inclusive” Indo-Pacific, officials also said the government
will study U.S. President Joseph Biden’s proposal for a “Build Back Better World” (B3W)
initiative, seen as a counter to China’s trillion-dollar Belt and Road Initiative, that was endorsed by
the G7, keeping in mind the principles of “transparency and inclusion”.
• “As the world’s largest democracy, India is a natural ally for the G7 and Guest Countries to defend
shared values from authoritarianism, terrorism and violent extremism, disinformation and infodemics
and economic coercion,” said MEA Secretary (Economic Relations) P. Harish, describing Mr. Modi’s
virtual intervention at the summit, where Mr. Modi was the only leader not to be physically present,
owing to the COVID-19 second wave in India.
COMSOL PLATFORM THROUGH I-STEM FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCHERS AT NO COST
• For the first time in the country, through the I-STEM portal academic users in India will now be able
to access the COMSOL Multiphysics software suite at no cost.
• The Indian Science Technology and Engineering facilities Map (I-STEM), the national web portal for
sharing R&D facilities.
• I-STEM (www.istem.gov.in) is an initiative of Office of the Principal Scientific Adviser to the Govt. of
India under the PM-STIAC mission. The portal hosts the database of facilities across India so that a
researcher desirous of using any of them can search for the same and make a booking online for
using it. Presently, the portal lists more than 25,000 pieces of equipment from 850 institutions across
the country, and has more than 20,000 Indian researchers.
• The goal is to strengthen the R&D ecosystem by connecting researchers with resources, in part by
promoting technologies and scientific equipment development indigenously and providing necessary
supplies and supports to researchers and enable them to access existing R&D facilities through the
I-STEM web portal.
• The portal hosts the database of facilities across India so that a researcher desirous of using any of
them can search for the same and make a booking online for using it.
• The COMSOL Multiphysics software suite(https://www.comsol.co.in/), developed by the COMSOL
Group, is used worldwide as an indispensable tool for a variety of computer simulations for R&D as
well as for learning and instruction.
• It is a general-purpose simulation software package for modelling designs, devices, and processes in
all fields of engineering, manufacturing, and scientific research.
• In addition to using Multiphysics modelling for one’s own R&D projects, one can also turn the resulting
models into applications for instruction, especially in classes for undergraduates and graduate
students.
CENTRE TAKES STEPS TO ENGAGE WITH J&K PARTIES
•

•

Twenty months after the Union government ended Jammu and Kashmir’s special constitutional
position, serious spadework is on, for the first time, to rope in the mainstream political parties of the
Union Territory (UT), especially the Kashmir-based grouping, the Peoples Alliance for Gupkar
Declaration (PAGD), to engage with New Delhi and meet the BJP’s top leadership in the coming
weeks.
The situation in Kashmir has not changed since the August 5, 2019 action by the Centre to abrogate
all special provisions of Article 370.
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A bid to dislodge and discredit the traditional leaders and create a new crop of leadership in Kashmir
has not yielded any desired results till date, which was evident during the District Development
Council polls conducted last year.
• Dr. Abdullah had softened his position on delimitation and was likely to engage in the process, set
off to create more constituencies ahead of Assembly polls.
• The NC MPs, who have abstained from the Commission’s meeting so far, are likely to be allowed to
make recommendations and “will be given due consideration”, the sources said.
• If the outreach by the Centre manages to get the regional parties onboard for a meeting, it is also
likely to ease the pressure off from Prime Minister Narendra Modi from international and neighbouring
countries on Kashmir.
• Any move to allow local parties to express their politics again will be seen as a confidence building
measure both in Srinagar as well as Islamabad.
FARM MECHANIZATION – A MANDATORY CHANGE
• To empower the farmers through Sub-Mission on Agricultural Mechanization (SMAM)
scheme, Government of India has released funds for various activities of Farm Mechanization like
Establishment of Custom Hiring Centres, Farm Machinery Bank, High-tech Hubs and distribution of
various agricultural machinery etc to different states.
• Agricultural Mechanization plays a vital role in optimizing the use of land, water energy resources,
manpower and other inputs like seeds, fertilizers, pesticides etc to maximize the productivity of the
available cultivable area and make agriculture a more profitable and attractive profession for rural
youth.
• Agricultural Mechanization is one of the key drivers for the sustainable development of the agriculture
sector. Sustainable Agriculture mechanization growth will require appropriate and precision
agricultural machinery adequately supported by the latest technology.
• Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare has launched a Sub-Mission on Agricultural Mechanization
(SMAM) in 2014-15 with the objectives of increasing the reach of farm mechanization to small and
marginal farmers and to the regions & difficult area where farm power availability is low.
• To boost up mechanization in the agriculture sector improved agricultural implements and machinery
are essential inputs for modern agriculture that enhance the productivity of crops besides reducing
human drudgery and cost of cultivation.
• Mechanization also helps in improving the utilization efficiency of other inputs therefore considered
to be one of the most important segments of the agriculture sector to boost the income of farmers
and growth of the agricultural economy.
• For strengthening of agricultural mechanization in the country and to bring more inclusiveness SubMission on Agricultural Mechanization (SMAM) has been introduced with the main objectives of are
to promote ‘Custom Hiring Centres’ and ‘Hi-tech Hubs of High-Value Machines’ to offset the adverse
economies of scale arising due to small and fragmented landholding and high cost of individual
ownership; Creating awareness among stakeholders through demonstration and capacity building
activities and ensuring performance testing and certification of agricultural machines at designated
testing centres located all over the country.
3-D SEISMIC DATA CAN HELP APPREHEND PRECURSORS OF MARINE GEOHAZARDS
3-D seismic data can help apprehend precursors of marine geohazards from interactions
between seabed & marine sediments
• Deep down in the ocean, marine sediments move over the base of the ocean, shaping the
probability of geohazards. Scientists have now used 3D seismic data to understand the interaction
between bottom surface of marine sediments and the seafloor in the northern Taranaki basin
offshore New Zealand. This can help apprehend the precursors of marine geohazards.
• Marine geohazards take place when the seafloor is unstable and is not able to withstand the
transport processes of marine sediments from landwards deep into the ocean bottom. In such a
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situation, placement of drilling rigs becomes hazardous due to instability of the seabed.
While understanding marine sediments' interaction during their flow over the seabed is crucial to
detect triggers of marine hazards like landslides
Scientists from Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology (WIHG), an autonomous institute under the
Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India, and scientists from Norway and
Switzerland used high-resolution 3D seismic data to unravel geomorphology of recurrent cases
of movement of soil, sand, regolith, and rock downslope like a solid in Taranaki basin off New
Zealand. This is technically called mass wasting of sediments.
With the help of 3D seismic data, the study offers a unique approach to comprehend the recurrent
mass wasting processes and also understand how the seabed interacts with the bottom surface
of marine sediments.
The geological period between 23.03 and 2.5 Million years ago called Neogene succession
preserves vertical stacks of mass transport deposits (MTDs) from the Miocene to Pliocene --different epochs that fall within the Neogene geological period.
The Miocene (23.03 to 5.33 Mn years ago) is the first geological epoch of the Neogene period and
towards the end of this epoch starts the Pliocene epoch (5.33 to 2.5 Mn years ago).
The study shows that the mass transport deposits are characterized into blocky-MTDs consisting
of moderate to high amplitude, variably deformed rafted blocks, and chaotic masses composed
of slides and debris flow deposits indicating a disturbed marine environment.
The study will help understand different flow mechanisms associated with sediment movement
over the seafloor.
It will also shed light on several flow indicators that define the dynamics of the sediment mass
movement or the dominant transport directions and mechanism of the mass flow.
Understanding of these phenomena can help apprehend precursors of marine geohazards or the
nature and physiography of the seafloor over which sediments can move.
According to WIHG team, similar geomorphological exercises can be extended to Indian and
global marine sedimentary basins.

UNDP REPORT LAUDS ASPIRATIONAL DISTRICTS PROGRAMME
UNDP Report Lauds Aspirational Districts Programme, Recommends Replication in Other Parts
of the World
• In an independent appraisal report released today, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
India has lauded the Aspirational Districts Programme (ADP) as ‘a very successful model of local area
development’ that ‘should serve as a best practice for several other countries where regional
disparities in development status persist for many reasons’.
• The report said due to concerted efforts made under the ADP, previously neglected districts, including
those in remote locations and those affected by Left Wing Extremism, ‘have experienced more growth
and development in the last three years than ever before’.
• Notwithstanding some speed bumps in its journey, the APD ‘has been immensely successful in
propelling development among the backward districts’.
• UNDP’s analysis across the 5 key sectors of the ADP—health and nutrition; education; agriculture
and water resources; basic infrastructure; and skill development and financial inclusion—found that
the programme has acted as a catalyst for expediting development in these districts.
• According to the report, while health and nutrition, education, and to a certain extent, agriculture
and water resources, have registered massive improvements, the other indicators despite making
significant strides offer scope for further strengthening.
• While exploring the 3Cs,‘Convergence, Competition and Collaboration’, approach of the ADP, the
report said most interviewees ‘emphasized on the importance of convergence that fostered moving
away from working in silos towards synchronised planning and governance to achieve the targets of
the programme’.
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Overall, the report has appreciated the positive impact of the programme and stressed on the need
to ensure ‘the focus on development is encouraged further, and momentum gained so far in
expediting growth is maintained.
Based on the findings of the evaluation, it is recommended that the success of the programme be
scaled up and replicated for other sectors and districts’.
The Aspirational Districts Programme was launched by the Prime Minister in January 2018 as a part
of the government’s effort to raise the living standards of its citizens and ensure inclusive growth for
all, ‘Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas’.

G7 AGREES TO BOOST CLIMATE FINANCE
G7 agrees to boost climate finance, calls on others to join (GS 3)
• G7 leaders agreed on Sunday to raise their contributions to meet an overdue spending pledge of
$100 billion a year to help poorer countries cut carbon emissions and cope with global warming,
calling on other developed countries to join the effort. But campaigners said firm cash promises
were missing.
• In the communique, the seven nations — the U.S., Britain, Canada, France, Germany, Italy and
Japan — reaffirmed their commitment to “jointly mobilise $100 billion per year from public and
private sources, through to 2025”.
• Developed countries agreed at the UN in 2009 to together contribute $100 billion each year by
2020 in climate finance to poorer countries, many of whom are grappling with rising seas, storms
and droughts made worse by climate change.
• That target was not met, derailed in part by the pandemic that also forced Britain to postpone
the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) until later this year.
• The G7 also said 2021 should be a “turning point for our planet” and to accelerate efforts to cut
greenhouse gas emissions and keep the 1.5 Celsius global warming threshold within reach.
TREE OF COFFEE FAMILY DISCOVERED IN ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR
Tree of coffee family discovered in Andaman and Nicobar
• A 15-metre-tall tree that belongs to the genus of the coffee family has recently been discovered from
the Andaman Islands by a team of researchers from India and the Philippines. The new species,
Pyrostria laljii, is also the first record of the genus Pyrostria in India, the researchers said.
• Plants belonging to genus Pyrostria are usually found in Madagascar, but the recently discovered
species is new to science.
• Pyrostria laljii has been assessed as ‘Critically Endangered’ based on the International Union
for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) Red List criteria.
• It was found growing under large trees, shaded and rocky areas, along with herbs and shrubby plants.
• The species has been named Pyrostria laljii after Lal Ji Singh, Joint Director and Head of Office,
Andaman and Nicobar Regional Centre, Botanical Survey of India.
RARE EARTH METALS AT THE HEART OF CHINA-U.S. RIVALRY
• What if China were to cut off the U.S. and Europe from access to rare minerals that are essential to
electric vehicles, wind turbines and drones?
• At a time of frequent geopolitical friction among those three powers, Washington and Brussels want
to avoid this scenario by investing in the market for 17 minerals with unique properties that today
are largely extracted and refined in China.
• In 2019, the U.S. imported 80% of its rare earth minerals from China, the U.S. Geological Survey
says.
• The EU gets 98% of its supply from China, the European Commission said last year.
• Amid the transition to green energy, in which rare earth minerals are sure to play a role, China’s
market dominance is enough to sound an alarm in western capitals.
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Rare earth minerals, with names like neodymium, praseodymium and dysprosium, are crucial to the
manufacture of magnets used in industries of the future, such as wind turbines and electric cars.
And they are already being used in consumer goods such as smartphones, computer screens and
telescopic lenses.
China is expected to remain dominant for some time to come, but experts say that if recycling is
scaled up, “20 to 30% of Europe’s rare earth magnet needs by 2030 could be sourced domestically
in the EU from literally zero today.”

NEW WASTE WATER TREATMENT TECHNOLOGY CAN REDUCE COSTS
New waste water treatment technology can reduce costs for low and medium scale
enterprises
• Soon automobile servicing industry, food industry, and other low and medium scale enterprises can
have a smart, affordable electric field-assisted membrane separation device at their disposal for oily
waste water treatment.
• Electrocoagulation is a waste water treatment technique that uses electrical charge for changing
the particle surface charge, allowing suspended matter to form aggregates,
• Electroflotation is the separation of suspended particles from water using hydrogen and oxygen
bubbles generated by passing electricity through water.
• In the developed module, electrocoagulation and electrofloatation are adjoined with membrane in a
single indigenous setup.
• The turbulence created because of the hydrogen bubbling through the feed medium or the wastewater resists the deposition of oil over the membrane.
• The synergistic effect of hydrogen bubbling and rotation of the membrane module creates substantial
turbulence within the solution and on membrane surface.
• On application of electric field during membrane separation, membrane fouling is substantially
reduced, and membrane longevity is also enhanced by restricting the membrane ageing for prolonged
time period.
• Thus, it requires less frequent membrane replacement, thereby reducing the maintenance costs to a
great extent.
• The innovation being an economically feasible wastewater treatment technology (both in terms of
capital and recurring investment) for low-scale and medium enterprises, has a good market potential.
• Moreover, unlike other conventional treatment, it can break the highly stable oil-water emulsion
through electric discharge and simultaneously separates oil from water with high efficiency.
TIGRAY CRISIS: A NEW ‘FAMINE’ IN ETHIOPIA
The Tigray War is an ongoing armed conflict that began around midnight of 3–4 November 2020 in
the Tigray Region of Ethiopia. The Special Forces of the Tigray Regional government are fighting
the Ethiopian National Defense Forces (ENDF), the latter being aided by the Ethiopian Federal Police,
regional police, and gendarmerie forces of the neighboring Amhara and Afar Regions with the
involvement of the Eritrean Defence Forces (EDF)
• The conflict that began between Ethiopia’s federal government and the ruling party in the Tigray
region in the country’s north last September has since blown up into a full scale crisis in the Horn
of Africa. Now, hundreds of thousands in Tigray are facing famine, and millions more are at risk,
UN agencies have said.
• In November, local government officials in Tigray had told Reuters that some 2.2 million people
had been displaced by the fighting and many forced to flee to neighbouring countries.
• Although Ethiopia’s federal National Disaster Risk Management Commission disputed the number
of displaced people, independent observers had agreed that it was exceptionally high.
• According to the IPC analysis, famine conditions in Tigray are in phase 5, which, according to a
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Reuters report, “starts with a catastrophe warning and rises to a declaration of famine in a region”.
According to the IPC analysis, approximately 350,000 people out of Tigray’s 6 million population
are experiencing famine. This was the result of several factors rooted in the ongoing military
conflict.
Eritrean forces who joined the conflict in support of Ethiopia’s PM Abiy Ahmed, have been accused
of destroying property and burning crops.

‘CHINA, INDIA, PAK. EXPANDING NUCLEAR ARSENAL’
•

•

•
•

•
•

China is in the middle of a significant modernisation and expansion of its nuclear weapon inventory,
and India and Pakistan also appear to be expanding their nuclear arsenals, according to Swedish
think tank Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) Year Book 2021 released on
Monday.
“The overall number of warheads in global military stockpiles now appears to be increasing, a
worrisome sign that the declining trend that has characterised global nuclear arsenals since the end
of the Cold War has stalled,” said Hans M. Kristensen, associate senior fellow with SIPRI’s Nuclear
Disarmament, Arms Control and Non-proliferation Programme.
According to the year book, India possessed an estimated 156 nuclear warheads at the start of 2021,
compared with 150 at the start of last year, while Pakistan had 165 warheads, up from 160 in 2020.
China’s nuclear arsenal consisted of 350 warheads, up from 320 at the start of 2020.
A report by the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), London, in May titled ‘Nuclear
Deterrence and Stability in South Asia: Perceptions and Realities’ said that chance played an
important ameliorative role in the India-Pakistan crisis of February 2019 and the two countries “risk
stumbling into using their nuclear weapons through miscalculation or misinterpretation in a future
crisis.”
“India and Pakistan are seeking new technologies and capabilities that dangerously undermine each
other’s defence under the nuclear threshold,” said the report.
It said China’s evolving profile as a nuclear-weapons state was compounding India’s security
challenges.

About SIPRI=Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) is an
international institute based in Stockholm. It was founded in 1966 and provides data, analysis and
recommendations for armed conflict, military expenditure and arms trade as well as disarmament and
arms control. The research is based on open sources and is directed to decision-makers, researchers,
media and the interested public.
CONSUMER INFLATION QUICKENS TO 6.3%
•
•
•
•
•

Retail inflation hit a six-month high of 6.3% in May, thanks to a persistent rise in fuel and edible
oil prices, which also played a part in pushing wholesale prices to a record 12.94% inflation in the
month, as per data released on Monday.
The ‘high rate of inflation is primarily due to low base effect and rise in prices of crude petroleum,
mineral oils, and manufactured products’, an official statement on the Wholesale Price Index
(WPI) said.
Economists said the hardening inflation numbers would make it trickier for the Reserve Bank of
India to balance the need to spur growth while keeping a lid on price rise, but they don’t expect
a change from its ‘accommodative’ stance any time soon.
The RBI had recently revised its inflation estimate for 2021-22 to 5.4%, while moderating growth
hopes for 2021 to 9.5%.
“Although it is still too early to believe that retail inflation will remain in excess of 6% on a
sustained basis, given the high base of last year, we believe the rising wholesale inflation which
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is gradually finding a reflection in the retail inflation as well, is going to make things difficult for
RBI,” said Sunil Kumar Sinha, principal economist at India Ratings.
Ratings agency ICRA said core retail inflation had hit an 83-month high of 6.6% and is expected
to remain higher than 5% through the year.

‘JIVAN VAYU’
IIT Ropar develops nation’s first power-free CPAP device ‘Jivan Vayu’
• Indian Institute of Technology, Ropar has developed a device ‘Jivan Vayu’ which can be used as a
substitute of CPAP machine.
• However, this is Nation’s first such device which functions even without electricity and is adapted to
both kinds of oxygen generation units like O2 cylinders and oxygen pipelines in hospitals.
• These provisions are not available in otherwise existing CPAP machines.
• Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) is a treatment method for patients having breathing
problems during sleep called sleep apnea.
• The machine uses mild air pressure to keep the airways open for easy breathing. It is also used to
treat infants whose lungs have not fully developed.
• The machine blows air into the baby's nose to help inflate his or her lungs. The treatment is all the
more necessary during early stages of the Covid-19 infection.
• It reduces lung damage and allow patients to recover from the inflammatory effects.
• ‘Jivan Vayu’ can deliver high flow oxygen (20–60 LPM) while maintaining a continuous positive
pressure of up to 20 cm H2O.
• The device is designed to maintain an FiO2 of above 40% with a PEEP (positive end-expiratory
pressure) of 5-20 cm H2O.

CANCER CAUSING VIRUS AFFECTS THE GLIAL CELLS IN CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Cancer causing virus affects the glial cells in central nervous system: Study by DST supported
FIST facility
• Indian Scientists have recently found that the cancer-causing virus Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV)
affects the glial cells or the non-neural cells in the central nervous system and alters molecules
like phospho-inositols (PIP); a type of lipid, glycerol, and cholesterol, when the virus infects the
brain cells.
• This could pave the path towards understanding the probable role of the virus in
neurodegenerative pathologies, especially given the fact that the virus has been detected in brain
tissue of the patients suffering from neurological disorders such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson and
multiple Sclerosis.
• The EBV can cause cancers like nasopharyngeal carcinoma (a type of head and neck cancer), Bcell (a type of white blood cells) cancer, stomach cancer, Burkett’s lymphoma, Hodgkin’s
lymphoma, post-transplant lymphoid disorders, and so on.
• More than 95% of the adult population is positive for EBV. However, the infection is mostly
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asymptomatic, and very little is known about the factors which trigger the development of such
disease.
It was the detection of the virus in patients with neurodegenerative diseases that triggered the
search for the mechanism of propagation of the virus.
The study, based on spatial and temporal changes in Raman signal, was helpful in advancing the
application of Raman Scattering as a technique for rapid and non-invasive detection of virus
infection in clinical settings.
Since all the techniques available for viral load detection in the brain by far include invasive
methods, RS can be a sigh of relief for patients undergoing brain biopsies for diagnostic purposes.
Furthermore, it can be helpful in determining the stage of infection based on bimolecular markers
and thus aid in early diagnosis.

FCI’S RICE TO BE USED FOR ETHANOL PRODUCTION
•
•
•
•
•

The Central government has allocated 78,000 tonnes of rice procured for food security purposes
to be diverted to ethanol production instead this year, at a subsidised rate of ₹20 a kg, Food
Secretary Sudhanshu Pandey said.
However, he insisted that the share of rice in ethanol production was “miniscule and transitory”,
emphasising that maize would form the primary feedstock for grain-based ethanol production
instead.
This is part of the government’s plan to double distilling capacities by 2025, partly by encouraging
an increase in the share of grain-based ethanol production from the current focus on molassesbased production.
Earlier this month, Prime Minister Narendra Modi presented a road map advancing the target date
for achieving 20% blending of ethanol in petrol by five years to 2025.
The last two years have seen blending levels of around 5%, which is likely to jump to 8.5% in
the current year, according to a Ministry statement.

NAFED LAUNCHES FORTIFIED RICE BRAN OIL
Government of India's NAFED launches Fortified Rice Bran Oil to Boost Healthy Living
• It may be noted that Rice Bran oil has multiple health benefits, including lowering cholesterol
level due to its low trans-fat content and high mono unsaturated and poly unsaturated fat
contents.
• It also acts as a booster and reduces the risk of cancer due to the high amount of Vitamin E it
contains.
• This oil is recommended by The American Heart Association and the World Health Organization
(WHO) as one of the best substitutes for other edible oils.
• Rice Bran oil from NAFED will be fortified and it will be ensured that it will contain additional
nutrients and vitamins.
• According to the FSSAI, fortified oil can help a person fulfil 25-30% of the recommended dietary
intake for vitamins A and D. NAFED Fortified Rice Bran Oil will be available at all Nafed Stores and
also on various online platforms.
About NAFED- National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED)
National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India. National Agricultural Cooperative
Marketing Federation of India Ltd.(NAFED) was established on the auspicious day of Gandhi Jayanti on
2nd October 1958. Nafed is registered under the Multi State Co-operative Societies Act. Nafed was
setup with the object to promote Co-operative marketing of agricultural produce to benefit the
farmers. Agricultural farmers are the main members of Nafed, who have the authority to say in the
form of members of the General Body in the working of Nafed.
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IMPROVED METHOD OF IMAGING OBJECTS THROUGH FOG
Researchers find an improved method of imaging objects through fog
• Imaging of objects in foggy weather conditions may now be clearer. Researchers have found a
method that can improve the images captured on such days.
• The technique involves modulating the light source and demodulating them at the observer’s end.
• The cost of the technique is low, requiring only a few LEDs and an ordinary desktop computer,
which can execute the technique within a second.
• The method can improve the landing techniques of aeroplanes by providing the pilot with a good
view of beacons on the runway, significantly better than relying only on reflected radio waves as
is presently the case.
• The technique can help reveal obstacles in the path that would otherwise be hidden by fog in rail,
sea, and road transportation and would also help spotting lighthouse beacons.
• More research can demonstrate the effectiveness in such real-life conditions. The team is
investigating whether the technique can apply to moving sources.
INDIA TO LAUNCH DEEP OCEAN MISSION
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Union Cabinet has approved the long-pending deep ocean mission, which among other things
involves developing a submersible vehicle that will allow a crew to plunge 6,000 metres into the
ocean and hunt the floor for precious metals.
The Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) will be the nodal Ministry implementing this multi-institutional
mission.
There are six components to the programme. A manned submersible will be developed to carry three
people to a depth of 6,000 metres in the ocean with a suite of scientific sensors and tools. An
integrated mining system will be also developed for mining polymetallic nodules at those depths in
the central Indian Ocean.
The second component involves developing Ocean Climate Change Advisory Services, which entails
developing a suite of observations and models to understand and provide future projections of
important climate variables on seasonal to decadal time scales.
The next component is searching for deep sea flora and fauna, including microbes, and studying ways
to sustainably utilise them.
The fourth component is to explore and identify potential sources of hydrothermal minerals that are
sources of precious metals formed from the earth’s crust along the Indian Ocean mid-oceanic ridges.
The fifth component involves studying and preparing detailed engineering design for offshore Ocean
Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) powered desalination plants.
The final component is aimed at grooming experts in the field of ocean biology and engineering. This
component aims to translate research into industrial applications and product development through
on-site business incubator facilities.
India has been allotted a site of 75,000 square kilometres in the Central Indian Ocean Basin (CIOB)
by the UN International Sea Bed Authority for exploitation of polymetallic nodules (PMN). These are
rocks scattered on the seabed containing iron, manganese, nickel and cobalt.
Being able to lay hands on a fraction of that reserve can meet the energy requirement of India for
the next 100 years, say officials at the Earth Sciences Ministry.

CABINET APPROVAL FOR OFB CORPORATISATION
•
•

Addressing a long pending reform, the Union Cabinet approved a plan to corporatise the Ordnance
Factory Board (OFB), which has 41 factories, into seven fully government owned corporate entities
on the lines of Defence Public Sector Undertakings (DPSU).
Once implemented, the OFB, the establishment of which was accepted by the British in 1775, will
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cease to exist.
This move would allow these companies autonomy as well as help improve accountability and
efficiency, a defence official said.
“This restructuring is aimed at transforming the ordnance factories into productive and profitable
assets, deepening specialisation in the product range, enhancing competitiveness, improving quality
and achieving cost efficiency,” the official said.
Currently, the Kolkata headquartered OFB functions as a department under the Department of
Defence Production.
All employees of the OFB (Group A, B and C) belonging to the production units would be transferred
to the corporate entities on deemed deputation initially for a period of two years without altering
their service conditions as Central government employees, the official explained.
The pension liabilities of the retirees and existing employees would continue to be borne by the
government.

DIRECT TAX RECEIPTS JUMP 100% THIS FY
•
•
•

•

India’s direct tax receipts in the first two-and-a-half months of 2021-22 have doubled to almost
₹1.86 lakh crore from the comparable period last year when the national lockdown hit collections,
the Finance Ministry said.
Economists said the tax figures suggest the economy could post double-digit growth in the first
quarter.
“The jump in the direct tax collections... reflects healthy exports and a continuation of various
industrial and construction activities, given the lower stringency of the staggered regional
lockdowns in 2021 versus the nationwide lockdown in 2020,” said Aditi Nayar, chief economist at
rating agency ICRA. “This supports our expectation that GDP will record a double-digit expansion
in Q1,” she added.
The substantive rise in inflows could be attributed to dispute resolution scheme Vivad Se Vishwas
that concluded recently

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL MARITIME HERITAGE COMPLEX (NMHC) AT LOTHAL
Development of National Maritime Heritage Complex(NMHC) at Lothal, Gujarat
• The Ministry of Culture (MoC) and Ministry of Ports, Shipping and Waterways (MoPSW) signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for ‘Cooperation in Development of National Maritime Heritage
Complex (NMHC) at Lothal, Gujarat’ in New Delhi today.
• Shri Prahlad Singh Patel said that recent excavations at different locations are bringing new historical
facts to light which could become the basis of re-writing history. These findings will bring out the
glory of our ancient culture and we must not leave any stone unturned to pursue such research .
• NMHC is to be developed as a first of its kind in the country dedicated to the legacy of Maritime
Heritage of India, to showcase India’s rich and diverse maritime glory.
• NMHC would be developed in an area of about 400 acres with various unique structures such as
National Maritime Heritage Museum, Light House Museum, Heritage Theme Park, Museum Themed
Hotels & Maritime themed eco-resorts, Maritime Institute etc. which would be developed in a phased
manner.
• The unique feature of NMHC is the recreation of ancient Lothal city, which is one of the prominent
cities of the ancient Indus valley civilization dating to 2400 BC.
'ADIPRASHIKSHAN PORTAL'
ADI PRASHIKSHAN portal developed by the Ministry of tribal affairs would act as a Central Repository
of all training programs conducted by Tribal Research Institutes (TRIs), different divisions of Ministry,
National Society for Education of Tribal Students (NESTS), Centre of Excellences funded by Ministry of
Tribal Affairs and National Tribal Research Institute.
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GOVERNMENT RELEASES DESERTIFICATION AND LAND DEGRADATION ATLAS OF INDIA
• It has been published by Space Application Centre, ISRO, Ahmedabad. The Atlas provides state wise
area of degraded lands for the time frame 2018-19.
• It also provides the change analysis for the duration of 15 years, from 2003-05 to 2018-19.
• The salient findings of this Atlas are not only useful as a ready reference, but, will also be helpful in
strengthening the envisaged National Action Plan for achieving land restoration targets by providing
important baseline and temporal data and technical inputs.
• India hosted the 14th session of Conference of Parties (COP 14) of United Nations Convention to
Combat Desertification (UNCCD) in September 2019.
• India is striving towards achieving the national commitments of Land Degradation Neutrality (LDN)
and restoration of 26 Million ha of degraded land by 2030 which focus on sustainable and optimum
utilisation of land resources.
• India has been at the forefront of bringing the issue of land degradation to the core of relevant
international alliances for protection and conservation of environment.
• The government of India has adopted collective approach for making progress towards achieving the
national commitments related to land restoration.
SPACE-TIME INDUCES NEUTRINO OSCILLATIONS
• Scientists have shown that the geometry of space-time can cause neutrinos to oscillate.
• Neutrinos are mysterious particles, produced copiously in nuclear reactions in the Sun, stars, and
elsewhere.
• They also "oscillate"-- meaning that different types of neutrinos change into one another – as has
been found in many experiments.
• Probing of oscillations of neutrinos and their relations with mass are crucial in studying the origin of
the universe.
• Neutrinos interact very weakly with everything else – trillions of them pass through every human
being every second without anyone noticing; a neutrino’s spin always points in the opposite direction
of its motion, and until a few years ago, neutrinos were believed to be massless.
• It is now generally believed that the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations require neutrinos to have
tiny masses.
• Einstein’s theory of general relativity says that gravitation is the manifestation of space-time
curvature.
• According to the S N Bose National Centre for Basic Sciences (SNBNCBS) team, neutrinos, electrons,
protons and other particles which are in the category of fermions show a certain peculiarity when
they move in presence of gravity.
• Space-time induces a quantum force in addition to gravity between every two fermions.
• This force can depend on the spin of the particles, and causes massless neutrinos to appear massive
when they pass through matter, like the Sun’s corona or the Earth’s atmosphere.
• Something similar happens for electroweak interactions, and together with the geometrically induced
mass it is enough to cause oscillation of neutrinos.
CLIMATE CHANGE TO INCREASE SEA LEVEL IN LAKSHADWEEP
 Sea-level will rise around the Lakshadweep Islands in the range between 0.4 mm/year to 0.9
mm/year, says a study conducted projecting different greenhouse gas scenarios.
 The study highlights that the worst possible inundation scenarios projected for Lakshadweep Islands
are almost similar under different emission scenarios projected and all the islands in the archipelago
would be vulnerable to impact from sea-level rise.
 One of the major threats in the coming years is rising sea level and its significant impact on small
islands and this is for the first time, that climate model projections were used to assess the potential
areas of inundation over the archipelago of Lakshadweep Islands in the Arabian Sea.
 A team of scientists from IIT Kharagpur, with support from the Department of Science & Technology,
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Government of India under the Climate Change Programme (CCP), studied the Climate projections
of sea level rise and associated coastal inundation in atoll islands, a ring-shaped coral reef or island.
The authors have suggested that keeping in view the impacts from projected sea-level rise for
Lakshadweep, it is necessary to have appropriate coastal protection measures and best-practices to
formulate planning guidelines.
This study also opens up a new outlook and dimension on future research to assess the directional
nature of wave energy, impact of storminess in the Arabian Sea region, islands that are exposed and
sheltered and amenities such as potable water, sanitation and so on.
This noteworthy study has practical value and can be immensely useful to policy makers and
decision making authorities for both short and long-term planning that benefit the population in
Lakshadweep Islands.

WORK BEGINS ON KRIVAK CLASS FRIGATE
• The keel of the second frigate of the additional Krivak class stealth ships being built with technology
transfer from Russia by Goa Shipyard Ltd. (GSL) was laid by the Vice-Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice
Admiral, G. Ashok Kumar.
• -In October 2016, India and Russia signed an Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA) for four Krivak
or Talwar stealth frigates — two to be procured directly from Russia and two to be built by the GSL.
Following that, India signed a $1-billion deal with Russia for the direct purchase.
• The basic structures of the two frigates are already ready at the Yantar shipyard in Russia and are
now being completed.
• India had earlier procured six Krivak class frigates weighing around 4,000 tonnes in two different
batches, the Talwar class and the upgraded Teg class.
• The four ships to be built will weigh 300 tonnes more than the earlier ones and will be armed with
BrahMos supersonic cruise missiles, the Navy said earlier.
PACT SIGNED TO CONSERVE RARE TURTLE IN ASSAM
• A major temple in Assam has signed a memorandum of understanding with two green NGOs, the
Assam State Zoo-cum-Botanical Garden and the Kamrup district administration for the long-term
conservation of the rare freshwater black softshell turtle or the Nilssonia nigricans.
• A vision document 2030 was also launched after Turtle Survival Alliance India and Help Earth
signed the pact involving the Hayagriva Madhava Temple Committee.
• The temple, revered by both Hindus and Buddhists, is at Hajo, about 30 km northwest of
Guwahati.
• The International Union for Conservation of Nature had in 2021 listed the turtle as “critically
endangered”.
• But it does not enjoy legal protection under the Indian Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972,
although it has traditionally been hunted for its meat and cartilage, traded in regional and
international markets.
• “Various temple ponds in Assam such as that of the Hayagriva Madhava Temple harbour various
threatened species of turtles.
• Since the turtles are conserved in these ponds only based on religious grounds, many biological
requirements for building a sustainable wild population have since long been overlooked,” Arpita
Dutta of Turtle Survival said.
INDIA ORGANISED A TWO DAY SUMMIT ON GREEN HYDROGEN INVOLVING BRICS NATION


India had organised the two-day summit on green hydrogen involving Brazil, Russia, India, China
and South Africa, also referred to as the BRICS nations, on their initiatives around the green fuel.
The summit started on 22 June and was organised by state-run NTPC Ltd.
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India pitched for common international standards for green hydrogen at the BRICS Green Hydrogen
Summit, to ensure safe transportation and storage of the new age emission-free fuel.
Green hydrogen gas is produced by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen using an electrolyzer
that may be powered by electricity generated from renewable energy sources.
Trade will benefit from common international standards for the safety of transporting and storing
large volumes of hydrogen and having appropriate certificate of origin. BRICS countries could work
together on these aspects," the union power ministry said in a statement.
India produces around 50 lakh tonnes of hydrogen annually and it's expected that the country may
see a green hydrogen demand of 16,000 tonne per annum by 2024 and 1 million tonne by 2030.

BT COTTON ADOPTION SHOWED BENEFITS: STUDY
•
•

•
•

•

Amid the perpetual debate surrounding Bt cotton’s positive and negative impacts, a recent study
titled — ‘Long-term impact of Bt cotton: An empirical evidence from North India’ — has said its
adoption in Punjab in the past over a decade has resulted in net economic and environmental benefits.
“Since the commercialisation of Bt cotton, there has been reduction in insecticide use by volume and
applications, decline in environmental and human health impact associated with insecticide use, more
so with the reduction in the use of highly hazardous and riskiest insecticides, and reduction in the
expenses associated with insecticide use.
Also, cotton yields in the past 13 years have been stable, the only exception being 2015. Yet over
the past 13 years, pesticide use has gradually increased in Bt hybrids and reduced in non-Bt varieties,
primarily driven by the use of fungicide, which was not applied in cotton in 2003 and 2004.
“Akin to the discovery of synthetic pesticides in the 1940s, which was proclaimed as ‘silver bullet
technology’ by entomologists, the complete reliance on Bt cotton without incorporating it into the
integrated pest management (IPM) system led to outbreak of whitefly in northern India and pink
bollworm in western India in 2015; thus, resistance to Bt cotton is yet to become a significant
problem.
Compatibility of Bt with IPM is not a given when we have weaker institutional setting with ad hoc IPM
system and the contrarian view that Bt cotton has been a failure in India, in this case Punjab, lacks
empirical evidence,” professor Rajinder Peshin of SKUAST told.

About Bt cotton= Bt cotton is a genetically modified organism (GMO) or genetically modified pest
resistant plant cotton variety, which produces an insecticide to combat bollworm.
EU-INDIA JOINT NAVAL EXERCISE
• The EU and India conducted a joint naval exercise in the Gulf of Aden. The exercise involved
Indian Navy frigate INS Trikand, EU NAVFOR Somalia - Operation Atalanta assets, including Italian
frigate Carabiniere (Atalanta’s flagship) and Spanish frigate Navarra, French frigate Surcouf and
French amphibious assault helicopter carrier Tonnerre.
• The exercise was based on the scenario of an anti-piracy operation. The EU and India are
committed to a free, open, inclusive and rules-based order in the Indo-Pacific region, underpinned
by respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty, democracy, rule of law, transparency, freedom
of navigation and overflight, unimpeded lawful commerce, and peaceful resolution of disputes.
• They reaffirm the primacy of international law, including the United Nations Convention on Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS).
4 THEATRE COMMANDS LIKELY THIS YEAR
•

Amid discussions to evolve a consensus on the creation of integrated theatre commands, it is
expected that Prime Minister Narendra Modi will make an announcement on it soon and the four
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•
•
•
•
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proposed commands are likely raised by year end, according to two official sources.
“The theatrisation process is going on well. It is making satisfactory progress. Amongst the three
services, we have been able to resolve most of the issues,” Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) Gen
Bipin Rawat said on Tuesday.
He chaired a meeting with the Vice Chiefs of the three services, Chief of Integrated Defence Staff
and representatives from the Ministries of Defence, Home and Finance to iron out differences.
An air defence command, maritime theatre command, integrated eastern theatre command and
integrated western theatre command are on the anvil.
“A maritime theatre commander will not be appointed right away. The command will be first
raised and commander appointed later,” a source said.
The proposed change was at the highest level, instead of one Service making a single plan that
was then routed through the headquarters and the Integrated Defence Command (IDS), in the
new plan, it would be held by a three-star commander and integrated with other two domains,
the source explained.
“These plans will be presented to Chiefs of Staff Committee (CoSC) as opposed to a single plan
being presented to a Chief,” the official said.

ARCI DEVELOPS COST-EFFECTIVE CATALYSTS FOR METAL-AIR BATTERY
• A new non-precious metal-based bi-functional electrocatalyst (capable of catalyzing two different
types of reactions) can decrease cost and increase the efficiency of metal air batteries.
• Zn-air batteries have drawn significant attention due to their low cost and high energy density.
• They are compact power sources for portable electronics and electric vehicles and energy storage
devices to manage energy flow among renewable energy generators, such as wind turbines,
photovoltaic panels, electric grids, and end-users.
• However, a major challenge for such batteries is catalyst development. A bi-functional catalyst works
for oxygen reduction while discharging the battery and the same catalyst helps in oxygen evolution
reaction during the charging cycle.
• Most of the conventional catalysts available consist of noble metals in their composition, making the
batteries costly.
• International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New Materials (ARCI), an
autonomous R&D Centre of Department of Science and Technology (DST), Govt. of India, has
developed the cost-effective electrocatalyst by anchoring transition metal ions into the sulfur-doped
carbon framework via carbonization of a polymer called sPEEK (sulphonated polyether ether ketone).
This catalyst synthesis method can also be used to recycle used ionomers (polymer composed of
both neutral repeating units and ionized units).
• The scientists have used an ion-exchange strategy that positions the metal ions in the carbon
framework homogeneously, limits the particle size and offers control on composition and size at a
very low loading of transition metal. Cost-effectiveness is thus achieved by low loading of transition
metal, high activity, and high cycling stability compared to many of the catalysts earlier reported in
the literature.
• The catalyst also leads to reduced voltage polarization, enabling higher energy efficiency and a stable
charge-discharge characteristic. The results obtained were comparable to that of conventionally used
noble metal-based catalysts with metal loading of 20% or higher. The research has been published
in ACS Applied Energy Materials.
PAKISTAN TO REMAIN ON FATF GREY LIST
•

Pakistan was retained on the greylist, or the list of countries under “increased monitoring”, by
the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), as the Paris-based UN watchdog judged it deficient in
prosecuting the top leadership of UN Security Council-designated terror groups, including
Lashkar-e-Taiba, Jaish-e Mohammad, Al Qaeda and Taliban.
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“The FATF encourages Pakistan to continue to make progress to address as soon as possible the
one remaining Countering Finance of Terrorism-related item by demonstrating that Terror
Financing investigations and prosecutions target senior leaders and commanders of UNdesignated terrorist groups,” the FATF president said.

About FATF= The Financial Action Task Force (on Money Laundering) (FATF) is
an intergovernmental organisation founded in 1989 on the initiative of the G7 to develop policies to
combat money laundering. In 2001, its mandate was expanded to include terrorism financing. Since
2000, FATF has maintained the FATF blacklist (formally called the "Call for action") and the FATF
greylist (formally called the "Other monitored jurisdictions").
TAP WATER SUPPLY INCREASES FOUR-FOLD IN 117 ASPIRATIONAL DISTRICTS
•

•
•
•
•

An independent appraisal report released by United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
has lauded the Aspirational Districts programme (ADP) ‘as a very successful model of local area
development that should serve as a best practice for several countries where regional disparities
in development status persist for many reasons.’
With concerted efforts made under ADP, these 117 districts in remote locations with low human
development indicators and basic facilities, have experienced faster development.
Jal Jeevan Mission has played a key role to make it possible. On 15th August, 2019, when Jal
Jeevan Mission was announced, only 24.58 lakh (7%) households in Aspirational Districts had tap
water supply.
In a short span of 22 months, tap water connections have been provided to additional 84 lakh
households in these districts and thus now 31.37% household have assured tap water supply.
This 24% increase in coverage in aspirational districts is more than 22.72% increase in tap water
supply across the country during these 22 months.

DRDO TESTS ENHANCED RANGE PINAKA ROCKET
• The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) on Friday successfully test fired
the enhanced range versions of the indigenously developed 122 mm calibre rocket as well as the
extended range version of indigenously developed Pinaka rocket from a Multi-Barrel Rocket
Launcher (MBRL) at integrated test range, Chandipur in Odisha.
• “Four enhanced range version of 122mm rockets were test fired with full instrumentation and
they met the complete mission objectives.
• These rockets have been developed for Army applications and can destroy targets up to 40 km,”
a DRDO statement said.
• In a second statement, the DRDO said that 25 enhanced Pinaka rockets were launched in quick
succession against targets at different ranges on June 24 and 25.
• “The enhanced range version of Pinaka rocket system can destroy targets at distances up to 45
kms,” it stated.
TIBET GETS FIRST BULLET TRAIN LINKS LHASA TO INDIA BORDER
• China started operating the first bullet train line in Tibet, linking Lhasa to Nyingchi near the border
with Arunachal Pradesh.
• The China State Railway Group said the 435-km line, on which construction began in 2014, has
a designed speed of 160 km per hour and would connect the capital city of the Tibet Autonomous
Region to the border city of Nyingchi with a travel time of three and a half hours.
• Over 90% of the track is 3,000 metres above sea-level, state media quoted the railway group as
saying, and the line is the first electrified high speed rail (HSR) line, as China refers to bullet
trains, in Tibet. China has the world’s longest HSR network.
• The Lhasa-Nyingchi rail is one among several major infrastructure projects recently completed in
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Tibet’s southern and southeastern counties near the Arunachal border.
Last month, China completed construction of a strategically significant highway through the Grand
Canyon of the Yarlung Zangbo river, as the Brahmaputra is called in Tibet.

This is the “second significant passageway” to Medog county that borders Arunachal, the official Xinhua
news agency reported, directly connecting the Pad township in Nyingchi to Baibung in Medog county.
'ITAT E-DWAR'
'itat e-dwar', an e-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal
• Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, Contemporary Union Minister for Law & Justice, Communications and
Electronics & IT, formally launched the e-filing portal of Income Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT), ‘itat
e-dwar’.
• He stated that data about more than 18 crore cases are available in the National Judicial Data Grid
(NJDG) and he suggested that cases of ITAT should also be integrated in the NJDG.
• Launching the Portal, the Minister explained the power of Digital India. He said Digital India means
empowering an ordinary Indian with the power of technology – To bridge the digital divide between
the digital haves and the digital have nots leading to digital inclusion achieved by technology, which
is low cost, home grown and developmental.
• He pointed out that VC facility has been provided in more than 800 jails so that the undertrials are
able to appear before the Courts without the police having to bring them physically to the courts.
• He further cautioned that this initiative of ITAT must not be seen as a solitary step. Instead, it should
be seen as a larger narrative of transformation that the country is undergoing through digital medium.
• It enables innovation and empowerment and opens new avenues for growth. He expressed hope
that ‘itat e-dwar’ will be widely accepted by the lawyers and tax litigants alike.
• Justice P.P. Bhatt, President of ITAT, on this occasion, informed the gathering that the launch of eFiling Portal ‘itat e-dwar’ will enhance the accessibility, accountability and transparency in the day to
day working of the ITAT. It would not only result in economization of the use of paper, savings in
costs but also rationalization of the fixation of cases leading to quicker disposal of cases. On this
occasion, Justice Bhatt also announced a plan to set up paperless courts in the ITAT with a pilot
project being undertaken at Delhi Benches of ITAT.
• It was also informed that even during the period of Pandemic, by using the tools of information and
communication technology, various benches of ITAT have functioned and kept up its activity of
judicial dispensation.
DRONES ARE NOW A FAVOURED TERROR TOOL








The dropping of explosive devices from drones in the technical area of the Air Force Station in
Jammu triggering blasts was the first such instance in India.
However, over the past two years, drones have been deployed regularly by Pakistan-based outfits
to smuggle arms, ammunition and drugs into Indian Territory.
According to government figures, 167 drone sightings in 2019 and 77 in 2020 were recorded
along the border with Pakistan.
“The use of drones by Pakistan-based elements has been a major cause of concern. All techbased solutions are being explored to counter it.
Anti-drone jammers cannot be that effective in the border areas, but they can be deployed at
security-sensitive installations to prevent such attacks in future,” the official said.
Weaponised drones were first used by the Islamic State in northern Iraq in 2016 and then in
Syria.
Another emerging challenge for the security forces is the increasing use of improvised explosive
devices.
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NANOGENERATORS CAN HARVEST ELECTRICITY FROM VIBRATIONS
• Scientists have fabricated a simple, cost-effective, bio-compatible, transparent nanogenerator that
can generate electricity from vibrations all around for use in optoelectronics, self-powered devices,
and other biomedical applications.
• The triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG) make use of mechanical energy in the form of vibrations
present everywhere in different forms to generate electricity.
• The energy harvesting TENG works on the principle of creation of electrostatic charges via
instantaneous physical contact of two dissimilar materials followed by generation of potential
difference when a mismatch is introduced between the two contacted surfaces through a mechanical
force.
• This mechanism drives the electrons to move back and forth between the conducting films coated on
the back of the tribo layers.
• The method employed till date to design TENG use expensive fabrication methods like
photolithography or reactive ion etching, and additional process like electrode preparation and so on.
• The Doctor’s blade technique, a routine procedure adapted in a variety of situations, squeezes the
material through a blade and the substrate yielding a uniform thin layer.
• The easy availability of the active material and the simplicity of the fabrication process make it costeffective over currently available fabrication techniques.
• The resulting device is also highly efficient, robust, and gives reproducible output over long hours of
operation.
GOVT. UNVEILS ₹6.28 LAKH CRORE STIMULUS POST 2ND COVID WAVE
•
•

•
•
•

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced some fresh relief measures for the economy, the
first such package after the second COVID-19 wave, focusing largely on extending loan guarantees
and concessional credit for pandemic-hit sectors and investments to ramp up healthcare capacities.
Calling the measures an effort to stimulate growth, exports and employment as well as provide relief
to COVID-affected sectors, Ms. Sitharaman announced an expansion of the existing Emergency Credit
Line Guarantee Scheme by ₹1.5 lakh crore. She also announced a new ₹7,500 crore scheme for loans
up to ₹1.25 lakh to small borrowers through micro-finance institutions.
She also unveiled a fresh loan guarantee facility of ₹1.1 lakh crore for healthcare investments in nonmetropolitan areas and sectors such as tourism.
Economist D.K. Srivastava reckoned that the additional burden on the 2021-22 Budget from the
‘three direct stimulus initiatives’ — providing free foodgrains, incremental health projects’ spending,
and rural connectivity — would be ₹1,18,390 crore or about 0.5% of estimated GDP for 2021-22.
“Although the total impact amount seems large at nearly ₹6.29 lakh crore, a large portion of this is
by way of credit guarantee schemes where there is no immediate outflow. The impact on the fiscal
deficit will be limited while the stock markets could give a mild positive reaction,” said HDFC Securities
managing director and CEO Dhiraj Relli.

‘COWIN’S OPEN-SOURCE VERSION TO BE PROVIDED TO 50 NATIONS’
•
•
•
•

India will soon provide an open-source version of its CoWIN application to nearly 50 countries from
Central Asia, Africa and Latin America that have indicated an interest in the technology.
CoWIN is an extension of an electronic vaccine intelligence network, eVIN, which is used to collect
real-time feedback of the vaccination programmes.
It is a cloud-based IT solution for planning, implementing, monitoring and evaluating COVID-19
vaccination in the country.
According to the operational guidelines for COVID-19 vaccination prepared by the Union Health
Ministry, the CoWIN system, on a real-time basis, tracks not only the beneficiaries but also the
vaccines at the national, State and district levels.
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It monitors the utilisation, wastage and coverage of vaccination. Moreover, every detail, from the
sites where vaccinations are carried out to the number of beneficiaries and even the batch number,
doses per vial and schedule of the vaccine, are uploaded on it.
Dr. Sharma said the NHA was constantly working at improving the reach and coverage of healthcare
services “and in that context, we would be bringing in an e-voucher system that allows immediate
payment to the service provider for specific medical services. This will greatly improve the service
delivery for patients”.

NUCLEAR-CAPABLE AGNI-P MISSILE TEST-FIRED
• A new-generation nuclear-capable ballistic missile, Agni-P (Prime) was successfully test-fired by
the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) on Monday.
• “Agni-P is a new-generation advanced variant of Agni class of missiles. It is a canisterised missile
with range capability between 1,000 and 2,000 km,” a DRDO statement said.
• The Agni class of missiles are the mainstay of India’s nuclear launch capability which also includes
the Prithvi short-range ballistic missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles and fighter aircraft.
• The longest of the Agni series, Agni-V, an Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) with a range
of over 5,000 km, has already been tested several times and validated for induction.
• In the past few years, India has also operationalised its submarine-based nuclear launch
capability, completing the nuclear triad.
This is especially important given India’s no-first-use policy while reserving the right of massive
retaliation if struck with nuclear weapons first. INS Arihant, the only SSBN in service, is armed with K15 missiles with a range of 750 km.
P. SAINATH SELECTED FOR 2021 FUKUOKA GRAND PRIZE
• Noted journalist P. Sainath has been selected as one of the three recipients of the Fukuoka Prize for
2021.
• Mr. Sainath will receive the ‘Grand Prize’ of the Fukuoka Prize while the Academic Prize and the Prize
for Arts and Culture will go to Kishimoto Mio of Japan and filmmaker Prabda Yoon of Thailand,
respectively.
• The Secretariat noted his work for creating a new form of knowledge through his writings and
commentaries on rural India and for “promoting civil cooperation”.
• The Fukuoka Prize is given annually to distinguished people to foster and increase awareness of Asian
cultures, and to create a broad framework of exchange and mutual learning among the Asian people.
• The Grand Prize has earlier been awarded to Muhammad Yunus from Bangladesh, historian Romila
Thapar, and sarod maestro Amjad Ali Khan. Eleven Indians have received the Fukuoka Prize so far.
INDIA TO BECOME AATMANIRBHAR IN PHOSPHATIC FERTILISERS
In order to improve the availability of phosphatic fertilisers (DAP and NPK) and to reduce the dependence
on imports by making India truly Aatmnirbhar in fertilisers, contemporary Shri Mansukh Mandaviya,
Minister of State for Chemicals and Fertilisers chaired a meeting with officials of Department of Fertilizers
and stakeholders of Fertilizers industries.
• An Action Plan was chalked out for making India Aatmanirbhar in fertiliser production through
indigenous resources.
• Shri Mandaviya directed to commercially exploit and ramp up the production in the existing 30
lakh MT of Phosphorite deposits which are available in Rajasthan, central part of peninsular India,
Hirapur(MP) ,Lalitpur(UP) , Mussoorie syncline , Cuddapah basin(AP).
• Discussion and planning with Department of Mining and Geological Survey of India is going on to
expedite the exploration in the potential potassic ore resources in Rajasthan’s Satipura, Bharusari
& Lakhasar and Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh &
Karnataka.
• All the departments are working jointly to start the mining of potential reserves as soon as
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possible. The Action Plan included the steps to minimize the import dependency of costly raw
material imported from abroad and make it accessible and affordable to farmers.
Rock Phosphate is the key raw material for DAP and NPK fertilisers and India is 90% dependent
on imports. Volatility in international prices affects domestic prices of fertilisers and hinders the
progress and development of agriculture sector in the country.

APEDA FACILITATED EXPORTS OF BURMESE GRAPES ‘LETEKU’ TO DUBAI
• In a major boost to harness the export potential of agricultural and processed food products from
north-eastern states, a shipment of fresh Burmese grapes referred as ‘Leteku’ in Assamese language
has been exported to Dubai from Guwahati by air route.
• A consignment of Leteku, which contains vitamin C and Iron, was sourced and packed at a collection
centre in Darang district of Assam.
• APEDA assisted in exports of Geographical Indications (GI) certified KajiNemu (Assam lemon) to
London. So far around 40 metric tonnes of Assam Lemon has been exported.
• APEDA has provided financial assistance to the private sector to set up a pack house at Guwahati
which has fulfilled the mandatory requirement or infrastructure for export of fresh fruits and
vegetables to Europe.
• APEDA undertakes market promotion activities for evolving structured marketing strategies for export
of food products, market intelligence for taking informed decisions, international exposure, skill
development, capacity building and high-quality packaging.
• APEDA would continue to focus on the north eastern region both in terms of capacity building, quality
upgradation, and infrastructure development. Linking buyers to farmers, strengthening the entire
supply chain of agricultural produce from the north-eastern region would bring in dividends.
NATRAX-THE HIGH SPEED TRACK (HST) IN INDORE
India gets Asia’s longest and world’s fifth longest High Speed Track for automobiles.
• Shri Prakash Javadekar today inaugurated NATRAX- the High Speed Track (HST) in Indore which
is the longest such track in Asia.
• NATRAX, developed in an area of 1000 acres of land , is a one stop solution for all sorts of high
speed performance tests for widest categories of vehicles from 2 wheelers to heavy tractor
trailers.
• Speaking at the e-inauguration of the world class 11.3 km High Speed Track, Shri Javadekar
stated that India is destined to become a hub of automobiles, manufacturing, and spare parts.
• The Minister said, we are fast moving towards an ‘AatmaNirbhar Bharat’ and all round efforts are
being made in this direction. He said, his ministry is committed to fulfil Prime Minister’s dream of
ensuring that India becomes a hub of auto manufacturing.
• The NATRAX centre has multiple test capabilities like measurements of maximum speed,
acceleration, constant speed fuel consumption, emission tests through real road driving
simulation, high speed handling and stability evaluation during manoeuvred such as lane change,
high speed durability testing, etc. and is a Centre of excellence for Vehicle Dynamics.
• HST is used for measuring the maximum speed capability of high-end cars like BMW, Mercedes,
Audi, Ferrari, Lamborghini, Tesla and so forth which cannot be measured on any of the Indian
test tracks.
• Being centrally located in Madhya Pradesh, it is accessible to most of the major OEMs. Foreign
OEMs will be looking at NATRAX HST for the development of prototype cars for Indian conditions.
• At present, foreign OEMs go to their respective high speed track abroad for high speed test
requirements.
• It is one stop solution for all sorts of high speed performance tests, being one of the largest in
the world. It can cater to widest category of vehicles; say from two wheelers to the heaviest
tractor trailers.
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Vehicle can achieve max speed of 375 Kmph on curves with steering control and it has less
banking on ovals making it also one of the safest test track globally.

DISCOVERY OF A NEW SOURCE OF GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
• There is huge excitement among scientists with the first confirmed detection of a neutron
star-black hole (NS-BH) collision being reported. This ground breaking discovery of
gravitational waves from a pair of NS-BH mergers was published in the Astrophysical Journal
Letters on Tuesday.
• Until now, the LIGO-Virgo collaboration (LVC) of gravitational waves detectors has only been able
to observe collisions between pairs of black holes or neutron stars.
• For the first time, in January 2020, the network of detectors made the discovery of gravitational
waves from a pair of NS-BH mergers.
• Raychaudhury said that there is a lot of interesting science that can be learnt from this. “For
instance, a neutron star has a surface and black hole does not.
• A neutron star is about 1.4-2 times the mass of the sun while the other black hole is much more
massive. Widely unequal mergers have very interesting effects that can be detected,” he said.
• Basically, we have been detecting binary black hole mergers and binary neutron star mergers
(until now). This is a hybrid collision,” according to scientists at the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-wave Observatory, India (LIGO-India).
• When contacted, Dr Tarun Souradeep, spokesperson of LIGO-India, said that researchers from
LIGO-India have contributed to this major discovery.
• “This is an ongoing effort and the reason to make the detector network stronger is to discover a
newer kind of phenomenon,” said Souradeep.
• This is a clear indication of neutron star and black hole merger, Prof Rajesh Nayak from
the Center of Excellence in Space Sciences, IISER, Kolkata said.
• “These observations help us understand the formation and relative abundance of such binaries.
Neutron stars are the densest objects in the Universe, so these findings can also help us
understand the behaviour of matter at extreme densities.
• Neutron stars are also the most precise ‘clocks’ in the Universe, if they emit extremely periodic
pulses.
• The discovery of pulsars going around Black Holes could help scientists probe effects under
extreme gravity,” scientists said.
SEBI BRINGS IN NEW ‘INVESTORS’; STRICTER INDEPENDENT DIRECTORS NORMS
•

•
•
•
•

The board of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has approved a new category of
wealthy, well-informed investors who will be allowed to invest in riskier products, not usually allowed
to individuals. Termed accredited investors, these entities could be individuals, family trusts,
proprietorships, etc.
The regulator’s board also tightened the norms for independent directors. It said that independent
directors can be appointed only through a special resolution passed by shareholders.
A special resolution requires 75 per cent of votes in favour to be passed. The regulator has also
elaborated and strengthened the disclosure requirements for the skills required to be an independent
director.
Moreover, the regulator also said that nomination and remuneration committee of the board of
directors, which decides on appointments and compensation, and the audit committee should have
two-thirds independent directors compared to a simple majority now.
The regulator also stipulated that all related party transactions shall be approved by only independent
directors on the audit committee.
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STUDY INDICATES ASSOCIATION OF CLOUD BURSTS WITH FOREST FIRES
•
•
•

•
•
•

A recent study has found a connection between the formation of the tiny particles, the size of a cloud
droplet on which water vapor condenses leading to the formation of clouds and forest fires.
The quantity of such particles called the cloud condensation nuclei (CCNs) were found to have peaks
associated with forest fire events.
Scientists from Hemvati Nandan Bahuguna (HNB) Garhwal University and IIT Kanpur jointly
measured the activation of cloud condensation nuclei and studied its impact on high altitude cloud
formation and complexity of local weather phenomenon under the influence of different weather
condition in the ecologically sensitive regions of Central Himalayas for the first time.
Study showed that the highest concentration of CCN was found to be associated with excessive fire
forest activities of the Indian subcontinent.
There were other peaks also associated with a variety of events, such as long-range transportation
and local residential emission. Can help improve the understanding of the complex mechanism of
cloud burst, weather prediction and climate change condition over this region of Himalayas.
This research will be helpful in source allocation of pollutants reaching the high-altitude regions of
Garhwal Himalaya. Also, it will provide the better understanding for the cloud formation mechanism
and weather extremities over this region.

CENTRE EXPEDITES CAPACITY OF THE FORTIFICATION OF RICE TO INCREASE
•
•
•

•
•
•

To address anemia and micro-nutrient deficiency in the country, Centre has expedited capacity
of the fortification of rice to increase from 15,000 MT to 3.5 lakh MT by incentivising and creating
awareness among rice millers.
NITI Aayog also in its “Strategy for new INDIA @75” has put suggested a mandatory fortification
of staples and to incorporate fortified food-grains in Government programmes, TPDS (NFSA)
ICDS, Mid-day Meal Scheme (MDM) etc.
The Centrally Sponsored Pilot Scheme on “Fortification of Rice & its Distribution under Public
Distribution System currently implemented in 6 States, - Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Tamil Nadu, Chhattisgarh and Uttar Pradesh have started the distribution of fortified rice under
pilot scheme.
The State of Kerala and Odisha are likely to start the distribution shortly.
Fortification of rice is a cost-effective and complementary strategy to increase vitamin and mineral
content in diets and a step towards nutritional security and to fight anemia and malnutrition in
the country.
This strategy has a proven track record across many geographies in the world. It may be noted
that in India, 58.5% of young children aged 6-59 months, 53% of women within the reproductive
age group and 22.7% of all men aged 15-49 years of age suffer from anemia

GENERAL STUDIES-1
THE LESSONS FOR INDIA FROM CHINA’S RESTRICTIVE ONE-CHILD POLICY
GS1 Population growth & related issues
What’s happening?
 Recently China officially ended its draconian one-child policy & allowed married couples to have
up to three children.
o Reason:
 As per 2020 data, China witnessed a sharp increase in the proportion of the
population above age 60 to 18.7% from 1.3% in 2010.
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Despite the 2016 relaxation of having children up to 2, the TFR has been falling
from 1.6 in 2015 to 1.3 in 2020.

China’s One-Child Policy impact:
 This policy led to human rights abuses that encouraging sex-selective abortion & abandonment
of girls in a son meta preference society.
 In recent years, the importance of the one-child policy in reducing Chinese population growth
came under surprising contestation.
o Where Chinese govt claimed that over & above the impact of socioeconomic growth, the
one-child policy averted 400 million births.
o But demographers argue that most of the fertility decline in China’s Total Fertility Rate
from 5.8 in 1970 to 1.6 in 2015 came from socio-economic development rather than
population control policies.
 This can be validated by the fact that even after relaxing the one-child policy to
two children in 2016, it failed to halt the TFR decline.
Role of govt in stabilizing TFR:
 The role of govt in reversing fertility decline is questionable.
o Most agree TFR of 2 is desirable but many countries are experiencing spectacularly low
fertility such as
 Korea with 0.98, Taiwan 1.06, Spain 1.25 & Italy 1.29.
o Concerns about depopulation & the increasing burden of supporting senior citizens led many
countries to institute policies encouraging people to have more children.
 From providing cash benefits to improving childcare facilities.
o But the policies across the globe got mixed results.
 In family-friendly policies in Sweden seem to have halted the slide that is hovering
around 1.7 despite many policies.
 In Japan, the TFR has refused to budge from the 1.4 level.
 Whereas Spain with large cash incentives brought only a tiny increase in fertility
rate& eventually dropped.
 Extremely low fertility in Europe & Asia is the result of entrenched gender inequality.
o Expansion of childcare availability only reduces some burden but with rising education &
increasing economic opportunities, women have a greater incentive to participate in the
labour force.
 But still, they have to retain the domestic responsibilities which are making marriage
& childbearing less attractive.
o The main reasons for the failure of China’s pro-natalist policy are due to
 intensive parenting demands
 the increasing cost of raising children
 pregnancy discrimination against women
 care responsibilities for older members squeeze time & money.
 Lesson to India:
o India should plan first please for its Steady deciding TFR from 3.4 in 1994 to 2.2 in 2015.
 The proportion of the older population is growing, the growth is slow & steady
averting a demographic cliff.
 The proportion of households in India that limit themselves to a single child is
growing steadily.
o This suggests that India’s population policy wants to move beyond the past restrictive
maternity leaves & election eligibility for a third child.
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A wiser step for supporting fertility decline in high TFR areas without leading to extremely
low fertility would be to help families plan childbearing at times that are most convenient to
them.
 This is important for young women who content with the burden of intensive
parenting in a highly competitive environment with the unequal burden of domestic
responsibilities.
 And encouraging male participation in household works improving their ability to
combine work & family & improving family planning services would generate an
environment of stable TFR which would avoid demographic cliff-like China.

A GREENER URBANSCAPE
GS1: Urbanization
Context:
Here we talk about a clean, green future for Indian cities
Editorial Insights:
What’s happening?
 On June 5th the world observed World Environment Day to celebrate & remember one's duty
towards the planet & future generations.
o This year, the United Nations on Ecosystem Restoration is being launched in building
towards the goals of this decade.
India & Sustainable cities:
 Along with developmental pressure & India’s (world) ability to adapt for a green & healthy future
has also grown.
 The delicate balance between sustainable development & environmental protection is one of the
core targets of the UN 2030 agenda for sustainable development.
o India’s policy & political discourse for the last 7 years has been the networked approach
to achieve the SDGs.
 The 2030 Agenda motto i.e., Leave no one behind embodies the essence of Gandhiji’s philosophy
of Sarvodaya through antyodaya, reaching the most marginalized first.
o This guiding principle has long been a part of Indian thought & policy & is a fundamental
virtue for the execution of the national missions under the Urban Affairs ministry.
 From, when Indian PM launched the Swachhata movement, the harbinger of a total
transformation of India’s landscape started.
 India has launched its flagship missions to change the urban landscape, which predates SDGs
adoption by a year.
o Also, most of the SDGs are reflected in the core objectives of these missions.
The Flagship Missions:
 Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban):
o It focuses on
 achieving an open-defecation-free India,
 building solid waste management capacity
 bringing about behavioral change
o through the annual Swach Surveshan, cooperative & competitive federalism have become a
driving force behind this citizen-led Jan Andolan.
o The SBM-U is estimated to mitigate17.42 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent of GHG emissions
by 2022.
 Smart Cities Mission:
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It has been overseeing the technological advancement of Indian cities to improve governance,
sustainability & disaster risk resilience.
o Smart solutions are being implemented to improve energy efficiency & non-motorized
transport capacities.
o The Climate Smart Cities Assessment Framework has been adopted that aims to help cities to
adapt, collaborate & exchange best practices to international standards for green, sustainable
& resilient urban habitats.
o The estimated overall reduction in GHG emissions under SCM is 5 million tonnes of CO2 by
2022.
AMRUT:
o Under this, water supply & management, energy efficiency & increased green spaces have
been part of the goal in 500 target cities.
o The mission is likely to result in the mitigation of 50 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent of GHG
emissions by 2022.
Other efforts:
o The PMAY-U has focused on new construction technologies that are innovative,
environmentally friendly & disaster-resilient.
 The overall reduction in GHG emissions under PMAY-U is 12 million tonnes of CO2 by
2022.
o Lastly, the metro rail and energy-efficient mass rapid transit system with a target of a 2000km
network in 45 cities is expected to mitigate around 22 million tonnes of CO2 eq GHG from
2015-2022.
Cumulatively, the national missions under MoHUA are projected to mitigate GHG emissions equivalent
to more than 93 million of CO2 by 2022.
o







Way-Ahead:
The need is for progressive urban development while keeping sustainability, disaster risk resilience &
community building at their core has to be guiding principle for govts that will help us preserve our
environment, restore the ecosystem & mitigate the risks posed by climate change in the coming
decade.
THE LEGALISATION OF SAME SEX MARRAIGES AND GOVERNMENT'S STAND
GS 1 & 2- Social Empowerment, Vulnerable section
Context: In the following article the author talks about the legalisation of same sex marraiges and
government's stand on it.
What's the matter?
 When the cases surrounding the question of same-sex marriages came up before the High
Court of Delhi, the Union Government was found to be dithering.
 Though the Union Government argued that the matter was not important in the context of
the second wave of COVID-19 cases,
 It overlooked the basic notion that the plight of persons in same-sex and queer relationships
looking after each other — without the legal protection of marital relationships — was
exacerbated by the pandemic.
 Union Government does not find urgency in a matter of extending civil rights to a class of
persons who have approached a constitutional court.

Any further delay in doing so would fall foul of our constitutional guarantees, judgments
rendered by various High Courts and evolving international jurisprudence.
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The last two decades have witnessed tremendous progress in establishing civil rights for
the LGBTQIA+ community.
International jurisprudence
 In case of South Africa after a long struggle, the Civil Union Act, 2006 was enacted,
enabling the voluntary union of two persons above 18 years of age, by way of marriage.
 In 2007 in Australia, the reforms to civil rights of queer community were prompted by
the Honourable Michael Kirby. Same-Sex Relationships Act 2008 came to be enacted to provide
equal entitlements for same-sex couples in matters of, inter alia, social security,
employment and taxation.

England and Wales, the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 enabled same-sex
couples to marry in civil ceremonies or with religious rites.

In 2015, the Supreme Court of the United States decided that the fundamental right to
marry is guaranteed to same-sex couple.
 While doing so, the Supreme Court of the United States held the denial of marriage rights
to same-sex couples to be a “grave and continuing harm, serving to disrespect and
subordinate gays and lesbians”
 Across the world, the recognition of the unequal laws discriminating against the
LGBTQIA+ community has acted as a trigger to reform and modernise legal architecture to
become more inclusive and equal.
Courts and civil rights
 In India, marriages solemnised under personal laws such as the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955,
Indian Christian Marriage Act, 1872, Muslim Personal Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937 and
so on.
 At present, though same-sex and queer marriages are not clearly recognised in India.

In case of Arunkumarand Sreeja vs The Inspector General of Registration and Ors. the
Madurai Bench of the High Court of Madras employed a beneficial and purposive
interpretation holding that the term ‘bride’ under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 includes
transwomen and intersex persons identifying as women.
 The import of this judgment cannot be overstated as it expands the scope of a term used in
the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 in a progressive manner and sets the stage for re-imagining
marriage rights of the LGBTQIA+ community.
 The judgment of the Madras High Court builds on the tenets laid down by the Supreme Court
of India in Shafin Jahan vs Asokan K.M. and Others AIR 2018 SC 1933 (Hadiya case),
wherein the right to choose and marry a partner was considered to be a
constitutionally guaranteed freedom.
 Supreme Court held that the “intimacies of marriage lie within a core zone of privacy,
which is inviolable” and that “society has no role to play in determining our choice of
partners”.
 Any legal or statutory bar to same-sex and queer marriages must necessarily be held to
be unconstitutional and specifically violative of Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the Constitution
of India.
Expanding scope of marriage
 The domain of marriages, including religious marriages, cannot be immune to reform
and review. Self-respect marriages were legalised in Tamil Nadu through amendments
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to the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955.
Reform of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 to bring self-respect marriages under its very umbrella,
is seen as a strong move towards breaking caste-based practices within the institution
of marriage.
Conclusion
Understanding the needs of the LGBTQIA+ community today, the law must now expand the
institution of marriage to include all gender and sexual identities. At least 29 countries in the
world have legalised same-sex marriage. It is time that India thinks beyond the binary and
reviews its existing legal architecture in order to legalise marriages irrespective of gender
identity and sexual orientation.


WHY THE MONSOON IS EARLY?
GS1: India’s Physical geography
Context:
Here we talk about the early arrival of Monsoon.
What’s happening?
 The monsoon that hit the Kerala coast two days behind the schedule, just 10 days after it, has
already covered 2/3rd of the country.
 According to IMD, till Tuesday, the entire county except for West Bengal & Northeast, J&K,
Kerala & Gujarat has received cumulative rainfall in excess (20-59%) or large excess(60% or
more) of normal.
Reason for an early arrival of Monsoon:
 During the 3rd week of May, formation of Cyclone Yaas in the Bay of Bengal helped the monsoon
make a timely arrival over the Andaman Sea.
 Even with a 2-days delay from its normal onset over Kerala, the southwest monsoon made fast
progress in the subsequent days,
o This was mainly due to strong westerly winds from the Arabian sea
o And also the formation of a low-pressure system over the North Bay of Bengal.
 An off-shore trough, prevailing for a week between Maharashtra & Kerala has helped the
monsoon arrive early over the Tropical region of west & south India.
Is it unusual? & will it continue this pace?
 In the last decade since 2011, the monsoon covered in June itself on four occasions2020,2018,2015 & 2013.
o In all other 7 years, arrivals are delayed over major regions.
 In 2019 Cyclone Vayu & in 2017 Cyclone Mora had delayed the monsoon progress
by a few days.
 However, the overall advancement during these 7 years was as per normal dates
& the monsoon covered the country by July mid.
o In the monsoon early arrival years, its progress has picked up towards the final phase,
that is North & Northwest India region have witnessed early arrival.
 Although monsoon has made rapid progress over 2/3rd of the country, further progress is likely
to be slower.
o Over the Northwest, the monsoon becomes only when the monsoon from either coast
reaches the region, but that is not going to happen soon, so the progress will remain
slow.
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Also, a stream of mid-latitude westerly winds is approaching Northwest India that will hinder
the monsoon advancement in the immediate coming days.
Early Monsoon impact on intensity of rains & on paddy sowing:
 On rainfall intensity:
o The time of monsoon over a region has no direct impact on the rainfall quantum received
during the season or in the monsoon’s progress.
 For instance, in the past in 2015 & 2014, the monsoon took less than 45 days to
cover the entire country but even then India has witnessed deficient rainfall during
those years.
o This year the monsoon is likely to cover the entire country by June end & June rainfall would
end surplus over the normal.
 On Paddy sowing:
o Early rainfall will not directly impact paddy sowing, with seedlings still in the nursery stage
in most paddy growing states.
o Due to rainfall over Karnataka & Konkan Coast, farmers can undertake paddy transplanting
at the June end.
o However, with not much rainfall recorded over Madhya Maharashtra & Marathwada, farmers
may undertake sowing once these regions get sufficient rainfalls.
o In regions like Odisha & Bengal, the saplings are yet to reach the transplantation stage.
Further-Ahead:
After the monsoon over Kerala, its progress can either be rapid or slow based on ocean-atmospheric
conditions. The onset of the monsoon over various parts of the country can have yearly variations
because of the complexity of the monsoon.
However, the experts have linked extreme weather events like intense rainfall over a region within a
short time or prolonged dry spell during these four months as indications of climate change.
EQUALITY IS EVERYONE’S WORK
GS1: Issues related to Women Empowerment
Context:
Here we talk about addressing gender disparity in science & technology institutions.
What's happening?
 On National Science Day 2020, which was dedicated to women scientists, Women & Child
Development Ministry announced that 11 women scientists would be honoured with national
chairs named after historical women scientists.
 Recently IIT Bombay too has announced its own women-only chair after donor alum on the
pretext that a diverse & inclusive workforce build a better workforce.
 While these announcements are well-intentioned moves to address the long-standing & vexed
problem of gender disparity in science & technology but their efficacy in addressing the root
cause is well debated.
The Gender-Disparity:
 India faces a inconvertible gender disparity mainly in the STEM institutes.
 Though women constitute nearly 50% of science PhDs employed in Indian higher education but
data from the physics, engineering & industrial workforce show a large gender gap that widens
further at the higher echelons.
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Even in celebrated IIT Bombay, in the domain of engineering & science out of total 680 faculty
& 60 prestigious chairs, only 14% of the faculty & 9% of the chairs are respectively women.
 Disparity popularly explains as the discriminatory familial responsibilities weigh women down.
 Many studies in the gender disparity have given many concrete facts to counter the gender
disparity rules such as:
o Studies that measured productivity across gender, finds no deficit among women
scientists in Indian institutions.
o Further, the studies also found that despite similar scientific productivity, women
scientists tended to occupy lower rungs of the institutional hierarchy.
 For instance, a drop in the selected women-fraction compared to that of the pool
is a hallmark of the discrimination in the process.
 Systemic genderisation plays out in multiple ways.
o It is still often assumed that women are the primary caregivers, therefore irrespective of
merit they are liable to compromise their professional responsibilities.
o While hiring a woman scientists to a leadership position, it is still considered to judge her
parental or life-partner status, overlooking her merit.
o It is still a common hidden norm that women spouses of hired faculty will not be hired.
o Over the above, the presence of rampant Gender-based harassment.
The way forward is to dissolve the systematic barriers to equity in the institutions of higher
learning. The pathways to do that are as follow:
 Make diversity an imperative not just because it builds better businesses but because it is the
right & just thing to do.
 Acknowledge that gender discrimination reigns within, so stop the women-only training
workshops to fix the women & instead gender-sensitize all faculty & management.
o Because all regardless of gender are raised to accept sexist thought & action.
o Also, invest in diversity experts to be observers in all human resource domain.
 Involve social scientists, so that interventions are grounded in evidence.
o For instances, involving social scientist in recommending JEE fee-wavier for women has
become a good step among other reforms.
o But not involving social scientists in decision making to increase gender diversity among
JEE rankers, ended up not addressing the elephant in the room.
 Addressing disparity should be everybody’s responsibility.
o The notion that it is the exclusive responsibility of women to hire more women, mentor
young women etc has to be ended & everyone has to take responsibility in this regard.
Further-Ahead:
In the modern times, with Hyper-globalization, everyone has exposed to global debates on systemic
gender discriminations. So it is high time for for all to impelled to make this their cause rather than
leave it to the voluntary groups.
Gender disparity is an outcome of a flawed meritocracy & is everybody's responsibility not just that of
women chairs to fix.
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GENERAL STUDIES-2
BELLIGERENCE AND PUSHBACK
GS 2- IR
Context: In the given article the writer talks about Quad gaining momentum, states in the Indo-Pacific
and South Asia likely to resist Chinese largesse
What's the issue?
 Under it's 'wolf warrior’ diplomacy, China issued a strange warning to Bangladesh, a nation
that it has tried to cultivate assiduously over several years.

China considers the Quad to be a minor anti-China initiative, the Beijing, warned Dhaka
that there will be “substantial damage” in bilateral ties between China and Bangladesh if
the latter joins the Quad.
Revealing fault lines
 Bangladesh promptly and publicly challenged the Chinese envoy’s statement, underlining
categorically that Dhaka pursues an independent foreign policy

China continued to target Quad “as a small clique against China” and said that “remarks
expressing opposition to this mechanism are not about interference but about expressing
opposition to small cliques and bloc politics.
 They also reflect the aspiration for maintaining regional peace and stability.” That China’s
remarks would reverberate far beyond South Asia was expected and perhaps intended by
Beijing itself.

U.S. remarked, “What we would say is that we respect Bangladesh’s sovereignty and we
respect Bangladesh’s right to make foreign policy decisions for itself.”
 This episode captures the emerging fault lines in South Asia and the wider Indo-Pacific
in ways that are both revealing and challenging.
 For all its attempts to play down the relevance of the Quad, Beijing realises that the
grouping, with all its weaknesses, is emerging as a reality and there is little it can do to prevent
that.
 China is agitated about Quad’s future role and its potential success in offering the regional
states an alternative to its own strong-arm tactics.
 The Quad member states are busy in figuring out a cohesive agenda and there are no plans
for an expansion. The success will come only if Quad can build a credible platform first.
 No one is sending out invitations to join Quad and no one has shown an interest.
 But Beijing wants to ensure that after failing in its initial attempt to prevent the Quad from
gaining any traction, its message is well understood by other states who may harbour any
desire of working closely with the Quad members to uphold a rules-based order in the
Indo-Pacific.

With its message to Dhaka, Beijing was laying down a marker that nations should desist
from engaging with the Quad.
Growing momentum of Quad

This aggressive diplomacy is likely to have the opposite effect, in the near future.
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Beijing has failed to prevent nations from the West to the East from coming out with
their Indo-Pacific strategies, it has failed to prevent the operationalisation of the Quad, and
now it might be worried about other nations in the region thinking of engaging with the Quad
more proactively.
Bangladesh is planning to come out with its own Indo-Pacific strategy and Beijing has now
warned Dhaka that a close cooperation with the Quad should not be part of the policy mix.

Conclusion:
 As the Quad gains more momentum and the churn in the waters of the Indo-Pacific leads to
new countervailing coalitions against China.
 For all the criticism China has heaped on the Quad’s members for trying to create an
exclusive clique, it will be Beijing that is likely to demand clear-cut foreign policy choices from
its regional interlocutors.
 And states are more likely to push back than become subservient to Chinese largesse.
THE PROMISE AND PERILS OF DIGITAL JUSTICE DELIVERY
GS 2- Judiciary & governance
Context: In the given article we talk about Phase 3 of the e-Courts project, which can harness
technology for service delivery without increasing surveillance risks.
What is the issue?
 Indian courts are associated with the with long delays and difficulties for ordinary litigants.
 According to data released by the Supreme Court in the June 2020 newsletter of the e-Committee,
3.27 crore cases are pending before Indian courts, of which 85,000 have been pending for over 30
years.
 Technology helps only if it operates within the constitutional framework of the fundamental rights
of citizens else it will, further exclusion, inequity and surveillance.
The e-Courts project
 The e-Committee of the Supreme Court of India recently released its draft vision document for
Phase III of the e-Courts project.
 Phases I and II had dealt with digitisation of the judiciary, i.e., e-filing, tracking cases online,
uploading judgments online, etc.
 Despite some hiccups, the Supreme Court and High Courts have been able to function online.
This was made possible by the e-Courts project, monitored by the e-Committee.
 Under phase 3 there is commitment to the digitisation of court processes, and plans to
upgrade the electronic infrastructure of the judiciary and enable access to lawyers and
litigants.
 It propose an “ecosystem approach” to justice delivery. It suggests a “seamless exchange of
information” between various branches of the State, such as between the judiciary, the police and
the prison systems through the Interoperable Criminal Justice System (ICJS).
 There are chances that the ICJS will likely exacerbate existing class and caste inequalities
that characterise the police and prison system.
 This is because the exercise of data creation happens at local police stations, which have
historically contributed to the criminalisation of entire communities through colonial-era laws such
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as the Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, by labelling such communities as “habitual offenders”.
A cause for concern

When data collection is combined with extensive data sharing and data storage that it becomes a
cause for concern. The Supreme Court must take care not to violate the privacy standards
that it set in Puttaswamy v. Union of India (2017).
 Data is useful when it provides anonymous, aggregated, and statistical information about
issues without identifying the individuals. This could be made possible in Phase III by
encouraging uniformity and standardisation of entry fields.

There has been a dangerous trend towards creating a 360-degree profile of each person
by integrating all of their interactions with government agencies into a unified database.
 This approach has been perfected by social media platforms and technology companies, and the
government is now trying to do the same.
 Integration with other agencies of local data is a cause of concern.

When integrating data of the courts and police stations, the intersection lies with the individual
citizen, since it is the citizen’s interaction with these branches of the state that is being
monitored.
 No clear explanation has been offered for why the Home Ministry needs access to court data that
may have absolutely no relation to criminal law. This may lead to surveillance.
Role of technology
 The objectives were to streamline judicial processes, reduce pendency, and help the
litigants.
 To continue to do that within the framework of our fundamental rights, the e-Courts must move
towards localisation of data, instead of centralisation.

e-Committee must prevent the “seamless exchange” of data between the branches of the
state that ought to remain separate. Technology plays an important role in the project, but it
cannot be an end in itself.
THE ROAD FROM GALWAN, A YEAR LATER
GS 2- International Relations
Context: On June 15 last year, the Line of Actual Control (LAC) witnessed its first deaths after 1975
when 20 Indian soldiers and at least four soldiers of China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) died in a
violent clash in Galwan in Ladakh. China is now in a different league, competing with the U.S., and
New Delhi faces the task of living with an uneasy calm.
Political accountability
 The ministerial statements in Parliament were monologues with no questions allowed from other
representatives of the people.
 A huge public outcry led to an official clarification by the Prime Minister’s Office which contained
rhetoric that dodged the offending remarks.
 The Government’s political strategy for dealing with the Ladakh border crisis has been based
on dodging, denial and digression.
 An honest appraisal of the situation in Ladakh would be politically costly for a government.
There is no record of the Cabinet Committee on Security being convened to discuss the Ladakh
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border situation — Mr. Modi is being held responsible in the public imagination for the setback.
Military situation
 The current situation is not militarily precarious in Ladakh. With a continued deployment of
50,000-60,000 soldiers, the Indian Army has been able to hold the line to prevent any further
ingress by the PLA.
 The Chinese presence on the Indian side of the LAC in Gogra, Hot Springs and Demchok
gives the PLA some tactical advantage but the area which majorly jolts Indian military plans is
the Chinese control of Depsang Plains.
 There has been no progress in talks after the disengagement at Pangong lake and Kailash
range in February.
 The basis of this shift was articulated by the Chief of Defence Staff when he recently said that
China is a bigger security threat for India than Pakistan.
 The Ladakh crisis has also exposed India’s military weakness to tackle a collusive threat
from China and Pakistan: to avoid such an eventuality, the Government opened backchannel
talks with Pakistan which led to the reiteration of the ceasefire on the Line of Control.
External rebalancing
 The Ladakh crisis has also led the Government to relook external partnerships, particularly with
the United States.
 The Indian side was silent about it but senior U.S. military officials have earlier spoken of the
intelligence and logistics support provided to the Indian forces in Ladakh,
 While the Indian military has sought to learn from the American experience of implementing the
Multi Domain Operations (MDO) doctrine to wage a war of the future against a
technologically superior PLA.
 That China is “a larger neighbour, which has got a better force, better technology”, was
acknowledged by General Rawat recently, to argue that India will “obviously prepare for a
larger neighbour”.
 The military importance of the Quad remains moot, with India reportedly refusing to do joint
naval patrolling with the U.S. in the South China Sea; the two treaty allies of the U.S., Japan and
Australia, also refused.
 India’s focus on its land borders and its limited resources for military modernisation in a
period of economic decline impinge on its maritime ambitions in the Indo-Pacific.
Balancing act
 India's attempts to counter the burgeoning Chinese influence in the neighbourhood have
faltered, exacerbated by the mishandling of the second wave of the novel coronavirus pandemic.
 With the widening power gap between New Delhi and Beijing, the challenge is as much
economic as it is geopolitical.
 Despite the border crisis and the Indian restrictions on Chinese technology companies, China
displaced the U.S. to be India’s biggest trade partner in 2020-21, up to nearly 13% of
India’s total trade.
 Even though India has been dependent on China for medical equipment to fight the
pandemic and asked for assured supplies, the Government has been reluctant to publicly
acknowledge this dependence.
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New Delhi has placed the border issue at the centre of the relationship with China, arguing
that there can be no normalcy without restoration of status quo ante at the borders.

Unappetising choices
 For the past few decades, Indian planners operated on the premise that their diplomats will be
able to manage the Chinese problem without it developing into a full-blown military crisis.
 That belief has been laid to rest. Militarily, Chinese incursions in Ladakh have shown that the
idea of deterrence has failed.
 New Delhi has learnt that it can no longer have simultaneous competition and cooperation
with Beijing; the dramatic engagement that started with Rajiv Gandhi’s historic visit to China in
1988 is over.
 India will never be comfortable taking sides in a new Cold War between the U.S. and
China, as it has always valued its strategic sovereignty.
 Beijing seems as keen as New Delhi to avoid a military conflict, though accidents such as
Galwan can never be ruled out.
 This leaves India with the daunting task of living with this tense and uneasy calm with China
for some time, a challenge brought to the fore by the Ladakh crisis.
Conclusion:
The events of the past one year have significantly altered India’s thinking towards China. The
relationship is at the crossroads now. The choices made in New Delhi will have a significant impact on
the future of global geopolitics.
AMERICA’S MISTAKES IN THE ‘FOREVER WAR’
GS 2- IR
Context: US administration has set the September 11 deadline for all American troops to leave
Afghanistan, winding up 20 years of the invasion by the United States.
What's the matter?
 US Administration to leave Afghanistan after 20 years war.
 The peace talks between the Afghan government and the Taliban that started in Doha last year
have been frozen for months.
 The bid by the U.S. to hold a summit in Istanbul between the warring parties has been a nonstarter. On the ground, the Taliban are making steady advances.
 the Taliban have seized eight districts in four different regions. At least six provisional capitals,
including Kabul, Lashkar Gah (Helmand) and Kandahar.
 As of now, about 22% of Afghanistan’s 398 districts are in the Taliban’s control and 24% with
the government, while more than half of the country’s territories are contested.
A neocon war
 The longest war in America’s history is also turning out to be one of its most disastrous.
 Terrorist networks, which the U.S. vowed to destroy when it launched its global war on terror in
Afghanistan, are now scattered across Asia and Africa.
 The U.S. made three fundamental mistakes, which led to the superpower’s humiliating exit from
this clichéd ‘graveyard of empires’.
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First, the U.S. went into Afghanistan without learning anything from the country’s history, or
was blindsided by the unipolar hubris.
Once they invaded Afghanistan, the U.S., given the mistakes the British and the Soviets
committed, could have had a strategically focused campaign, targeting its enemy, al-Qaeda,
which was behind the September 11 attacks.
It should have gone after the terrorists, destroyed their networks and then withdrawn.
U.S. administration, had set more ambitious goals for itself. It wanted to topple the Taliban and
rebuild a centralised “democratic” state in Afghanistan.
Now, the U.S. is retreating, practically leaving Afghanistan to the mercy of the Taliban, in return
for assurances from them that they would not assist the terrorists such as al-Qaeda and the
Islamic State.

Strategic failure
 After the Taliban regime was toppled and al-Qaeda driven back into the caves and mountains,
the U.S. still had a chance to stabilise the country with help from its different factions and
leave.
 The Taliban sought modest terms — Mullah Omar, their leader, should be allowed to return
home. But the Americans rejected the offer and promised to destroy the Taliban in every corner
of the country.
 The Taliban are an indigenous militancy with deep roots in Afghanistan’s Pashtun majority.
Toppling them from power was easy, but defeating them in their country was not.
 And after vowing to defeat them, the U.S. launched the Iraq invasion to topple Saddam Hussein
and export democracy there. This was the second mistake.
 The U.S. took Pakistan’s tactical support for its war on terror for granted, overlooking the fact
that Pakistan had deep strategic ties with the Taliban.
 Pakistan played a double game by supporting the U.S. campaign in Afghanistan while at the
same time offering refuge and support to the Taliban.
 By the time the U.S. shifted its focus back to Afghanistan, after defeating the Islamic State in
Iraq and Syria and amid growing calls at home to end the “endless wars”, the Afghan war had
already been lost.
Surrender to the Taliban

It seems to have reached the conclusion long ago that the war was one that could not be
turned around.
 The war was also becoming increasingly unpopular at home, prompting Presidents, from Barack
Obama to Donald Trump and Joe Biden, to promise to wind it up.
 The U.S. has also been shifting its focus to East Asia where China is rising. And given the
foreign policy challenges the U.S. is facing now elsewhere, continuing troops and commitments
in Afghanistan makes little sense.
 But the U.S. could have opted for a more orderly withdrawal. Instead, it surrendered to the
Taliban’s terms to pull back its troops. This was the third mistake.
 The Taliban have not defeated the Afghan troops yet.
 The government still controls most of the country’s population centres. The Taliban’s efforts to
take over provincial capitals were successfully thwarted in the recent past.

US administration went for talks with the Taliban on their terms. The Afghan government was
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kept out of the whole process because the Taliban do not recognise them as being legitimate.
And the U.S. struck a direct deal with the Taliban, without addressing any of the Afghan
concerns.

Conclusion:
 The American exit would now decisively shift the balance of power in favour of the Taliban.
 The insurgents have always known this. They have stepped up attacks and carried out targeted
killings aimed at weakening the Afghan government and terrorising society immediately after
signing the agreement with the U.S. in February 2020.
 And ever since the remaining U.S. troops started pulling back from Afghanistan on May 1, the
Taliban have started capturing more territories.
 The war may be winding down for the Americans. But for Afghans, it will continue in one form
or another.
THE KEDAR NATH SEDITION RULING
GS2: Fundamental Rights
Context:
Here we talk about the recent SC judgment in the Vinod dua case
What’s happening?
 Recently SC has quashed the sedition cased against Vinod Dua in Himachal Pradesh, that was
filed a year ago against him over the comments made on the central govt.
 The complainant had alleged that Dua had accused PM of using “deaths & terror attacks” to get
votes,
o The journalists were charged under Sections 124A (Sedition), 268 (public nuisance), 501
(defamatory).
 But the SC quashed the above case & upheld that every journalist is entitled to protection from
sedition as defined in the Kedar Nath judgment.
Origin of Section 124A:
 Section 124-A was not a part of the original Indian Penal Code drafted by Lord Macaulay and
treason was confined just to levying war.
 It was Sir James Fitzjames Stephen who subsequently got it inserted in 1870 in response to the
Wahabi movement that had asked Muslims to initiate jihad against the colonial regime.
 Stephen himself was interested in having provisions similar to the UK Treason Felony Act 1848
because of his strong agreement with the Lockean contractual notion of allegiance to the king
and deference to the state.
 In the Bangobasi case in 1891, Bal Gangadhar Tilak’s case in 1897 and 1908 and Mahatma
Gandhi’s case in 1922, the High Courts, and ultimately the judicial committee of the Privy
Council, consistently held that incitement to violence or rebellion is not a necessary part of
sedition under Section 124A of the IPC and a mere comment which the authorities think has the
potential to cause disaffection towards the government is seditious.
 Mahatma Gandhi, during his trial in 1922, termed Section 124-A as the “prince among the
political sections of IPC designed to suppress liberty of the citizen”.
o He went on to tell the judge that “affection cannot be manufactured or regulated by law.
If one has no affection for a person or system, one should be free to give the fullest
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expression to his disaffection so long as it does not contemplate, promote or incite to
violence”.
Though Justice Maurice Gwyer in Niharendu Dutt Majumdar (1942) had narrowed the provision
and held that public disorder was the essence of the offence, the Privy Council in Sadashiv
Narayan Bhalerao (1947) relying on Explanation 1 observed public disorder was not necessary
to complete the offence.
Strangely, the Fundamental Rights Sub-Committee (April 29, 1947) headed by Sardar Patel
included sedition as a legitimate ground to restrict free speech.
o When Patel was criticized by other members of the Constituent Assembly, he dropped it.
o Constitutionally, Section 124A being a pre-Constitution law that is inconsistent with
Article 19(1)(a), on the commencement of the Constitution, had become void.
o In fact, it was struck down by the Punjab High Court in Tara Singh Gopi Chand (1951).

Kedar Nath Singh v State of Bihar 1962:
 In 1953, Kedar Nath singh gave a fiery speech against govt institutions that led to his
conviction & imprisonment by 1st class magistrate & his HC appeal was overturned.
 Then 1962, Singh’s appeal to SC
questioned the constitutional validity of section 124A,
contending it stifled the right to speech under Article 19 of the constitution.
 In this landmark judgment, the constitutional bench upheld the validity of section 124 (sedition)
of the IPC but also attempted to restrict the colonial law’s scope for misuse by trying to
demarcate the difference between sedition actions & other actions.
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The bench said that the effort of subverting the government by violent means or creating public
disorder would come under the definition of sedition.
o It also upheld section 505 as constitutionally valid.
In simple words , sedition is any written or spoken words that have the implicit idea of
subverting govt by violent means that area compendiously included in the term ‘revolution,
have been made penal by the 124A section
However, the court ruled that disapproval of the measures of govt with a view to their
improvement or alteration by lawful is not sedition.
o It upheld that comments, however strongly worded, expressing disapprobation of actions
of the govt, without exciting those feelings which generate the inclination to cause public
disorder by violence cats would not attract penal actions.

Issue of ‘disaffection’
 Section 124A of the IPC, which contains the law of sedition, categorises four sources of seditious
acts. They are, spoken words, written words, signs or visible representations.
 The gist of the offence is: bringing or attempting to bring the government into contempt or hatred,
or exciting or attempting to excite disaffection towards the government.
 The Supreme Court’s assertion in Kedar Nath Case has consistently been ignored by governments
all these years, and citizens of all ages have been charged with sedition for merely criticising the
authorities.
 The problem actually lies in the fact that the law of sedition was not struck down by the Supreme
Court in 1962 as unconstitutional.

Sedition, as defined in Section 124A of the IPC, clearly violates Article 19(1) (a) of the Constitution
which confers the Fundamental Right of freedom of speech and expression.
Not a reasonable restriction
 This section does not get protection under Article 19(2) on the ground of reasonable restriction.

The act of reading down Section 124A brought it clearly under Article 19(2) and saved the law of
sedition.
Conclusion:
A citizen has a right to say or write whatever s/he likes about the Government, or its measures, by
way of criticism or comment, so long as s/he does not incite people to violence against the
Government established by law or with the intention of creating public disorder.
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DO NOT HARM: CONVERSION THERAPY
GS2: Fundamental Rights
Context:
Here we talk about the need for outlawing conversion therapy.
What’s happening?
 Recently Madras high court in its ruling on S Sushma v Commissioner of police explicitly called
for an India-wide ban on Conversion Therapy.
o It also demanded for legal action against those who practice.
Conversion Therapy:
 It is a pseudo-medical practice that falsely professes to be able to change the sexual orientation
of the LGBTQIA+ community members.
Need for a ban on Conversion Therapy:
 The therapy is deeply harmful as it subjects the victims to various forms of physical & emotional
abuse.
 The UN’s study on gender violence & discrimination found that 98% of those who undergo such
therapy experience lasting damage including
o Depression & anxiety.
o Permanent physical harm & loss of faith.
 the community is being exploited on the entrenched false belief that non-heterosexual
orientation is immoral.
 There have been increasing reports of conversion therapy across 5 states, where persons
underwent therapy are resorting to suicide attempt.
 It is a dreadful form of discrimination that is clouded by false claims to medical legitimacy has
to end.
 It is a misguided & unscientific notion that sexuality can be altered through external
intervention.
 The ban will reduce its prevalence & increase the social acceptability of the community.
 Outlawing the practice in India would legally prevent the forced administration of medication &
the physical & mental abuse that characterizes conversion therapy.
 Banning will prevent future tragedies of suicides & pain that LGBTQIA+ subjected.
India’s efforts & shortcomings towards homosexuality:
 In India in recent years. Laws & attitudes towards homosexuality have evolved.
o The Indian Psychiatric society already declared that homosexuality is not a mental illness
& cannot be changed by external attempts.
o Decriminalization of Section 377 gave legal sanctity to consensual homosexual sex.
 But these positive efforts fall short because:
o Still, Mental Healthcare Act does not provide adequate protection against conversion
therapy,
 Though it bans medical treatment without consent but it allows consent-based
medical treatment.
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Additionally, the act is inadequate for protecting the LGBTQIA+ people's rights as
it fails to prevent categorizing homosexuality as a mental illness.
At present, India has no law banning conversion therapy that allows the quacks to
continue this harmful practice.


o

Way-Ahead:
 The need for the LGBTQIA+ community in India is a special legislative action that protects them
against the real & lasting damage that conversion therapy poses.
 India needs a series of measures to discourage conversion therapy such as:
o Imposing professional sanctions against persons engaging in this.
o Banning conversion therapy involving minors.
o Banning the most egregious forms of conversion therapy.
 India should echo Britain’s pledge to outlaw conversion therapy & such legislations have been
already passed in many countries.
 India must take decisive & meaningful action to end this vicious & medically baseless practice.
Conclusion:
India's actions in recent years towards the vulnerable sections mainly the LGBTQIA+ community is
laudable. But its actions fall short in ending the ghastly cases of discrimination such as conversion
therapy. It is high time for India to implement the Madras High Court suggestions & follow the
footsteps of the best practices nations.
THE CORNWALL CONSENSUS: RELEVANCE OF THE G-7 FOR INDIA
GS2: Important Global groupings
Context:
Here we talk about the relevance of the G-7 for India.
What’s happening?
 The Cornwall summit of the G-7 hosted by the UK is expected to help determine the shape of
globalization.
o There has been discussion for the possibility to push for global coordination on minimum
corporate taxation & clamping down on tax havens.
What is Group of 7 or G-7?
 The Group of Seven (G7) is an informal club of wealthy democracies consisting of Canada,
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
 The heads of government of the member states, as well as the representatives of the European
Union, meet at the annual G7 Summit.
 The G7 represents 58% of the global net wealth & more than 46% of the global gross domestic
product (GDP) based on nominal values, and more than 32% of the global GDP based on
purchasing power parity.
Why is this relevant now?
 Since the 2008 financial crisis, the conventional wisdom of the West has been in terminal
decline.
 But due following factors G-7 has gained much traction:
o The rapid rise of China,
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Deepening divisions within the West during the Trump regime,
The chaotic response in the West to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Significance of Cornwall Summit:
The summit seeks to redefine the broader relationship between states & markets in three-way:
 Firstly, Breaking away from the Neoliberalism notion that pushed states in the direction where the
market leads or states step only where there is a market failure.
o This relationship resulted in four deleterious consequences:
 It provided a misleading picture regarding economies vibrant.
 It led to a sense of loss of collective control over the economic future.
 It led to great inequality.
 It created new forms of corporate power in fields like Technology.
o Now the summit aim is to reassert the state's control over the terms in which the market
operates.
 Secondly, global groupings like G-7 act as a political steering committee for global capitalism.
o However, until now their most useful roles were required only during/aftermath of a
financial crisis that needs global financial coordination.
o There was no attention to the systemic vulnerabilities due to supply chain distribution that
globalization might create.
 Though these vulnerabilities can be addressed through domestic action but global
rules seemed to constrain them.
 The COVID crisis showcased all of these vulnerabilities.
o The commitment of G-7 to provide one billion vaccine doses is a welcome step but whether
this crisis-driven commitment will translate into an enduring & just framework for providing
global public goods remains to be seen.
 Finally, in the geopolitical context, two geopolitical cold wars that cast a shadow on the G-7 are:
o First is China, At times when the geopolitical tensions with China rising, greater coordination
& unity of purpose amongst the G-7 will become more important.
o Second is a more diffuse threat of authoritarian disruption, where the forces that want to
subvert democracy are now at the heart of many western democracies including the US &
Europe.
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Greater global disarray strengthens the possibility of giving political succor to these
political tendencies.
 It is important to demonstrate that the G-7 countries are part of a functional
democratic civilization.
Challenges/Issues:
 Even after reassuring the directional change, many of the central distributive conflicts that beset
globalization are likely to continue.
 The talk of global public goods works only in a context where the advanced economies themselves
experience the globalization vulnerabilities.
o For instance, in the proposal for the coordination of taxation, closing off taxes heavens &
preventing a global race to the bottom may be difficult because
 According to Tax Justice Network 2020 report, the US, Netherlands & UK are the top
3 nations responsible for tax losses inflicted on other countries.
 The US, Swiss & Singapore are amongst the highest on the Financial Secrecy
Index.
 So the visible corporate tax rate or taxing at the point of sales may just be the
window dressing the global tax problems that allow countries to hold on to their
privileges.
 Also on climate change, there is a lot of encouraging talk of ambitious targets, investment-led
transformations.
o There is also going to be a renewed focus on the labour standards & linking them to trade.
o The main issue of this it may repeat a pattern of regulation serving to preserve the
dominance of advanced economies.
 There is also the absence of discussions on finance in the new global economic order talks.
o Rather than finance, trade liberalization & the winners & losers it produces get ar more
political attention.
Further-Ahead:
It is reassuring to watch the G-7 in the right direction, but if it wants to exercise true global leadership
it has to convince the world that all its new principles, resilience, inclusion & public goods are not just
to serve the interests of the developed world
Additional Info:
India & G-7:
 India is not participating for the 1st time in G-7, but for India too the Cornwall summit comes
amidst intensifying strategic cooperation with the West that include
o Strong bilateral strategic cooperation with the US, France, UK & the Quad.
o The trilateral partnerships with France & Australia as well as Japan & Australia.
o It also stepped up engagement with the EU.
 The China Factor behind the increasing intensity of India’s engagement with the
West:
o The continuous deterioration of the relationship with China on the background of
frequent military crises have compelled India to reevaluate its threats perceptions,
o Besides the above threat, India realized that strong global cooperation with China
wouldn’t be possible,
o At the end of the Cold war, India saw China as a natural partner in the construction of a
multipolar world to limit the dangers of a US-dominated unipolar world.
 But today, China is the greatest obstacle to India’s global aspirations where
 It is the only great power that voted against India’s permanent
membership in the UNSC & blocked its NSG membership.
 China today rakes up the Kashmir question the UN to create hinders for
India.
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On the trade front too, there is a growing imbalance with China & the negative impact of
Chinese imports on India’s domestic manufacturing resulted in India walking away from
China-dominated RCEP.
India not only reluctant to integrate with the China-led Asian economic order but it is
also turning to the west for trade agreements.
India is eager to emerge as a critical node in future supply chains oriented to the
democratic world.

Way-Ahead:
 The growing convergence of India’s & West’s interests does not mean everything is on good
terms. The following are some divergent areas:
o The economic role of the state
o Democratic regulation of the social media & the technology giants.
 Though it is not easy to translate the broad convergence between both into tangible
cooperation.
o But with sustained negotiations, the shared interests can be converted into concrete
outcomes.
 All these years, India has default political orientation is looking east & mobilizing the south.
 But with changing times, India while continues to strengthen its partnership in Asia & the global
south, a more productive partnership with the West helps India to secure its growing national
interests & adds new depth to its international relations.
OPENING THE UAPA BOX
GS2: Issues related to Fundamental Rights & Legislations
Context:
o The author talks about the consequences of UAPA.
Editorial Insights:
What's happening?
 The orders passed by the court while granting bail to Asif, Devangana & Natasha have opened
up the black box of the UAPA jurisprudence.
The black box Indian Jurisprudence- UAPA:
 The order notes that the definition of Terrorism in Section 15 of the UAPA is vague & has been
used as a license to classify all kinds of infractions as a terrorist.
o It requires that the state show why the alleged crimes/infractions should not be dealt
with conventional offenses laws.
o It also points out that a mere law & order problem should not be equated with a terrorist
problem.
 The order by making a clear distinction between State & Union list in this regard
will have implications for federalism in law enforcement matters.
 The order lays down at least a general standard for a case to be charged under UAPA.
o In particular, it insists that the allegations made against the accused must be backed up
by facts, must pertain to individual action & must be specifically framed.
 It goes against the current trend of charging up someone based on speculative
fact & framing individuals vaguely in a politically motivated manner.
 It opens up the important issue of bail.
o The UAPA is a Kafkaesque law when it comes to bail.
 It prohibits granting bail if there are reasonable grounds for believing that the
prosecution’s case might be prima facie true.
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For a long time, courts without cross-examination, many times accepted the
prosecution’s version.
 Even SC made the situation worse by prohibiting courts, during bail hearings,
from engaging in a substantial examination of the case merits.
 However, the trial court in this order, reiterated that the courts still have a lot of
room to subject the govt’s case to scrutiny even in bail hearings.
 In this case, the court rightly looked into the nature of the evidence
presented by the state & effectively demolished it.
This case gave a good prudential reason for the state not to oppose bail because opposing bail
opens up the case to greater scrutiny without the context of a full trial.
It is also a welcome effort to prevent civil liberties from being swallowed by the black hole of
state power.
o Because UAPA is also a problematic law because it attacks the presumption of innocence
At a time when SC is becoming wobbly on the as fundamental right as habeas corpus, ordinary
protest is suppressed or criminalized and the bail is being routinely denied, the order provides
relief & hope for constitutional wisdom to prevail.
o Though it is a matter of great relief that the tail court has finally released the accused,
but it is premature to be optimistic about the direction of civil liberties in India.
In any civilized democracy, heads would have rolled but here state will aggressively appeal. The
only hope is that SC this time will not let the cause of liberty down.








Further-Ahead:
 It has been a recurring theme, that the landmark orders often have little effect on the state or
the Judiciary culture.
o Sometimes they are a reflection of conscientious judges doing their duty. But more often
than not, they have been an illusion that the judiciary will at some point dispense
justice.
o It is a question of whether the current order has an implication for the travesty of justice
being enacted in similar cases.
 The bail order has opened up the black box of UAPA jurisprudence that is well reasoned, without
histrionics & full of constitutional common sense.
o But will the order will be sufficient to wipe off the recent black marks against the
judiciary remains to be seen.
LOSING THE SOFT TOUCH
GS2: India-China Ties
Context:
Here we talk about how China beats India in the soft power arena.
What's happening?
 The common notion that Even though China has a hard-power advantage (Economic & Military
power) over India, it lacks behind India in the soft arena is totally misunderstood.
o Even in the Soft power sphere, China is more attractive than India.
What is Soft power & it’s Components?
 Soft power is the ability to persuade rests on the power of attraction.
o In simple terms, it is the ability to getting things done by others using persuasion.
 In Joseph Nye’s View, soft power consists of Foreign Policy, Cultural & Political Influence.
o Foreign policy influence comes from the legitimacy & morality of one’s dealings with
others.
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o Cultural influence is based on other’s respect for one’s culture.
o Political influence is how much others are inspired by one’s political values.
Soft power is difficult to measure but Australia’s Lowy institute came out with various measures
that correspond to foreign policy influence, cultural & political influence.

India versus China: Soft Power battle
 In the overall diplomatic influence, Among 25 Asian powers, China stands at first while India
ranks sixth.
o The diplomatic influence further divided into the following:
 Diplomatic Networks: though India nearly matches China in the number of
regional embassies but it considerably lags behind the number of embassies
worldwide (176 to 126)
 Multilateral Power: Even though India matches China in terms of regional
memberships, but its contribution to the UN capital budget is completely dwarfed by
Chinese contributions (11.7% ton0.8% of the total).
 Foreign policy leadership, ambition & effectiveness: China ranks 1st or 4th on
four measures while India ranks between 4th & 6th in Asia.
 In the overall Cultural Influence measure, India stands at 4th place & China at 2nd place in
Asia.
o Lowy further divided cultural influence into 3 following elements:
 Cultural projection: India scores better on Google searches & it also exports more
of its cultural services.
 But China does better on several other indicators, such as:
o
India has only 9 brands, while China has 73 brands in the list of the
top 500 global brands.
o On the number of UNESCO World Heritage sites, India has 37 while
China has 53.
o In the travel visa-free sphere, an Indian passport is allowed only in 60,
while a Chinese passport can do in 74 countries.
 Information flows: In 2016-17, India hosted a mere 24000 Asian students in
tertiary education institutions whereas China hosted 2.25 Lakhs.
 Tourist arrivals: In 2017, India clocked 5 million arrivals from Asia whereas China
clocked 41 million & ranked 1st among 25 Asian countries.
 On total tourist arrivals from all over the world, India received 17 million while
China received 63 million.
 Finally, in the political influence measure of 2017, both are placed close enough.
o The governance effectiveness index shows India scoring in the top 43% countries
worldwide & ranked 12th.
 While China scoring in the top 32% & ranked 10th.
o In political stability & absence of violence/terrorism, India ranked 21st & China ranked 15th.
 The comparison between India & China on soft power is mixed, though China beats India in most of
the measures but the difference is not so large.
 However, the numbers give always inconclusive & far from reality.
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In no conversation from International affairs to regional economy & technology, even in
contemporary culture, China is absent.
o But whereas India is not present in most areas.
o Even if India is in the conversation, the confidence in its regional ambitions, capabilities &
culture & political fit with Southeast Asia is low.

Conclusion:
Around the world, in the current era China evokes awe, India evokes silence. Classical India stands
head to head with classical China in the regard it garners, but Contemporary India has been left a
distance behind. It’s high time for India to recognize its soft power bottlenecks & has to work hard to
give superior competition to China.
EMERGENCY: A STORY THAT NEEDS TO BE RETOLD
GS2: Center-State Relations
Context:
Here we talk about how the constitution was subverted during Emergency.
What's the issue?
 It has now been 46 years since the darkest day Indian democracy has ever seen i.e. the beginning
of the emergency.
o The emergency & its withering assault on democratic principles is a black day not only for
Indians but for anyone who values the rule of law, rule of the people & constitutionalism.
The 1975 National Emergency:
 On 25th June 1975, the President of India on the advice of then PM Indira Gandhi & without the
approval of the Cabinet signed a proclamation to declare that a grave emergency exists whereby
the security of India is threatened by internal disturbances.
Need for the imposition of Emergency:
 The immediate trigger for the imposition of Emergency was the Allahabad HC judgment that found
Mrs. Gandhi guilty of corrupt electoral practices & disqualified her from holding public office for 6
years.
o But the SC granted a partial stay without granting her voting rights in Parliament.
 On this background, when oppositions & newspaper are demanding the resignation of Mrs. Gandhi
& requesting all the govt officials including armed forces to stop following the regime.
o The President with the sole advice of the PM has imposed the National emergency in India.
The Emergency period:
 More than one lakh political workers were arrested under the Defence of India Rules & MISA.
 Censorship was imposed on the media.
o Many newspapers carried blank editorials to protest censorship.
 Many political associations & activities were forbidden.
 Before the imposition of the Emergency, the onslaught on the judiciary had begun.
o Mrs. Gandhi superseded three judges who delivered the judgment in the Kesavananda
Bharati Case & appointed A N Ray as CJI & similarly H R Khanna was superseded & H M
Beg was appointed as CJI.
 During emergency days, a declaration that was made under Article 359(1) whereby no person
could move the courts for the enforcement of Articles 14,19 & 21 & even if a person is threatened
with death, there had no remedy in law.
o Further SC overruled the 9 HCs that had given relief to detenus & held that persons
arrested under MISA could not file writ petitions.
Constitutional Mishaps during Emergency:
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The 38th Constitutional Amendment passed that made imposition of Emergency was made nonjusticiable as it involved wastage of public money.
The Election Law (Amendment) Bill was introduced to retrospectively validate all the corrupt
practices due to which Mrs. Gandhi’s election had been challenged.
With the 39th Constitutional Amendment, the elections of the PM, Prez, Vice-Prez & Speaker could
not be called into question before any court.
o It also added that an order made by any court setting aside an election of these four
functionaries would be deemed void.
Another deplorable amendment that eventually lapsed was the 41st Constitutional Amendment
that sought to amend Article 361 & give lifelong immunity from criminal prosecution to the PM,
Prez & the Governors for all acts done before the assumption of office & during their tenure.
The infamous 42nd Constitutional amendment that passed during the emergency provided:
o That the constitutionality of legislation could only be decided by no less than 7 judges &
any law could be struck down only by a 2/3rd majority.
o Also to negate the Basic structure principle, it provided that any constitutional amendment
under Article 368 would be valid.
o The amendment also increased the tenure of the Lok Sabha to 6 years.

The aftermath of Emergency:
 In the 1977 general elections, the Janata Party stormed into power.
o Indira Gandhi & Sanjay Gandhi was defeated by Janata Party.
 The Upheaval of 1975 was finally reversed after the introduction of the 43 rd & 44th amendments
by the Janata Party & restored the primacy of the Constitution & Rule of law.
Conclusion:
Even after 46 years of the draconian emergency, the Emergency has to be retold because it educates
the future generation on how the Consequences of Emergency strengthened democratic ideals of a free
press, an independent judiciary & a transparent government.
TREATING THE HIDDEN PANDEMIC
GS2: Issues related to Health Sector & Public Policies.
Context:
Here we talk about controlling Non-communicable diseases in COVID times.
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What’s happening?
 India has been shaken by 2nd COVID wave. India’s COVID case fatality is 1.16% that is nearly
half of the global average of 2.17%.
o Many studies have shown that over 70% of mortalities associated with COVID are due to
underlying non-communicable diseases like diabetes, cardiovascular & cancer.
India’s State of Non-Communicable Diseases:
 India’s remarkable efforts at reducing mortalities due to NCD like chronic lung diseases &
cardiovascular diseases have yielded positive outcomes for reduced COVID case fatality.
 India’s NCD mortality rate at 558/100000 population than its neighbors.
 A study led by EIU shows that every 105 decline in the underlying NCD mortality rate leads to a
20% decline in COVID fatality rates.
India’s NCD strategy:
 India began implementing the multi-sector NCD action plan to achieve a 25% reduction in
premature mortalities due to NCD by 2025.
 The Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat scheme is a major initiative that will invest over Rs 64000 crore
in setting up rural & urban health & wellness centres, Critical care hospitals & laboratories &
virology centres.
 Under Ayushman Bharat, India has expanded the scope of primary healthcare to include screening
& diagnosis of NCD diseases.
o Nearly 1,20,000 health care centres that were earlier focused only on vaccinations against
communicable diseases & mother & child care are being converted into health & wellness
centres to provide NCD care.
o PM’s health insurance schemes cover 100 million of the most vulnerable population &
eliminate out-of-pocket expenditures for the poorest.
 The replacement of polluting fuel wood with LPG under the PM Ujjwala Yojana in 90 million families
has significantly reduced the risk of chronic non-communicable diseases.
o It can witness that since 2014 the NCD mortality rates are steadily declining.
Further-Ahead:
 The Defeat-NCD partnership at UNITR had organized to tackle the twin challenges of the COVID
pandemic & the underlying NCD morbidities.
o A key lesson emerging from this international call was to synergize the strengthening of
health sector by ensuring universal access to screening for NCD & application of AI paired
with telemedicine to continue healthcare for NCD patients.
o The vaccination against COVID, the testing, track & trace strategy are opportunities to
detect the undetected NCD patients.
 Providing them with telemedicine-based protocols of self-care so that the risk to
COVID is minimized.
 Ultimately like the world, India will be able to come out of the COVID pandemic by strengthening
health infra through the Atmanirbhar Swasth Bharat programme so that the overall disease
burden in the society are reduced.
 Achieving the SDGs by reducing 1/3rd of premature mortalities due to NCD will make India resilient
to the viral pandemics of the future.
COVID DIPLOMACY 2.0, A DIFFERENT ORDER OF TASKS
GS 2: International Relations
Context:In the article we talks about Indian the fallout of the vaccine collapse and bio-research
regulations, thus focussing on COVID-2.0 diplomacy
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History:




During the first wave of the pandemic,focus was on coordinating exports of COVID-19 medicines,
flights to repatriate Indians abroad (the ‘Vande Bharat Mission’) after the lockdown, and then
exporting vaccines worldwide (‘Vaccine Maitri’)
After the second wave, Covid Diplomacy 2.0 has a different order of tasks, both in the immediate
and the long term.

The health crisis





The immediate imperative was to deal with oxygen and medicine shortages.
The Ministry of External Affairs has had to deal with internal health concerns while galvanising help
from abroad for others.
Remdesivir and favipiravir were brought from the United States and Russia, and later requesting
black fungus medication, and the previous ones have been dropped from the medical protocol.
Ministry of External Affairs has completed the task of bringing in supplies in a timely manner, and
with success.

Handling vaccine shortages
The shortage of vaccines in the country has arisen from three factors:














the failure of the Government to plan and place procurement orders in time;
the failure of the two India-based companies to produce vaccine doses they had committed to
MEA’s focus on exporting, not importing, vaccines between January and April this year.
With the companies manufacturing AstraZeneca and Sputnik-V stretched as far as future
production is concerned, and Chinese vaccines a non-starter given bilateral tensions, it is clear that
the government is looking to the U.S. to make up the shortfall.
There are various ways to do it they are:
requesting the U.S. to share a substantial portion of its stockpile of AstraZeneca doses and to
release more vaccine ingredients which are restricted for exports
to buy more stock outright from the three U.S. manufacturers, Pfizer, Moderna and Johnson &
Johnson, and
to encourage production in India of these vaccines.
To negotiate is a difficult route. The U.S. government is holding up its AstraZeneca exports until its
own United States Food and Drug Administration approves them; it has released a small amount
(20 million doses) of vaccine ingredients and components.
Buying vaccines directly will need negotiations as the U.S. companies seem set on getting both an
indemnity waiver from India as well as Emergency Use Authorisation prior to supplying them.
The Government may also need to make shift from its publicly announced policy that States in
India will need to negotiate purchases directly, as the U.S. manufacturers want centralised orders,
with payments up-front.

Patents, diplomatic fallout



The promise of patent waivers, from India’s joint proposal at the World Trade Organization (WTO)
won't reap early benefits, despite support from world leaders such as the U.S., Russia and China.
As many countries are still holding out on the idea of freeing up intellectual property rights on
vaccines for three years.
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The third big challenge for Indian diplomacy is to manage the fallout of the vaccine collapse.
All vaccine exports were stopped as soon as cases in India began to soar, global agencies
depending on India for vaccines have been left in the lurch by the Government’s failure to balance
its vaccine budget.
Worst sufferer is as Bhutan and its vaccine drive which depended entirely on India’s promise of
vaccines for its whole population.
India’s neighbours has now sought help from China and the U.S. to complete their vaccination
drives.
Making amends and regaining trust for India’s vaccine and pharmacy exports in the future is going
to be a challenge left to the MEA and its missions in several capitals.

Tracing virus pathways





To gain understanding of what caused COVID-19,India, as one of the worst pandemic-hit countries,
must be at the forefront of demanding accountability.
World Health Organisation (WHO) studied “pathways of emergence” of SARS-CoV2 in
Wuhan, listed four possibilities: direct zoonotic transmission, an intermediate host, cold chain or
transmission through food, or a laboratory incident.
World are now calling for more research and transparency from China, particularly over the
activities at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

On regulations




India, must call for a more definitive answer and also raise its voice for a stronger convention to
regulate any research that could lead, by accident or design, to something as diabolical as the
current pandemic.
It is necessary to revamp the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention, to institute an
implementation body to assess treaty compliance, and build safer standards for the future.

Conclusion:
With its seat at the UN Security Council as non-permanent member and its position on WHO’s
Executive Board, India could seek to regain the footing it has lost over the past few months of COVID19 mismanagement, by taking a lead role in ensuring the world is protected from the next such
pandemic.
STAGING A COMEBACK, RE-ENERGISING INDIA’S AFRICA POLICY
GS 2- International Relations
Context: In this article we talk about India- Africa realtions and means to deepen relations with
African nations further.
What's the matter?
 Africa is considered a foreign policy priority by India.
 The current government designed a forward-looking strategy to deepen relations with African
countries.
 Its implementation was managed quite well, with much political will invested in expanding the
multi-faceted engagement.
 Even as the COVID-19 era began in March 2020, New Delhi took new initiatives to assist
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Africa through prompt despatch of medicines and later vaccines.
 But now the policy implementation needs a critical review.
The macro picture
 The latest economic data confirms what was apprehended by experts: India-Africa trade is
on a decline.
 Bilateral trade valued at $55.9 billion in 2020-21, fell by $10.8 billion compared to 2019-20,
and $15.5 billion compared to the peak year of 2014-15.
 Total investments over 25 years, from 1996 to March 2021, are now just $70.7 billion,
which is about one-third of China’s investment in Africa.
 COVID-19 has caused an adverse impact on the Indian and African economies.
 India’s top five markets today are South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya and Togo. The
countries from which India imports the most are South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Angola and
Guinea.
 India’s top three exports to Africa are mineral fuels and oils (processed petroleum
products), pharmaceutical products and vehicles.
 Mineral fuels and oils, (essentially crude oil) and pearls, precious or semi-precious
stones are the top two imports accounting for over 77% of our imports from Africa.
Global competition
 These latest trends in bilateral economic relations should be assessed against two broad
developments.
 COVID-19 has brought misery to Africa. Africans have been deeply affected and remain illequipped.
 A recent World Health Organization survey revealed that 41 African countries had fewer
than 2,000 working ventilators among them. Despite these shortcomings, Africa has not done
so badly.
 Experts suggest that the strength of community networks and the continuing relevance of
extended family play an important supportive role
 Sadly though, with much of the world caught up in coping with the novel coronavirus pandemic’s ill
effects, flows of assistance and investment to Africa have decreased.
 Recent Gateway House study showed, Africa experienced a sharpened international
competition, known as ‘the third scramble’, in the first two decades of the 21st century.
 Nations from the Americas, Europe and Asia have striven to assist Africa in resolving the
continent’s political and social challenges and, in turn, to benefit from Africa’s markets,
minerals, hydrocarbons and oceanic resources, and thereby to expand their geopolitical
influence.
 While China has successfully used the pandemic to expand its footprint by increasing the
outflow of its vaccines, unfortunately India’s ‘vax diplomacy’ has suffered a setback.
 The imperative to consolidate its position in the Indo-Pacific region have compelled New
Delhi to concentrate on its ties with the United Kingdom, the EU, and the Quad powers,
particularly the U.S.
 Consequently, the attention normally paid to Africa lost out.
India’s role
 This must now change. For mutual benefit, Africa and India should remain optimally engaged
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Touching on politico-diplomatic dimensions, the foriegn secretary regretted that “the voice of
Africa is not given its proper due” in the Security Council.
The foreign minister highlighted India’s role in peacekeeping in Africa, in lending support to
African counter-terrorism operations, and contributing to African institutions through training
and capacity-enhancing assistance.
His visit to Kenya has helped to re-establish communication with Africa at a political level.
It is time to seize the opportunity and restore Africa to its primary position in India’s
diplomacy and economic engagement.
The fourth India- Africa summit, pending since last year, should be held as soon as
possible, even if in a virtual format.
Fresh financial resources for grants and concessional loans to Africa must be allocated, as
previous allocations stand almost fully exhausted.

Areas with promise
 The promotion of economic relations demands a higher priority.
 Industry representatives should be consulted about their grievances and challenges in the
COVID-19 era.
 Developing and deepening collaborations in health, space and digital technologies.
 Finally, to overcome the China challenge in Africa, increased cooperation between India and its
international allies, rates priority.
 The recent India-EU Summit has identified Africa as a region where a partnership-based
approach will be followed.
 Similarly, in summit of the Quad powers is held in Washington, a robust partnership plan for
Africa should be announced.
THE COMRADES AND THEIR DIVERGENT PERSPECTIVES
GS 2: International Relations
Context: Here we talk about Chinese foreign policies towards India and critically analyse Russia's
advocacy for China's global vision.
What's the matter?
 Russian leadeship asserted that both the Indian and Chinese govt.'s are “responsible” enough to
solve issues between their countries, while underlining the need to debar any “extra-regional
power” to interfere in the process.
 The implications of Russian advice for India are numerous and far-reaching as Moscow expects
New Delhi to ignominiously give up all efforts to reverse Beijing’s encroachment
strategies.

Indians have learned to expect at Chinese hands an unremitting effort to undermine India’s global
position — to destroy their confidence in themselves and the confidence of others in them —
and to reduce India to a state of isolation and impotence in global affairs.
The Quad factor
 Russian remarks can only be seen as reinforcing China’s claim that the Quadrilateral or Quad
is aimed at containing Beijing’s influence in the Indo-Pacific region.
 Russia’s continued criticism of the Indo-Pacific and the Quad give ample evidence of the
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divergent perspectives of New Delhi and Russia on how to deal with China’s rise to global
prominence.
Russia has rejected the Indo-Pacific construct in favour of the Asia-Pacific on the ground
that the first is primarily an American initiative designed to contain both China and Russia.
In an unmistakable indication of India’s attempt to reimagine a new geostrategic maritime
role for itself, incorporation of the Indo-Pacific concept in Indian diplomacy means that
India can no longer be confined between the Malacca Strait and Gulf of Aden.
Russia’s uncritical advocacy of China’s global vision that seems to have left New Delhi overly
confounded.
The Russian attitude toward China’s growing power and influence will be the touchstone of Russia’s
relations with India.
With the catastrophic rise of populist nationalism amidst the bankruptcy of globalisation, the
resolution of the Sino-Indian boundary dispute appears a hopeless dream in the absence of
a miracle.

Beginnings of looking West

After the breaking of USSR, India soon realised Russia was much weaker than the erstwhile
USSR and incapable of helping New Delhi balance potential threats from Beijing.

India began to diversify its sources of external balancing. Russia began to cast Moscow as
the leader of a supposed trilateral grouping of Russia-India-China against a U.S.-led
unipolar world.
 China’s dismissive attitude toward Indian capabilities, coupled with an emerging ChinaPakistan nexus, prevented the success of this trilateral. India, instead, invested its diplomatic
energies in rapprochement with the United States.

India decided to get integrated in the economic order it once denounced.
 As the logic of intensive engagement with the West was effectively established, strategic
partnership with the U.S. was a logical corollary.
 India’s cooperation with the U.S. has strengthened still further, in part against the
perceived terrorism threat, but also in light of China’s growing assertiveness whose undesirable
impacts are now being felt across the world.

India has been searching for other major powers to balance against China as it does not
have the sufficient means for hard balancing, India has deepened its ties with Japan and
Australia in a way that is close to soft balancing.
 Among all of India’s balancing efforts, the stupendous growth in ties with the U.S. has been the
greatest source of concern for China which views the India-U.S. rapprochement as containment.
 While India needs Russia’s partnership for its defence needs, New Delhi cannot endorse the
Russian perspective on the Indo-Pacific and the Quad.
Maritime structures
 The real ‘strategic triangle’ in the maritime domain will be that between New Delhi,
Washington and Beijing.
 Russia is yet to realise that it will gain immensely from the multilateralism that the IndoPacific seeks to promote, and being China’s junior partner only undermines Moscow’s greatpower ambitions.

Russian policy have arrived at a flawed assessment of the current situation.
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Increasingly pro-Beijing Russia might adopt more aggressive blocking of India’s policy
agendas. Thus,India is interested in a normalisation of relations between Washington and
Moscow as it will help it steer ties among the great powers and also diminish Moscow’s
propensity to closely coordinate its South Asian policies with Beijing.

India-China ties
 Shared identities and beliefs in the principle of non-alignment, painful memories of colonial
subjugation, opposition to great-power hegemony, and strong beliefs in sovereignty and
strategic autonomy have been the key influencers in shaping India’s and China’s
engagement.
 But this has begun to change as Beijing is asserting its hegemony over Asia. In such
circumstances, multilateral forums such as the Russia-India-China (RIC) grouping and BRICS
(Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) have little practical value for Indian diplomacy.

Without China’s reciprocity, options before India are limited. The response cannot be just
symbolic or rhetorical. The absence of any material evidence of reciprocity is bound to
doom an attempt at Sino-Indian rapprochement.
Conclusion
China is undoubtedly the most powerful actor in its neighbourhood but it cannot simply have its
way in shaping Asia’s new geopolitics. Beijing’s policies will still be constrained and altered in
fundamental ways by India which cannot be expected to adopt a hopeless stance of remaining
peripheral in its own strategic backyard.

GENERAL STUDIES-3
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RULES: A CASE OF OVERREACH?
Background
• Last week, WhatsApp filed a judicial challenge to one of India's new IT laws, which mandates
messaging platforms to assist law enforcement officials in identifying the source of problematic
communications.
• This, according to WhatsApp, would disrupt end-to-end encryption and jeopardise people's right to
privacy.
• The government reacted by stating that it is dedicated to safeguarding all citizens' right to privacy
while also maintaining national security.
Security Vs Privacy in new proposed IT rules
View 1 –
• The guidelines only make a poor attempt to strike a balance between privacy and security concerns.
• It is evident that security concerns are being prioritised over both civil liberties and economic
concerns.
• Justice Srikrishna Committee report recognized government has huge powers for surveillance in the
draft data protection law in 2018.
• The new laws' traceability requirement is problematic since the technical literature on the subject is
practically unanimous in recognising that this would imply all users on services like WhatsApp would
lose end-to-end encryption.
• Because data theft and hacking are on the rise in India, end-to-end encryption is critical in the digital
economy.
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View 2• Our societies are transitioning from pre-digital to post-digital, and many fundamental structural
adjustments are required. There are also the law enforcement levers, which are necessary in the
modern context.
• According to the Justice Srikrishna report, a new legislation should be enacted that analyses the
reason, provides adequate institutional checks and balances, and then situates this substantial and
novel legal prospect for law enforcement in that context.
• WhatsApp is a private messaging service that becomes public after a period of virality. As a result of
the origination or traceability requirements, anyone writing a personal letter to a friend is afraid that,
while they are providing an analysis that is not unlawful in a private sense, it may be unlawful in a
public sense.
The government’s response to WhatsApp mentioned the safeguards that come with the
rules. Any thoughts on that?
View 1 –
• The phrase "security of the state" is used in the provision, which has unfortunately come to signify
criticising the government in any form.
• Similarly, claiming that this power can be used to detect or prevent an offence effectively provides
administrative authorities carte blanche to identify persons even before they commit an offence.
View 2 –
• There are two terms here that are problematic: "state security" and "public order." Our Supreme
Court must clarify these phrases and put down the law on the subject.
• Executive power should not be able to issue orders in certain circumstances. Only a judicial order,
which should specify the goal, how you plan to accomplish it, and if the intermediary has been
offered the option of doing it in a less invasive manner, all of which are part of the new standards,
should allow access to the message's source.
SAVING BIODIVERSITY, SECURING EARTH’S FUTURE
GS 3- Ecology & Environment
Context: On the occasion of World Environment Day (5th June) here we talk about saving our
biodiversity which serves as a perpetual source of spiritual enrichment, intimately linked to our
physical and mental well-being.
Staggering value of forests
 Estimates suggest our forests alone may yield services worth more than a trillion rupees per year.
 Globally, we have lost 7% intact forests since 2000, and recent assessments indicate that over a
million species might be lost forever during the next several decades. India is also facing the same
problems.
 Climate change and the ongoing pandemic will put additional stresses on our natural ecosystems.
 He suggests that repairing our dysfunctional relationship with nature is one of the ways to mitigate
climate change and curtail future outbreaks of infectious diseases.
 Preserving biodiversity is directly relevant to the social, economic, and environmental well-being of
our people. We must rethink and reimagine the concept of "One Health ".
Investments in the field
 In 2018, the Prime Minister’s Science, Technology and Innovation Advisory Council (PM-STIAC) in
consultation with the various ministries approved National Mission on Biodiversity and Human
Well-Being (NMBHWB).
 Bengaluru-based Biodiversity Collaborative is working with the National Biodiversity Authority to
hold consultations and prepare road maps of the Mission.

It has potential to strengthen the science of restoring, conserving, and sustainably utilising India’s
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natural heritage; embed biodiversity as a key consideration in all developmental programmes,
particularly in agriculture, ecosystem services, health, bio-economy, and climate change mitigation.
 To establish a citizen and policy-oriented biodiversity information system; and enhance capacity
across all sectors for the realisation of India’s national biodiversity targets and United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs).

India will emerge as a leader in demonstrating linkage between conservation of natural assets and
societal well-being.
An important framework
 The pandemic has exposed the dysfunctional relationship between humanity and nature, and we
must urgently address the issue.
 It led to emergence of infectious diseases; lack of food and nutritional security; rural
unemployment; and climate change, with all its stresses on nature, rural landscapes, and public
health.
 Mission offers a holistic framework, integrated approaches, and widespread societal
participation and empower India to restore, our natural assets by millions of crores of rupees.
 Mitigation programmes will lessen the impacts of climate change and other natural disasters,
such as pandemics and floods.

To rejuvenate agricultural production systems and increase rural incomes from biodiversitybased agriculture while also creating millions of green jobs in restoration of degraded lands (1/3
of total land) and nature tourism.
 It will help India meet its commitments under the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD),
and UN SDGs related to pressing social issues including poverty alleviation, justice and equity, and
protection of life.
 It will generate a strong national community committed to sustaining biodiversity, promoting
social cohesion and uniting the public behind an important goal.
 Scientific inputs, especially related to geospatial informatics and policy, can guide the
development of strategies for conservation and ecosystem management.
 “One Health” programme, integrating human health with animal, plant, soil and environmental
health, has both the preventive potential to curtail future pandemics along with the interventional
capability for unexpected public health challenges.
Need for a cadre
 We need a strong and extensive cadre of human resources required to meet the enormous
and complex environmental challenges of the 21st century.

It needs training professionals of the in sustainability and biodiversity science, along with an
investment in civil society outreach.
 Public engagement, whether it is in the policymaking arena, or in exploration, restoration and
conservation of biodiversity, is a critical component of the planned Mission.
CYBER-ATTACKS AND THE VULNERABILITY OF NATIONS
GS 3- Cybersecurity
Context: In the given article author talks about the risks associated with cybersecurity attacks and the
vulnerability of nations.
What's the issue?
 A string of high-profile cyberattacks in recent months has exposed vulnerabilities in the critical
infrastructure of even advanced nations.
 This has reinforced the need for improved defences against actual, and potential, cyberattacks by
all countries across continents.
America under attack
 Several high-profile cyberattacks were reported from the United States during the past several
months.
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Major cyberattack headlined ‘SolarWinds’ — and believed to have been sponsored from Russia —
had rocked the U.S.
 It involved data breaches across several wings of the U.S. government, including defence, energy
and state.
 In early 2021 in an cyberattack, by a Chinese group Hafnium, which had exploited serious
flaws in Microsoft’s software, thus gaining remote control over affected systems.
 The U.S. has witnessed three more major attacks: an audacious ransomware attack by Russia/East
Europe-based cybercriminals, styled DarkSide, on Colonial Pipeline (which is the main supplier of oil
to the U.S. East Coast).
 Another Russia-backed group, Nobellium, next launched a phishing attack on 3,000 e-mail
accounts, targeting USAID and several other organisations.
Now, civilian targets
 These attacks were all primarily on civilian targets, though each one was of critical importance.
 Cyber, which is often referred to as the fifth domain/dimension of warfare, is now largely
being employed against civilian targets, bringing the war into our homes.
 Most nations have been concentrating till date mainly on erecting cyber defences to protect
military and strategic targets, but this will now need to change.
 A whole new market currently exists for Zero day software outside the military domain, and
the world must prepare for this eventuality.
 Defending civilian targets, and more so critical infrastructure, against cyberattacks such as
ransomware and phishing, including spear phishing, apart from unknown Zero day software,
is almost certain to stretch the capability and resources of governments across the globe.
 One related problem is that the distinction between military and civilian targets is
increasingly getting erased and the consequences of this could be indeterminate.
 2012 cyberattack on Aramco, employing the Shamoon virus, which wiped out the memories of
30,000 computers of the Saudi Aramco Oil Corporation.
 Cyber warfare is replete with several damaging methodologies. In the civilian domain, two key
manifestations of the ‘cat and mouse game’ of cyber warfare today, are ransomware and
phishing, including spear phishing.
 Ransomware attacks have skyrocketed, with demands and payments going into multi-millions
of dollars. India figures prominently in this list, being one of the most affected.
 India, today face a catastrophic situation, if attacked, and may even have to cease operations.
 Need to be aware of the nature of the cyber threat to their businesses and take adequate
precautionary measures, has become extremely vital.
 Banking and financial services were most prone to ransomware attacks till date, but oil, electricity
grids, and lately, health care, have begun to figure prominently.
Zeroing in on health care
 What is specially worrisome at this time, when a pandemic is raging, is the number of cyberattacks
on health-care systems. With data becoming a vital element in today’s world, personal
information has become a vital commodity.
 Compromised ‘health information’ is proving to be a vital commodity for use by cybercriminals.
 All indications are that cybercriminals are increasingly targeting a nation’s health-care
system and trying to gain access to patients’ data. The available data aggravates the risk not
only to the individual but also to entire communities.
 Cybercriminals are becoming more sophisticated, and are now engaged in stealing sensitive
data in targeted computers before launching a ransomware attack.
 This is resulting in a kind of ‘double jeopardy’ for the targeted victim.
 Many cybercriminals are known to practise ‘reverse engineering’ and employ ‘penetration
testers’ to probe high secure networks.
 Motivation for cyberattacks vary: for (some) nation states, the motivation is geopolitical
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transformation; for cybercriminals, it is increased profits; for terror groups, the motivation
remains much the same, but the risk factor may be lower.
Need for data protection
 Cybersecurity essentially hinges on data protection. As data becomes the world’s most
precious commodity, attacks on data and data systems are bound to intensify.
 Ensuring data protection could, hence, prove to be a rather thankless task, complicating the
lives of Information and other security professionals.
 The data life cycle can broadly be classified into data at rest (when it is being created and
stored), data in motion (when it is being transmitted across insecure and uncontrolled networks),
and data in use (when it is being consumed).
 Cybersecurity professionals are now engaged in building a ‘Zero Trust Based Environment’, viz.,
zero trust on end point devices, zero trust on identity, and zero trust on the network to
protect all sensitive data.
 Few companies are using, Zero Trust Based environment employing: software defined solutions
for agile perimeter security, secure gateways, cloud access security, privileged access
management, threat intelligence platforms, static and dynamic data masking.
Preparation is needed
 Building deep technology in cyber is essential. New technologies such as artificial
intelligence, Machine learning and quantum computing, also present new opportunities.
 Nations that are adequately prepared — conceptually and technologically — and have made
rapid progress in artificial intelligence and quantum computing and the like will have a
clear advantage over states that lag behind in these fields.
 Pressure also needs to be put on officials in the public domain, as also company boards, to
carry out regular vulnerability assessments and create necessary awareness of the growing
cyber threat.
 According to, IBM Chairman, Arvind Krishna, that cybersecurity will be “the pressing issue of this
decade” and that “value lies in the data and people are going to come after that data”.
PLANNING FOR A BIOSECURE FUTURE
GS 3-Biotechnology, Internal Security
Context: In the given article we talk about the need to be more secure on the national security front
in the domain of technology.
What's the matter?
 The preparedness of nation states and tenuous global security arrangements were insufficient in
dealing with the COVID-19 crisis.
 The future of national security , therefore, will be forced to undergo a paradigm shift if it
must retain any policy impact at all — it would need to rethink the sources of insecurity.
 The growth of exponential technologies such as synthetic biology, artificial intelligence and
nanotechnology is bound to change the theory and practice of national security.
 The rapid rise of synthetic biology in the last two decades haven’t received sufficient
attention from the security studies or policy communities.
 COVID-19 has further highlighted the biosecurity concerns of synthetic biology.
Synthetic biology
 That new organisms, biological parts and devices can be created or that existing natural life
forms can be redesigned should ideally be the subject matter for scientists to concern
themselves with or for ethicists to debate.
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There is a growing realisation that exponential technologies have hitherto unforeseen national
and global security implications.
In 2014, for instance, the U.S. Department of Defense categorised synthetic biology as one
of the six ‘disruptive basic research areas’ even though linkage between national security and
synthetic biology is yet to become an agenda item in mainstream national security debates.
Synthetic biology is a revolutionary technology which can help us manipulate biological
organisms and processes for human betterment, especially in treating diseases, by reengineering cells. But it is a double-edged sword.
There are many risks associated with the technology which must be addressed before it becomes
widely accessible. For one, there is the possibility of deliberate misuse.
There is a need to carefully review, especially in the wake of the pandemic, the biosecurity
systems in place where such technologies are in use.
Accidental leaks of experimental pathogens are another concern. Insufficiently trained staff,
inadequately safeguarded facilities, and lack of proper protocols could all be behind such
leaks.
There has been very little focus on threats emanating from biological sources.
A well-orchestrated biological attack could have serious implications even though it would be
less ‘spectacular’ since its effects are less immediate.
Unlike the nuclear domain, the fields of biology or synthetic biology are not regulated
internationally despite growing military interest in synthetic biology applications and their
potential misuse.
The ‘weapon of mass destruction’ (WMD) capability of bio-weapons has been long
recognised but very little has been done by the international community about it.
Of the three types of WMD, nuclear weapons have received the maximum safety and security
attention given the treaty and institutional arrangements associated with it. Chemical weapons
come next.
In case of bio-weapons, just one convention i.e. the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention (BTWC) of 1972 with no implementing body.
The BTWC does not have a verification clause, nor does it have clearly laid down rules and
procedures to guide research in this field.
According to Ar 1 of the treaty, while bio-weapons are banned, research for medical and biodefence purposes are allowed.
Pandemics have also highlighted that the traditional distinction at the international institutional
level between biological weapons (a field governed by the BTWC) and diseases (a domain under
the World Health Organization) may not be useful anymore.
There needs to be more conversation between health specialists and bio-weapons/defence
specialists.
The November 2021 BTWC review conference must take stock of the advances in the field,
address the thinning line between biotechnology research and bio-weapons research, and
consider international measures for monitoring and verification.

India uniquely unprepared
 India is at a uniquely disadvantaged position compared to the more developed countries in this
area given poor disease surveillance, insufficient coordination among various government
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departments dealing with biosecurity issues, and the pathetic state of the healthcare system.
India has multiple institutions dealing with biosafety and biosecurity threats but there is no
coordination among them.
The multiplicity of bodies and ministers makes coordination difficult, especially in the
absence of an empowered coordinating body.
And, given the rising risk of diseases of zoonotic origin, the traditional ministry-wise
separation might not be useful.

Conclusion:
Another important question is whether India, with its porous borders and ill-trained border control
institutions, is prepared for defending against pathogens or dangerous biological organisms or agents
arriving from abroad. COVID-19 should serve as a wake-up call.
DELHI’S SEA BLINDNESS
GS3: Maritime Security
Context: Here we talk about the need for a maritime national strategy for India.
What's happening?
 China’s 2019 Defence White Paper (DWP) clearly spelt out PLA Navy’s crucial role in the endeavor
that relies on its formidable maritime/industrial capabilities.
 Look back into China in this regard:
o The early signs of China’s maritime awakening had emerged with its DWP 2004, but in 2012
most China-watchers were skeptical when China declared to become a maritime great
power.
 This skepticism gave way to apprehension as it becomes clear with the
announcement that underpinned by a time-bound programme for acquiring the full
gamut of maritime capabilities.
 However, Today China has not only overtaken the US Navy in numbers but also
topped in ship production with the largest merchant navy, coast guard & fishing fleet
in the world.
 China Vs. India:
o The competition between China & India in the economic & military spheres makes it
inevitable that the two will remain rivals in the Asian strategic space.
o With limited economic impact due to COVID, China has reaffirmed its revanchist agenda via
its refusal to resume that status quo ante in Eastern Ladakh.
 Further, China will use the Maritime Silk Route initiative to expand its sphere of
influence & ensure dominance in the Indo-Pacific.
o In this scenario, there is a yawning gap between the maritime capabilities of both such as:
 China laid down its 1st indigenous aircraft carrier in 2015 & astonishingly
commissioned it in 2018.
 While for India, its 1st indigenous aircraft carrier commenced in 2009 & yet to
be commissioned.
The Sagarmala/Maritime Modernization Plan of India:
 Looking through Successive govts:
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The Sagarmala that was launched in 2003 by the then govt with the stated objective of
ensuring that all major ports would be connected to the golden Highway Quadrilateral
through a network of expressways, facilitating country-wide goods transport.
 But it was soon abandoned within months.
o The successive 2004 govt replaced Sagarmala with the National Maritime Development Plan
(NMDP) in 2005 with a stated aim to develop India’s maritime sector similar to Sagarmala.
 But it was actually confined to the modernization of port infra & enhancement of railroad connectivity to the ports.
 However, the Progress of the Plan remains tardy.
 From 2004-2011, only 33% of the projects are completed, the remaining are
either dropped 0r in the planning stage.
o In 2011, the same govt decided to abandon the NMDP-2005 & replaced it with a new 10year plan titled Maritime Agenda 2010-2020.
 While post-maritime policies focused mainly on port modernization & enhancing railroad connectivity but MA-2020 had a broader scope that envisaged huge outlay to
achieve quantum jumps in shipbuilding, cargo-handling, etc.
 However, the MA-2020 has suffered from two serious issues:
 It had set extremely unrealistic targets.
o That is aiming in 7-8 years to increase shipbuilding capacity by 5 times
& cargo capacity by 4 times.
 It showed clear signs of a lack of vision & mission in the ministry.
 As usual, MA-2020 failed to achieve anything substantial.
o In 2014, the current regime has again terminated MA-2020 & revived the Sagarmala 2015
project, which focuses on modernizing ports & enhancing connectivity.
 This new project has held out greater hope because of its structured & progressmonitoring framework.
 However official data shows that it also follows the same path as its predecessors.
 With a stated objective of 1 crore jobs I the sector, govt created only 10000
jobs.
In 2003, India has launched its 1st maritime modernization plan with a limited focus on port
development & road/rail connectivity.
o Everyone assumed that Sagarmala was a panacea for all of India’s maritime shortcomings.
 But the exclusive focus of successive govts on port development has grossly
neglected the other critical components of India’s maritime capability from shipping
building to sea exploration.
 This narrowness has impacted India’s maritime security & as well as its blue
economy.
 India’s maritime policy/Sagarmala is a Policy of Sea blindness that shows
political myopia & bureaucratic ineptitude.
Underlying reasons for the dismal state of India’s Maritime Capability:
o Initiating programmes with inappropriate aims,
o Choosing unrealistic targets,
o Abandoning/ Renaming projects,
o Not ensuring faithful implementation,
o Major ports overloaded & inefficient,
o The shipbuilding industry is moribund,
o The merchant fleet is inadequate & growing at a snail’s pace.
o Seabed exploitation yet to take off,
o The backward Fishing industry,
o Lacking Human Resources.
o
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Further-Ahead:
 Nations that were lagging behind India a few decades ago have surged ahead because of their
vision & dynamism in the vital maritime arena.
 It is high time for India to evolve a Parliament-approved National Strategy for the Maritime
Sector that charts a 50-year path to ensure survival through govt change.
RE-EXAMINE AGRI-EXPORT BASKET
GS3: Agriculture related issues
Context: As we talk about the need for re-vamping India’s agri-export basket into a sustainability
basket.
What’s Happening?
 In 2020-21, the Agri-exports have reached $41.8 billion with a registered growth of 18% has
helped improve domestic farm prices.
o However, even these exports fall short of the $60 billion target that govt set out to
achieve by 2022.
 But strategically, there rises a debate can this growth rate can be sustained over a longer
period & its implication on Indian Agri.

Looking into the numbers:
 Rice tops the Agri-commodity export index with 17.7 million tonnes valued at $8.8 billion which is
21% of total agri-export value.
o It is followed by Marine products, Spices, bovine meat & sugar ($2.8 billion)
 The weightage of rice & sugar warrants a re-examination of the country’s export basket because of
environmental sustainability.
 The issue with those crops:
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Rice & Sugar are well-known water guzzlers.
 They are heavily subsidized through cheap power for irrigation & fertilizers.
 Further with export subsidy given to clear excessive domestic stocks of sugar
resulted in registering a case against India at the WTO by other sugar nations.
 In the case of Common rice, the research shows that power & fertilizer subsidies
account for 15% of its value in Punjab & Haryana.
 Without these subsidies, farmers would abandon the rice.
The biggest concern with surging rice & sugar exports from India is on the sustainability
front.
The policymakers have to chalk out a sustainable strategy for agri-exports
because:
 India is already a water-stressed country with per-capita water availability of 1544
cubic meters, & on its way to becoming a Water-Scarce country.
 In this scenario, exporting the water guzzler crop like Sugar that takes 2000
liters for 1 kg sugar production will further aggravate the drought conditions.
 Similar to the case with Rice, it needs 4000 liters of water for irrigating 1kg,
this crop not only depletes the ground table but also contributes to more than
18% of the GHG emissions generated from Agri.
 To make the rice exports of this magnitude sustainable:
o The crop has to be framed in a water-efficient manner & with Low GHF
footprint by using farming practices such as Alterante Wetting Drying,
Direct-seeded Rice & Micro-Irrigation.
o Farmers are also incentivized & rewarded to save water & switch rice &
sugar to ess water-guzzler crops & reduce the carbon footprint.
In the broader agri-trade level, it is noted that agri-trade in the total agri-GDP has slid to
13.5%in 2020-21 from 20% in 2013-14.
 This indicates that India is becoming less globally competitive in exports & more
protectionist in imports.
Also from a closure evaluation of non-basmati exports , it found that the exports are actually
sourced not only below-MSP but also below the average mandi prices, it may happening due
to a substantial part of supplies through the PDS & the PMGKY are leaking out & swelling
rice exports.
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Way-forward:
 It is high time to revisit the entire gamut of rice & sugar systems from their MSP/FRP to their
production in an environmentally sustainable manner.
 The need is for a long-term strategy with the aim to conserve scarce resources of water &
energy and to reduce the carbon footprint.
o By promoting better diversification of Agri-systems & better use of scarce water supplies
& lesser GHG emissions.
 Limited procurement at the FCI could help in doubling investments in Agri R &D to improve
productivity on a sustainable basis & improve farming practices to minimize carbon emissions.
 An export-led strategy also needs to minimize logistics costs by investing in better infra &
logistics.
 The above all ensure sharing the returns of the investments with farmers to give them a better
deal in terms of higher & more stable incomes.
BAD BANK LESSONS FROM CHINA
GS3: Issues related to Banking System.
Context:
Here we talk about the need & mechanism for Bad banks in India.
What’s happening?
 As India gets ready to operationalize a new Bad bank, the National Asset Reconstruction
Company Ltd (NARC), China is struggling with one of its biggest bad banks Huarong Company.
o Chinese experience should inform Indian policy thinking on bad banks.
China & the Bad Banks:
 On the backdrop of the Asian financial crisis, China set up dedicated bad banks for each of its
big four state-owned commercial banks.
o The objective of these bad banks is to acquire non-performing loans (NPLs) from those
banks & resolve them within 10 years.
o In 2009, their tenure was extended indefinitely & in 2016, China permitted the
establishment of two local bad banks per province.
 Currently, Chinese banks can only transfer NPLs to the national or local bad
banks.
o Recent research highlights that Chinese bad banks effectively help conceal NPLs.
 The banks finance over 90% of NPL transactions to bad banks through direct or
indirect vehicles & the bad bank in turn resell over 70% of the NPLs at inflated
prices to the 3rd parties who happen to be borrowers of the same banks.
 It is concluded that in the presence of binding financial regulations & opaque
market structures, the bad banks could create a pervasive incentive to hide bad
loans instead of resolving them.
o In the case of Huarong, the main source of the problems appears to the gradual
broadening of the original mandate & tenure of Chinese bad banks.
Four lessons from Chinese Experience to for India:
 A centralized bad bank like NARCL should ideally have a finite tenure.
o Such an institution is a swift response to an abrupt economic shock when normal banks
fail to dispose of their bad loans.
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The banks could able to transfer their crisis-induced NPLs to the bad banks & focus on
expanding their lending activity.
o Over time, it could dispose of the assets to private players, thus avoiding a fire-sale
during the economic shock
o Clearly, such a bad ban has a temporary purpose & need not exist in perpetuity.
 The bad bank must have a specific, narrow mandate with clearly defined goals.
o Transferring NPLs to a bad bank is not a solution in itself, there must be a clear
resolution strategy.
o Otherwise, allowing a bad bank to exist in perpetuity risks a potential mission creep,
which might in the long run threaten financial stability itself.
 Like China, Indian banks remain exposed to these bad loans even after they are
transferred to ARCs.
o RBI found that the sources of funds of ARCs have largely been bank-centric.
 To address the issue, RBI has tightened bank provisioning while liberalizing FPI
norms.
o Policymakers must ensure that the creation of the NARCL does not reverse the trend.
 In a steady state, the resolution of the bad loans should happen through a market
mechanism & not through a multitude of bad banks in India.
o With the setting up of NARCL as a centralized bad bank, the regulatory arbitrage
between ARCs & AIFs must end.
o While AIFs should be allowed to purchase bad loans directly from banks & ARCs should
be allowed to purchase stressed assets from capital markets & also allowed to infuse
fresh equity in distressed companies.
Conclusion:
The Chinese experience should nudge Indian policymakers to limit the mandate & tenure of NARCL
while facilitating market-based mechanisms for bad resolution in a steady state.
o

RATION CARD REFORM, SO FAR
GS3: Issues related to PDS & Food distribution
Context:
Here we talk about the One Nation, One Ration Card system.
What's the issue?
 Recently the SC has directed all states & UTs to implement the One Nation, One Ration Card
(ONORC) system which allows for inter-& intra-state portability, by July 31.
About One Nation, One Ration Card (ONORC):
 The ONORC scheme is aimed at enabling migrant workers & their families’ members to buy
subsidized ration from any fair shop anywhere in the country under the National Food Security
Act 2013.
 To promote this reform in the archaic PDS, the Centre has provided incentives to states.
o It even had set the implementation of ONORC as a precondition for additional borrowing
by states during the Pandemic period.
 Mechanism of ONORC:
o It is based on technology that involves details of beneficiaries' ration cards, Aadhaar
numbers & electronic Points of Sale (ePoS).
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The system identifies a beneficiary through biometric authentication on ePoS devices at
fair shops.
o The system runs with the support of two portals such as Integrated Management of Public
Distribution System & Annavitan which host all the relevant data.
Factors that led to ONORC launch:
o Under the NFSA2013, about 81 crore people are entitled to buy subsidized food grains
from designated fair-price shops.
 Each ration card holder is assigned to a fair price shop near the place where their
ration card is registered.
 Earlier NFSA beneficiaries were not able to access their PDS benefits outside the
jurisdiction of their assigned specific fair price shop.
o The govt envisioned the ONORC to give them access to benefits from any fair shop.
 Full coverage only possible after 100% Aadhaar seeding of ration cards has been
achieved & all fair price shops are covered by ePoS devices.
 ONORC launched in 2019 to reform the PDS which has been historically marred by
inefficiency & leakages.
 It was initially launched as an inter-state pilot, however last year the COVID-19
forced migrants to return back to their villages then govt felt the need to expedite
the rollout.
 As part of its COVID economic relief package, the govt announced the national
rollout of ONORC in all states & UTs by March 2021.
o Till date 32 states & UTs have joined the ONORC with 69 crore of NFSA beneficiaries’
coverage.
o As per the official data, about 1.35 crore portability transactions every month are recorded
under ONORC on average.
o But some 4 states are not yet joined because:
 Lack of workable ePoS system in fair price shops.
 The state govts demand of including non-NFSA ration card holders under ONORC
coverage.
o



Way-Ahead:
The ONORC System is a transformative & reformative step in achieving a public delivery system in spirit
without any archaic & rigid faultiness.
IMPROVING FINANCIAL POSITIONS OF DISCOMS
GS3: Infrastructural Issues.
Context:
As we talk about the improving financial positions of discoms.
 At the end of March, there was a sharp decline in the dues owned by discoms to the power
generating companies.
o Usually, a decline is a healthy sign as it improves the financial position of discoms.
However, there is a hidden picture under this sign.
What’s Happening?
 Discoms have paid off their dues in part by drawing down a liquidity facility arranged by the
Centre last year.
o This rescue is to prevent the entire power sector chain from suffering because of the
discoms inability to meet its obligations.
o This type of intervention is routinely done by the Centre to aid discoms & tackle the
problems plaguing the distribution segment.
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In the initial years of UDAY introduction, some states witness an improvement in their financial
& operational indicators. But it wasn’t sustained too long, soon there has been a sharp
deterioration in several parameters.
 Discoms performance:
o A key metric to measure the performance of discoms is AT&C losses.
 These losses stem from

poor or inadequate infra
 On account of theft
 Bills are not being generated or honored.
 The UDAY scheme that envisaged to bring down these losses to 15% by 2019,
however, it is failed to do as currently, the AT&C losses at the all-India level
stand at 21.7%
 In the case of the low-income north & central-eastern states the losses are
considerably higher.
o Another metric is the gap between Discoms’ Costs & Revenues.
 This difference is supposed to have been eliminated by now but in the absence of
regular & commensurate tariff hikes, this stands at Rs 0.49 per unit.

for the high income southern states, this gap between costs & revenues is
significantly higher.
 Factors affecting Discoms revenue:
o Without augmenting distribution networks & reworking cost structures, the govts push
for ensuring electrification of all has contributed to greater inefficiency that raised the
discoms losses further.
o The economic fallout of the pandemic, where demand from industrial & commercial users
fallen which is the revenue generation stream for the discoms.
 This exacerbated the stress on the discoms finances.
o But the core factor is the failure to fully metered the various levels in the distribution
levels.
 That resulted in ascertaining the level in the chain where losses are occurring.
 Due to lack of proper data on the consumer, it is difficult to isolate &
identify loss-making areas & take corrective action.
o Financing the upgradtion of the distribution infra is only part of the problem. Above all its
is the lack of political consensus at the state level to raise tariffs or to bring down AT&C
losses.
 Suggestions to overcome this issue:
o Formation of national power distribution company because much of the problem stems
from inefficient public sector entities.
 This national-level company will a possible solution.
o Another solution is to deduct the discoms dues owned to both public & private power
generating companies from state balances with the RBI forcing states to take the
necessary steps to fix discoms finances.
 But some states that exited from such as agreement have raised questions on the
feasibility of the option.
Way –Ahead:
The short of radical measures such as privatization is difficult to see how a sustainable turnaround in
the financial & operational discoms can be engineered. As the debt is mounting higher as days pass,
the minor tinkering won’t produce the desired results.
RESTORATION OF DEGRADED LAND IN INDIA
GS3: Environmental Conservation
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Context:
Here we talk about the restoration of degraded land in India.
What's Happening?
 Recently in his address to the UN High-Level Dialogue on Desertification, Land Degradation &
Drought, PM Modi has reiterated that India is on track to achieve land neutrality by 2030.
 In this regard, PM has quoted the example of Banni Grasslands of Gujarat where the highly
degraded region was being restored & the livelihoods of pastoralists supported using a novel
approach.
Banni Grassland-Lesson for Restoration of Degraded Land:
 Banni Grassland is one of Asia’s largest tropical grasslands.
o It is home to great biological diversity & is the lifeline of its pastoralist communities.
 However, climate change & the invasion by Prosopis Juliflora have severely impacted its unique
ecology.
 A recent study concluded that unless severe action takes place. The grassland is headed for
serious fodder scarcity.
 In this backdrop, the local communities of Banni Grasslands for years have taken up the
responsibility of restoration of it.
o They uproot Prosopis in the pre-monsoon period, to allow the native grass species’
regenerate from their rootstock.
 Local communities applying their deep knowledge of the local ecology to become decision-makers
in restoring their commons is indeed novel in India, however, the mandate to do is already
enacted in the forest laws.
o The Forest Rights Act (FRA) 2006, legally empowered Adivasis & other traditional forestdwelling communities to decide on the management & restoration of their common forest
resources (CFR) & stop any activity that adversely impacts biodiversity.
India & Degradation:
 Currently, Indian forests are grappling with degradation, whereby more than 40% of the forest
cover is open & degraded.
 India’s Targets:
o India under Bonn Pledge is committed to restoring 26 million hectares of degraded forests
& lands by 2030.
o India as part of its Nationally Determined Contribution under the Paris Agreement, has
also targeted in creating an additional carbon sink of 2.5 to 3 billion tonnes by 2030
through additional forest & tree cover.
 Forest Restoration:
o It is an important climate mitigation strategy that has the following benefits:
 Carbon sequestration,
 Biodiversity conservation &
 Sustainable development.
o As per a study, India has the highest potential to remove carbon through forest restoration
among Global South.
o The initiatives of degraded landscapes restoration are not new to India such as:
 1970s Social Forestry,
 In the 1980s tree growers’ cooperative societies,
 1990s Joint Forest Management
 In the last two decades, National Afforestation Programme & the Green India
Mission.
o Though the above initiatives are appreciated but their role had limited restoration benefits
o Criticisms on the above:
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For paying little attention to the land & the forest tenure of local communities,
Failing to incorporate traditional ecological knowledge
Not assisting communities to receive the opportunities they desire from the
restoration.
Community Forest Rights a novel approach:
 Through FRA’s Community rights, the gives the right to protect, manage & restore
40 million hectares of forests to village level institutions can solve the issues.
 There are many compelling reasons to recognize & support CFR rights such as:
 Data across the world shows that community forests with legally recognized
rights are
o Healthier & associated with lower deforestation rates,
o
Higher carbon storage & biodiversity compared to other forests.
 In 2019 IPCC Special Report also noted that the land titling & recognition
programme that respects indigenous & communal tenure can lead to
improved management of forests.




o

Way-Ahead:
India’s restoration commitments are amongst the most ambitious in the world, which also has the highest
potential to benefit from forest restoration.
It also has a legal framework under FRA that facilities an internationally acknowledged approach which
is essential for combating climate change.
But the need of the hour is for India is to recognize & support the community forest rights in
spirit.

GENERAL STUDIES-4
THE POWER OF AN APOLOGY
(GS 1 World History; GS 2 IR; GS 4 ethical issues in international relations)
Context –
• In May, Germany apologised to Namibia for the murder of the Herero and Nama people in 19041908, for the first time calling it a genocide.
• Around the same time, in Rwanda, French President Emmanuel Macron acknowledged his country's
part in the Rwandan genocide and expressed hope for forgiveness.
Importance of Apology• Apart from strengthening the relations between the countries involved, apologies by leaders help
people reconcile with the past and countries and communities take lessons from history and avoid
similar tragedies. Most importantly, they provide some solace to the victims’ descendants; they give
them a sense of justice and rectitude.
• Hero activists insist that the development aid offered by the German authorities is not enough and is
generic in nature.
• According to them, the descendants of the genocide’s victims should receive a tangible compensation,
primarily in the form of land property that had been taken away by the German colonisers.
• This is a complex issue, whereby it is difficult to find a mutually acceptable compromise. ‘What is the
right price to pay for genocide?’ is a rhetorical question.
• Turkey has been in constant denial of the Armenian genocide during World War I. In April 2021, the
Turkish President went as far as condemning the recognition of the genocide by the newly elected
American President, Joe Biden.
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There is enough evidence that the killing of 1.5 million Armenians in the Ottoman Empire during
World War 1 was indeed genocide. Leaders like Mr. Erdogan seem to believe that asking for
forgiveness can be interpreted as a sign of weakness. In fact, it is quite the opposite.
The Canadian Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, has a propensity for apologies. According to him,
“apologies for things in the past are important to make sure that we actually understand and know
and share and do not repeat those mistakes”.
In 2016, Mr. Trudeau apologised before the descendants of passengers of the Komagata Maru ship.
In 1914, the Canadian government of the day had decided to turn away the ship carrying South Asian
migrants, mostly Sikhs. The ship was forced to return to India. Back home, the British suspected the
passengers to be revolutionaries and an altercation began. Many passengers were shot dead.
In 2018, Mr. Trudeau apologised for his country’s role in turning away a ship carrying over 900 Jewish
refugees fleeing Nazi persecution.
Such apologies require courage, good will, compassion, and humility. It is not an easy task to
apologise, given that one has to do so for events that took place decades or even a century ago.

Conclusion –
• Arguably, a sense of humility is a rare phenomenon in contemporary geopolitics.
• We are witnessing a re-emergence of political leaders, from Nicaragua to Myanmar, who are ready
to resort to any means in order to remain in power.
• In this environment, apologetic voices become even more precious as they help us reconcile with
tragic events of the past and remove the stains of history. Besides, they add a moral dimension to
international relations.
• In this sense, to be a pillar of the multipolar world is not to be a military power, manufacturing and/or
financial hub, and/or a global investor alone.
• Countries that strive for global leadership should be able to provide moral leadership as well.
• This includes critical self-reflection, humility, compassion, and care not only towards their own people,
but also towards the most vulnerable communities around the world.
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